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ABSTRACT

The central objectives of this study were to

determÍne vutrether there is a functional relationshlp

between the si'ze of the farm firm and its unit cost; to
ascertain what is the optimum síze of the farm firm;
and to determlne vuùrether the family farm is eonsistent ,

t^¡ith the optimun size of firm in agriculture.
fn this study improved acreage and volume of

output T¡rere used as cri-teria of farm size. Data from

the records of {I crop farms in the Carman Area of
Nlanitoba r¡rere used in the erapirical analysis. synthetic
budgeting and regression analysis were the techniques

used in estimating the relationship between the size of
farm firm and its unit costr âs welr as in d.etermining

the optimum size of the farm firm.
The results of this study show that where

improved acreage is the criterion of size, the optimum

si.ze of farm firm is 88¡ aeres. On the other hand,

where volume of output is the criterion, the optimum

size farm produces approximately $34r000. worth of out-
put. This study also indicates that the family farm is
consistent with the optimum size of firm in agriculture.
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INTRODUCTION

Eeonomies of farm size is an issue that has been

a subject of considerable debate in the Frovince of
Manitoba. tengthy discussions have continued with very
rittle knowledge of the cost economies that exist in
agriculture. Some aspects of the economies of farm sj_ze are

suggested in the trend towards eonsolidation of farms

evidenÈ in this Province si-nce 1931. The trend suggests

that cost economies are rearized on larger farms, and. that
low incomes are earned on farms that are too smalt. How*

ever, it does not give any indication of what is the

opÈimum sj-ze of farm f irm in agriculture.
There is need f'or inforrnation relating to the

real nature of cost economies that can be realized on

different sizes of farms, and also of the size of farm unÍt
which r.rould al-row for maximum farming efficiency. Ttris

type of informaüion can be very useful to extension

specialists in making thelr farm management recommendations.

ft wourd facilitate a more effective administration of
credit policies. rndications of the economies of farm size
wourd also aid policy rnakers in planning for a sound and

progressive agri cultural indusüry.

In the present decade, long-term planning assunes

a rnore significant role in the strategy of econonnic develop-
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ment. Farms must, therefore, tend to be of optimum size if
agriculture is to continue to play its rol-e in the economic

growth of this Province.

Il:re family farm is the basic socio-eeonornic unit
in agriculture. As such, informatlon relating to economies

of farm size shoul-d be centered around the family farm. fË

should lndicate vlhether the famlly farm can be preserved in
its presenÈ formr or whether its destruetion is implicit in
the technological revolution in agriculture. fnformation

shoul-d also indicate whether the long-term interests of the

Province can best be served by other than family type farrns.

ïn effect, it should suggest specifically whether the farnily

farm is consistent with the opbirnum size of firm in agricul-
ture.

This study uses vol-ume of production and improved

acreage as criteria of farm size. Its specific objectives

are fourfold; firstly, it airns to determine whether a

functional relationship exists between the size of the farrn

firm and its unit cost; secondly, Èo oetermine the nature

of the relationship in t'erms of the opti-murn size farrn;

thirdly, to determj-ne wlrether the famil-y farm is j.n-

consistent with the optimr.lm size of firm in agriculture; and

fourthly, to determine why some farrns have lagged behind in
the overal-l process of adjustment.

fn this study, the methods of synthetic budgeting

and regression analysis have been used in estimating the



cost economies that are associated with different sizes of
farms. The conceptual and empirical problems, ühat were

encountered in measuri-ng some of the crucial variables,
made the isolation of actual cost economies a very difficul-t :i

task. The estimates derived in this study however, can

provide a basis for effective planning of the agricultr:ral
industryo



CHAPTER ]T

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PBOBLEM

There is uncertalnty regarding the cost economies

that are assoclated with different sizes of farms in the

Province of Manitoba. This has resulted in lnconsistenci_es

and contradictions in strategic areas of farm policy both

at the level- of government, and among farm organizaÈions

ín the Province. rn this chapterr âr examination will be

made of the confusion that has cl-ouded understand.ing of the

nature of the problem of economies of farm size.
The Ulanltoba Farmers t Union has described the

family farm as being ltthe most efficient unit in terms not

only of production, but also in terrns of soil conservation

and human and sociological valuesrff . yet, the Union

immediatery suggests that the family farm is in danger of
being riquidated by large scale units. rn view of this,
it is urged that trpreservation of the famiry farm must be

the prime object of any national policy worthy of its
..2

Ifame r' .

The logic employed here is inconsi_stent. ff the

1""*Manitoba Farmerst Union briefof the Manitoba election of December 1þ,

2National Farmerst Union brief
Cabinet, January 3L, L962, p.?.

to the candidates
L96Ze p.2.

to the Federal



family farm is the most efficient producing unit, it is not

clear why there is any need for its protection. On the

other hand, if the plea for protection is pursued to iüs
logical conclusion, then the irnplication here is that the

family farm is less efficient than al-ternatíve types of
units. As such, it is obvious that the Union is asking
government to preserve inefficiency in agricul_ture.

Many people clalm that the destruction of the

family farm 1s impricit in the technologicar revotution in
agriculture. Hence, they argue that the revolution must be

tail-ored rto suít the needs of the famiry farm, rather than

family farm adjusting itserf to the revolution. fn this
connection, the National- Farmerst Union has stated:

We reject the r¡tridely propagated. thesis that
bechnol-ogy and efflclency demand the removal of
the majority of farm families from the l_and. trüe
do not subscri-be to the theory that the activlties
and institutions of men are deterrnined sole1y by
technology and economics regardÈess of human- andsocial vaLues, but hold that technologicaÌ de-
velopment can and musü be adjustefl to serve human
sociãr and economic r""ãs ;i";;;;l - '

The implication in this argument is that the
farnily farm can be preserved in its present form. This is
an untenable propositi-on. Society has mad.e tremendous out-
lays in research in agricul-ture so that the industry can

make the optimum use of its resources. Research has given

direction to the technical changes that are necessary to

3rbid.
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achieve this goa1. ft woul-d be j-rrati-onal, and a contra-

dictlon of policy, if society were now to deny itsetf the

fruits of research by ignoring the adjustments that are in-
dicated for Lhe survival of the fanily farm. Clearl-y the

Far¡ners t union also holds that the economi-c aspect of the

family farm is sub-ordinate to its sociological aspects.

Contrary to the proposition now advanced by the

Farmers t Union, adjustment to technological change does

not necessariry mean abandonment of the family farm. lndeed,

the motive 1n adjusting to the forces of change is to

strengthen, and hot to weaken the posltion of the family
farm.

The technological revolution in agriculture, and.

the adjustments that it indicates for strengthening the

family farm have often been mis-interpreted.. The following
statement by the ManÍtoba Farrnersr union irlustrates this
point:

The exodus of farm people to our urban
centres is continuing and is not in the best
interest of all concerned. Although we may
agree that to some extent there is roorn for
thls development in certain areasr wê wish bo
re-affirrn that, in our frank opinion, the pre-
sent conditions are not eliminating the so-eall_edIti.nefficienttt farm operators (often referred to
by economists and others), but instead are
draining off rnostly those farmers in the age
group, wlro because of their initiative and educa-
tion can readily apply themselves in other indus-
tries4.

4Manitoba Farmers t Union brief to the Þ[anitoba
Cabinet, January 12, 1959, p.3.
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The inference in this statement is that 1t is the more

efficient farrners, who because of their education and

initiative, are abandoning their farms. rf this is sor then

the implication here is that it is the less efficient farms

that are expanding 1n size. This is a dubious propositi-on,

vuhich is not borne out by empirical evidence.

It has also been argued that the most effective
means of achieving prosperity 1n agriculture is through a
system of parity prices for farm products.5 Parity prices are

frequently short-rlln devices for bridging the gap between farm

and non-farm incomes. As such, they are inadequate substituþes

for the long-run adjustments that are indicated by the

technological revolution for an efficient organization of the

agricultural induetry. Thj-s is evident in the fact that after
more than a decade of parity prices fo."r farrn products, the

measure of prosperity envisaged by the ilnion has not been

forthcoming.

There is litt1e doubt, therefore, that the greatest

danger confronting the family farm 1s the prevailing
philosophy that the family unit can and shoul-d be preserved.

in its present form. rn this connection, Professor Girson

has warned;

The fatal weakness of this philosophy is thefaet t,hat the technoLogical revolutioñ in
agriculture soon outmodes t,he status .W,. it

5M"rritoba Farmersr Union brief to the Manitoba
Cabinet, January 23'' L962, p.9.
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must be recognized that the production firm
in agriculture, more so than in any other in-
dustry, is in a continuous state of flux.
This may n9t be desirable, but it is certainly
inevitableo.

The inference to be drawn from the fears expressed

for the ultimate fate of the farnily farm is that there are

many large scale or rfactory-type I farm units in l¡lanitoba.

Contrary to this betief, there are actually very few of such

units in this Province. fndications are that the most

serious threat facing the majority of the prevailing farms

in the Frovince during the next decade 1,ri11 not be factory
farms as such. The real threat wilt be the larger and more

efficient family farm nnaking ful-l use of modern techniques

and business management.

The average capital investment for all farms in
Canada in l-961 was fi271383. However, this ranged from

*lZZr57O for the 9r5O7 largest commereial farms in Canada,

to $17r098 for the 941256 smallest eommercj.al farms

(Table f). The average amount of capital per farm in
Manitoba in 1960 was $35,398.

The majority of government credit agenci-es have

set maximum limits to the amount of credit that wil-l be

given to any one farmer. The motive 1n setting these limits
was to preserve the family farm. A,s an exarnple, it may be

6J.r. Girson,
Faculty of Agriculture
nical Bu]letin, No. 6,

StrengÈhening the Family Farm,
and Home Economics, Winnipeg, Tech-
April L962, p.Zl¡.
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TABI,E I
CAPTTAL STRUCTURE OF DTFFERENT CLASSES OF FAB}{S, CANADA 1961

Number of Farms Average Capi-
tal per Farrn

$
Type of Farm Number Percent

of Tota1

Comrnereial farms classified
aceording to value of
products sold
over $z5rooo
$t5, ooo zt+rg9g
10,000 L|rggg
5,000 g ,ggg
3,7 50 4,ggg
2r5OO 3,7t+g
l_ r 200 z,t+gg

9,507
14.,411
25,923

90 rl+I9
b9,75t+
69 roz3
94,256

2.O

3.0
5.4

18.8
f0.i+
J-l+.1+

Lg.6

L22 r 57O

73,L75
54,9A6
37,925
?7,792
?2 

'597
17, og8

All commercial far¡ns 353,29) 73.6 32,gOB

Small- scaLe farms

Part-time farms

Other smal-l scale farms

Residential and. other
small- farrns

Institutional- farms

37,645

b5,30L

43,850

815

7.8

9.1+

9.r

12,100

l-l-,365

10,516

L3g,TLg

TotaL other farms r27 r6LO 26.t+ 12, 109

Total all farms t+8O 1293 100 27,383

Source: Dominion Burêau of
L96L, (Ottawa: Queents
Stationery, 1961).

Statisüics,
Printer and

Canada,
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noted that Part III of the Federal- Farm Credit Act limits
the amount of any one loan Eo 827 r0C0.

If capital investment 1s consi-dered as the

criterion of farm size, then this limit indicates that at
the tlrne it was set, a farm ïrrith an investment of #ZT'O0O

plus operatorts initial equity capital was consj_dered an

efficient size unit. There is no indication, however, that
this was the optimum size farm. rt appears that this l-imit
was arbitrarily set in an attempt to ensure that the avail--

able credit was spread over as many family farms as possible.

There is now a growing number of farms whose

capacity to use credit goes well- beyond the maximum limit
of #Z7 IOCO. It is clear therefore, that greater injections
of capital and a re-organization of farms will be required

in the near future. The ceiling that will be puÈ on the

amount of credit available to any one farmer should depend

upon the capital requirements of the optimum size of farm

firm in agriculture. fn this connection Gil-son has stated

that:
Whether, of course, government sponsored

l-oans of gt¡0r000 to $501000, u,:ith a L0 or 50year repaynent, period shoul_d be made availableto Canadian farmers is a quesbion which we ex-
pect to see debated before too long. Loans ofthis size, while not j.nconsistenÈ with the
needs of larger farnily farms or greater pro-
duction efficiency in agriculture, will ño
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doubt be questioned by the supporters of the
smaller family units. It shoul_d be an in-
teresting debate.T

fn recognition of the problems inherent in the

current situation relative to available farm credit, the

government has just amended Parts rl and rrr of the Farm

credit Act. The amendments nolv raise the limits on borrow-

ing capibal- for a single farm enterprise from #ZT .OOO to

$55rOgO.8 nilhile these limits seem to be more rea]-istic in
terms of present costs of financing economic farms, it is
not clear whether they are sufficiently high to enable the

majorlt'y of family farms in this Province to a'btain the

optimum size. fn order to resolve this problem, it is
necessary that the optimum size of farm be first determined,

and an assessment made of the capital requirements on this
size of farm.

Classical economic theory hol_ds that there are

three phases oF distinct periods in the growbh of a fi-rm.

As the firm increases the scale of its prant in ühe first
phase, net economj-es of scale are obtained, because the

flxed cost is spread over a larger vol-ume of output. How-

ever, a phase in Íts growth is soon reached where a propor-

tional increase in inputs is followed by a proportional

Canada,
Business

Vol-. 13,

7 J.C. Gilson, Farm Credi!¡The Current Situaülon in
A paper presenùe
Forum, Tüinnipeg, March lp, Lg6l+. p.l¡.

--SCanadian Federation of Agriculture Bulletin,
No. 5, July, Lg6L+.
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increase j-n output. The firm, therefore, obtains net con-

stant returns to scale. Finally, in the third phase further
expansion causes net diseconomies of scale. ft has been ex-

plained by theoretical economists that the firm experlences

net diseconomies because of the limitations of the

efficiency of management.

The postulates of the theory of the firm outlined

above are, at best, r¡sefu1 hypotheses. As such, they must

be subjected to empÍrical verification, before they are

accepted as explanatlons of economic phenomena in the real

world.

Agreement Ís far frorn unanimous aJnong economists

regarding the tenets of the theory of the firm on this
score. There are many different shades of opinion on the

subjecÈ. Over the last decade, there has developed quite a

controversy 1n the llterature regarding the problem of
economies of scale. The arguments and an evaluation thereof
will be presented in a later section of this study dealing

specifically w:ith the theory of the firm.
It is pertinent to point out however that

economj-sts do not accept all the postulates of the theory

of the firm. !ühile sorne have accepted theorems relating to
increasing and constant returns to scale, they claim that
1n the real worl-d the firm can expand without obtaining dis-
eeonomies of scale. The implication of this argument raises

some interesting questions about centain other aspects of
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economic theory. rf this argument is sound, then it implies

that the number of firms in the industry and the optimum

si-ze of firm are indeterminate. rt also denies that there

are l-imitations to the efficiency of management.

Some studies, to be reviewed in CIhapter IV have

been mad.e in which research workers attempted to determine

whether a relationship exists between the size of the farm

firm and its unit cost. hlhj-Le functional relationships have

been establlshed, these studíes d.id not incorporate

specifically the fanrily farm as the central- point of the

investigation. The family farm is the basic socio-economic

unit in agriculture. rf research is to suggest the nature of
adjustment necessary for economic efficiency in the agricul-
tural- industry, the family farm must occupy the pivotal point
in the empiricaÌ investigation. rnasmuch as this has not yet
been done, the problems of the nature of the cost-economles

and the adjustments needed in the industry have not yet been

fully determined.

From the above discussion, it is evident that there
is uncertainty, doubt, skeptlcism and apprehension as to the

cost-economies that exist in the real worl-d. Controversies

and lengühy discussions have devel-oped. and persisted

but the problem is still un-resol-ved. There e*ists, there-
forer åD urgent need for empirical verifj-cation of the propo-

sitions of economic theory, and other postulates rerating
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to the probrem of economies of farm size. This is impera-

tive if infonmation is to be obtained regarding the nature

of cost-economies that exist in the real wor1d.

The problematic situation dictates that empirical
research should be undertaken to suggest answers üo the
specific problerns that are formulated as fol-Iows:

r. rs there any functional relationship between

the size of the farm firm and cost per unit of output?

2. If there is, then,

(a) i¡¡Lrat 1s the nature of the relationship?
(b) what is the optlmum size of farm firm?
(c) raùrat is the combination of resolrrces on

the optirnurn size farrn firm?
(d) why have some farrn firrns lagged behind?,

i.e. why is there a ttgaptt between the

existing use of resources and the empirJ_cal

optimum? and,

3. trïlhat are the explanations for the co-existence
of both smal-l and large farras in a competitive industry such

as agri-culture?

4- rs the fanily farm inconsistent with the optimum

sj.ze of firm in agrlculture?

Studies in cost-economies can therefore be very
useful. They could be used. to evaluate the extent of, and

the real reasons for, the income disparlty at both the macro

and micro levels. Tþey courd attempt to explain why one
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group of farms is successful, r¿hile the other group

struggles for existence. These studies could suggest some

of the reasons why some farmers find it easy to, whil_e others
fail to make adjustment to technological- progress. They

could also indicate the types of, and the magnitud.e of the

adjustment needed on these farms for their survival-.
I¡ltren the nature of the adjustments have been de-

termined, studies in cost-economies courd then indicate
whether ttre industryr ês presently organized., can effective-
ly make these adjustments. where it is obvious that it
cannot, they couLd suggest the policy changes that are

necessary in order that the reqrired adjustments eould be

made. Research coul-d arso throw some llght on the economic

and sociological implications of these adjustments.

One of the centraL aims of research on cost-
economies woul-d be to determine whether family farms are

necessarily ress efficlent than other types of producing
ounits'. l¡Jhere it is indicated that they are, research rnay

suggest whether the long-run interests of a nation would

9D". J.C. Gi1son has distinguished five types of
producing units in Canada, yiz., (1) tfre family farir, (Z)
the subsistence farm, (3 )-tr,e famiry type of córporaúion
which involves several- members of the same farnily, (+) the
5tgl-f-aniry type of corporation called the factory'farm and(,5) the chaint or multiple unit, type of farming. Vide:
{.9: Gilson, @fre Farm-_Fif4, Technlcal_ Bul--letin No. 2, Économics and Farm
Management, Universlty of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1960, pp. L-5.
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best be served by other than the family type of farm. It
may arso suggest the types of policies that should be aimed

at attaining these objectives.

Having made a decision regarding the specific
form of structural- organizaLíon, research would give direc-
tion to farm credit policy aimed at real-izj-ng pre-set goal-s.

rf for example, research indicates that the large group of
less suceessful farms falls short of the optimum size of
fi-rm, education and credit porieies coul-d be tairored to
meet the needs of those farmers, who have the incentive and

abillty to manage larger size units.
ft appears that stimulation of incentives and a

fl,exible credit policy are vital forces in the creatlon of
larger size units, where this is oonsidered consistent with
optimum resource-use. The creation of larger units have

several social .rrà economic ramifications. rn the short-run
period, there would be an acceleration of the process in
which machinery would be substituted for labour. Redundant

farm l-abour would have to seek employment in the secondary

or tertiary sectors of the economy. This indicates thab the

economy should be expanding and at a level of ful_l employrnent

in order that the surplus labour could be absorbed.

ïùhen the whoLe transition is viewed in terms of
its Ìong=run effects, there are several- other facets of the
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problems with which policy makers will be faced.. Acquisi.-

Èion of the cost-economies of the nature envisaged r¡¡:irl

Sefinltely enhance the productivity of the resources

utilízed in agriculture. The effect of this w-ill be an

appreciable inerease in the total- output of the farm sector.
The implication of this wouLd be that a more vigorous

search must be made abroad for marketing outrets for cana-

dian farrn products.



CHAPTER IIT
THEORETICAL FRAME TORK

Tloeori¡ _of the Firm

The theory of the firm furnishes the necessary

background for an analysis of the problem. rt constitutes
the theoretical foundation upon which this investigation is
made. rt also suggests some very useful hypotheses for
empirical verification. An examination wirl- now be made of
the basic üenets of theory relating to economies of scale in
order to study their implications for the famiJ-y farm.

A firm is defined as a technical production unit,
which converts inputs into outputs. The conversion, however,

is subject to the technieal attributes of the production

function. rn this regard, therefore, it is rogical to view

the firm as a decision-making unit. The owner of the firm,
the entrepreneur, assumes the risk for the management

declsions of the firm relating to problems of what to pro-
duce, how much to produce and how to produce i.e. what

technology to use in production.

An input 1s an ingredient of production. It may

be a good or servi-ce. Normally, it requires a combination of
many inputs to produce a single output. The input may be
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either fixed or r¡ariable 1n the short,-runl. In thjs period a

fixed input is necessary for produc.tion, but its quantity

does not vary with the level of produetion. Costs in this in-
put are incurred regardless of the short-run ineome ¡aaximi-

sing decisions of the firm. The amount of Èhe variable input

varies directly v'nith thre level of production.

Nevertheless, given a sufficiently long period of
tirne, all inputs are variable. Inputs that are, therefore,

fíxed for one time period are Recessarily variable for a

longer period. It ís obvious then that any distinction between

fixed and variable inputs is at best temporal.

Costs associ.aËed with the variable factor are called
rvarlable or dj.reet coststt, and Èhose asssciated with Èhe

fixed factors are referred to as trfixed costslt. Viner has

poÍnted out that:
fixed costs are fixed only in their aggregate
anotrnts and vary with output in their amount
per unÍt, vlhile ndirect coststr are variable
in their aggregate arnount as output varies,
as well as, ordiqarily at least, in their
amount per unit.2

IJ*"ob Viner has defined the short-run as a ilperiod
which is long enough to permit of any desired change of out-
put technologically possible without altering the scale of
planÈ, _but which is not long enough to pernit of any adjust-
ment of scale of plantn. Vide Jacob Viner, rt0ost Curves and
Eupply Curvesn, Beadings in PrÍce Theorg, American Eeonomic
As3ociation tondo

tru.r pp. zoz-zoi'.
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The Anatomv of the Firn

In any given production sibuation, the firm faces

three basic production problems via: (a) what to produce,

(u) how much to produce and. (c) how to produce. The forces
which infruence an entrepreneurts deci-sions in sorving

ühese problems may be classified into four rnaj-n groups on

the basis of their origin. These are;(l-) ttthe d.emand con-

ditions for finished goods and services existing on the

market; (21 the techr,rical knowledge of different combinations

possible in producing these goods and services from available
producüive:.services t (3 ) tfre supply conditions of productive

services, (4) the supply conditions of capital fundsft3.

The dernand conditions for finished goods and.

services inform the entrepreneur abor¡t the products that can

be sord on the rnarkeÈ. To ühe individual bt¡.siness firrn the

demand for its output appears as a series of possibre priee
quantiÈy combir,¡ations, whose extenË and character depend on

the firmts market position. rt shouLd be noted, hoïrever,

Èhat as the production process requires time and the finnfs
production has to be planned in advance, it is actualry not

the demand itself, as it appears in the market, bu.t the

entrepreneur?s anticipation of Èhis demand at the date of
planning, that represents Èhe production deterrnining force.

3$,rrr* Carl-son, A Study on the pure Theorv of
Production, (Nerrs York: Kel
p. O.
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rf the demand conditions indicate to the entre-
preneur what goods and services may be expected to be sold

on the market, technical knowtedge or the rtstate of the

arts?f will indicate to him how these goods and services may

be produced. rt is obvious, however, that unforeseen changes

in the technical processes that occur after the planning

date frequently have no effect on the fÍrmrs production.
The supply of productive services, -like the demand.

for finished goods and services, appears to the individual
fi.rm as a series of price-quantity combinations. However, as

was noted in the case of the demand conditions for the firmrs
output, it is really not the service suppry actually pre-
vailing at any particular date, but bhe entrepreneurrs anti-
cipation of this service suppry, that represents the produc-

tion determining factor.
The supply of capital funds for a particular pro_

ducti-ve activity is determined by two sets of cireumstances:
(a) those regulating the total suppry of capitat to the

business firm, and. (b) those regulating the investment of
funds in other activities. This becomes obvious when it is
remembered that the firmts total capital is equal to the sum

of its own capital and its borrowed funds. rt is al-so clear
that with glven antÍcipations in regard to the suppty of
capital, the capltal that is devoted to a particul_ar activity
wil-] be determined by the rate of return the firm expects

from the activity, and the expected rate of return from ouõ-
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side investments.

The above elucidation of the four factors, which

aid the entrepreneur i¡l making his decision on the problems

of (1) what to produce, (2) how much to produce and (3) how

to, produce, is intended prilnarily to invite attention to the

crucial role that ttexpectatÍontt plays in both the factor and

products narkets.

The Production F\rnction

Ttre question of how to produce is a teehnical
problern. A production funetion is a mathematical æxpression

of the physical input,-ouÈput ratios. Carl-son d.efines it as

ttthe relationship between the variable productive services

and the output under the assr'rmption that the plant rernains

constanrttt4. If the quantity of output is denoted. by (y), the

qr.r.antities of variabLe productive services, (r) in number,

by Xr.... ïr, and the fixed faetor by lgr we rrrite

Y = f (Xgr ll, X2.... Tr,)

This is our production function. Carlson has pointed out

that, if we rryant ühe production functlon to give only one

value for the output frorn a given service combinaÈion, the

funcËion rnust be so d.efined thaÈ it expresses the maxiraum

prod.uct obtainable from the eonbination at the existing
staÈe of technical knowledge. Hence, the purely Èechnical

(1)

4rbid. p.1&-.
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maximization problem may be said to be solved by the very

definition of the producÈion funcüion. ltle implication of

Èhe definÍtion of Ëhe production function is that the

technical organization of the resource inputs may vary when

the service .combinations and output vary. The eentral point

here is that once a particular prod.uction function is
selected, it is impossible to obtain a higher level of out-
put than that dicËated by the funetion. TLre function there-
fore seËs out the tec!,¡nical limitatisns of, production. For

every resource conbination there exisÈs only one optimal

organization and only one maximurn output. A technical ehange,

on the other hand, implies that the optirnal organization and

r¡axi-mum output for the sarne resource combination have

ghanged.

T\po analytieal eoneepÈs, whieh will greatly

facilitate the study of the prodtiction function, r¡il} now be

introduced. These are (a) marginal productivity and (b) the

function coefficienÈ.
(a) Marginal productivity

As was noted above, the prodr:.ction function was

given by

f (No, E_, xz.. - Trr)

Now we want to look at the effeet on output of varying the

input xt. The partial derivative of the producüion fr¡.netion

with respect to the resource input l, is expressed as
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?+. 1'uitxo,xrï2" "1,) - nrr.,

which wil-l be referred to as the marginal physical produc-

tivity of the resource input T1. The differential product

¿Y(Xf¡ v*tich is obtained from an increment of X, rtrhile the

other inputs remain eonstant is expressed as

¿Y(xr) : Qt, ott

This 1s commonly referred to as the rnarginar physicar pro-

duct of x-, . rt is therefore evident that if the increraentl_

is equal to unity, then Èhe marginal product and the

marginal productivity are the same.

Carlson states that ttany infinitesimal variation
of the productive servlces may be thought of as an aggregate

of individual service variationstf5. Hence the change in out-
put produced by an arbitrary but infinit,esirnal service
varj-aüion may be written as the sum of the rnarginaL products

of the individual services. consequenÈly, total marginal

physical- product may be expressed as

dY = Qtr u*t * Q"ru*, foro* Qr"ut., . . (2)

(b) Function coefficient

In view of the fact that the quantity of output

does or does not vary in proportion to a proportionar change

5Carlson, fbid., p.16.
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in all- resources, the production under consideration 1s

said to yield constant or variable proportional returns.
The concept of the production function coefficient or

elasÈicity of production is used as a scale of measure of

proportional return. Elasticity of production may be de-

fined as the relative change in output assoeiated with a

relative change in inpuÈ. Expressed mathematically

dY
E = T where E denotes elasticity. If it is assumed

dXT
that g+ = m, then E = ä . Hence, the change in output

m

i.e. dY caused by the proportional- increments of resources

can be derived as follows:

1ì dY-E¡:ffi

EY=dY
m

Since by previous definition
dY = 8., dX., * Q-,

^lrnz
Qtro"t 8- dlL

L)4
* ñæ f.orfflEY=

EY:

1trD

Hence E is the

production.

drtq
Q*tutttr-

dxt

Q, ox'
n

ãi(-7T-n'n
Qx dx

.n

ntrta *}trxz + + XnQX
n

or

nn
dXn

ß)

dx, +...* Qx dxrrr then

Q"ro"
Trr- *.. ..*

function coefficient the el-asticity of
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The Production Ðiagram

If the production function is of the form

Y : f tXt Xe) i.e. there are only two variable inputs, this
may be represented by a surface in a three dimensional

diagram as in Figure I below:

Output
ofY

The resource ínputs are plotted on the base axis X, and Xrr

and the vertical axi-s gives the maximurn ouÈput corresponding

to the combination of services on the base plane. Thus the

surface OACD represents the locus of the output of all
possible resource combinations. hlhen one of the lnputs is
kepb constant¡ €.g. Xt at quantity 04, the output is shown

to increase with the amount of the other input along the

curve AC. The rate of change of this curve, that is, the

Input "f \
Figure I : Production Surface
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partial rat,e of change of the out,put with respect to X' is
the graphic representation of the marginal productivity of

X, for a value of X, equal to 04. Similarly, the slope of

the curve DC represents the marginal productivity of X,

when ï, is equal to 00.

ff the production function is of the forrn

Y =r[txL/xo xz...tr), it may be represented diagramati-

cally as shown in Figure 2 beLow:

Eigure 2 : Production Function

fn this diagram TPP means totaL physical product,, APP means

average physical product and MPP means marginal physical

product. This diagram illustrates that the total physical

output varies in magnitude through three distinct stages. The

/ þtage
Stageli
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production function, therefore, adheres the Law of Diminish-

ing Retu"rr"6.

6ttr" Law of Dininishing Returns states that with
a fixed amount of anyone factor of production successive in-
creases in the arnounts of oÈher facËors will after a point
yield a diminishing increment of the product. Vide Joan
Robinson, Econ,-omics of Ï¡aBerfect Competition, (London: Mac
Millan e-C

SlÏ¡ile the law as stated above probably brings out
its main attribuÈes it is not as precise as may be desirable.
Perhaps the mosü precise statement of the law ùras nade by
J.M. Cassels thus:

If, without change in the method.s of prod.uction (in
the sense explained above) strccessive physical unj-ts of one
factor of production were added to a fixed physieat quar.rtiËy
of another factor (or a constant cornbinatioä ôf other
factors) tfre Èotal physicat or.l.tput obtained. wor¡ld. vary in
rnagnitude bhrough three distinet phases!

I. fn the first phase, it woul-d increase, for a time
at an increasi-ng absolute rate and then at a deeieasing
absolute rate, but a}ways at a percentage rate greater than
the rate of increase of the variable factor, until thefinal point in Èhis phase was reached at whích 1ts rate of
increase was exactly equal to the rate of j.r,lcrease of ühat
factor.

2. In the second phase, it wsuld continue to in-
crease, bu! at a decreasing absolute rate and at a percent-
age rate _always less than thaÈ of the variable factor, un-
til the final point of this phase was reached where the
maximum output was attained.

for a tine at an increaslng absolute rate but probãUfy
through nost of this phase aÈ a deereasing raté, until thefinal point was reached. at which the product was redr¡ced to
øefO. '

A stimulating treaÈment of the moti.ve behind this re-statenent
of the law can be read in Oasselts paper: tr0n the Law of
variable Proportionsn pubrished in the Araerican Economie As-
sociationst3 Readings in the Theory of fncome Distribution.
pp. f03-117.
could be stated in terrns of narginal or average products ob-
tained frora varying a factor but it wouLd prove Aifficultto declÍneate the three phases when either the marginar or
average product alone is used.
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The fqoquan_ts

An isoquant depicts the different comblnations of

two factors to produce a gi-ven level of output. It is genera-

ted from the production function as is seen below. The pro-

duction function given by the engineers was expressed as

hereunder

Y = f(xorxlrx2...xrr)

tet Xa and X, be two variabl-e inputs. The function for the

isoquant can be expressed as foLlows:

Yo = r(x'xz).
From the production function, therefore, r¡re can generate a

famiry of isoquants. The isoquants are sometimes ci rcular
in nature as the contours of a hill. The circles at the base

of the hill are relatively large because of the broad base

of the hill, whereas those at the top of the hil-l are

rel-atively smaller in as much as the top of the hill is
narrower than its base. A part of an isoquant has already

been illustrated in Figure I.
The characteristics of a family of isoquants ¿iire

now illustrated in Figure l. X, and XZ are two variable
resources. TPP represents the total product curve. ArBrCrD,

E and F represent a family of six (ó) isoquants each of
trhich represent dlf'f'erent levels of' output obtained from the
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different combinations of X, and XZ. Slnce the production

function is technlcally efficienü, and in
isoquants àre derived fron the production

each isoquant ls technically efficlentr

as nuch as the

functÍon, then

Figure 3 : Production Funcüion and Family of Isoquants

Our interest ties mainly in a particular part of
the contoure i"êo the rational area of the fanily of isoquants.

Draw ln the circuÌar isoquants," Then draw a line
üangenü to each isoquant sueh thaü each llne is paralle1 üo

the vertÍcal axis" Join the points of tangencies, Then d,raw

a line tangent to each isoquant such Èhat each llne is
parallel to the horizontal axig" Join the points of tangen-
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cies. The area AZB traces out the relevant portion of the

isoquants. rt is now to be noted that the relevant areas of
the lsoquants in Figure i+ are convex to the origin. The

implication of this convexity of the isoquants is that there

is diminishing marginar rates of substitution. AZ and BZ are

two ridge lines. 0n the ridge line BZ, Q-,' = 0 and on t,he
^I

Figure d : Derivation of Relevant Seetions
of Isoquants

K,

o

¿ô

ridge line AZ, nr, = O.

Having

the relevant area

derived the

as shoum in
isoquants, rrre can

Figure 5.

now draw only
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3o

20

t0

Figure 5z Family of fsoquants

The ísoquanÈ tells us the nature of the production function
as shsrnrn in Figure 6.

xt

Figure6:ScaleLine
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Cost öf Production Analvsis

In the first part of this chapter T¡re exanined the

physical relatj-ons between input and output, in which we

considered the conditÍons for physical efficiency within

the firm. The examination enabled us to review the principles
of production, that provided a found.ation for an analysis of

the cost of prod.uction. The central objective in the

present analysis is to examine the conditions that will
allow the firm to attaÍn eeonomj-c efficiency.

The methodological approach to the problems out-

lined abor¡e involves specific answers to the questions

listed below:

(1) In what.proportions should the variable fac-
tors be combined to produce a given rate of out-

put in,ord.er to atbain economic efficiency?
(Z'l Vühat principle should be foLlowed to alter
these proportions for different rates of out-

put? and

(3) Wtrat should be the profit-maximizing rate of

oufput.

To give a specific answer to the firsü question

above, it is obviously neeessary that the factor market be

introduced into the analysis. In the previorJs section to

this chapter the function for the isoquant was given by

Yo = f(Trï2) . . . . . . (4)
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Given this isoquanË, bhe problem now to be resorved. is
lthow can the firm attain economic efficiencyrt? The approach

to this problem invol-ves the determinatj-on of the srope of
the isoquant YO : f(Xl XZ)

We have already shown that

dÏO = Qrrdt, * Q*rOt, fr e o* Qrrrdt,

dïo = Q*ro"r*Q*rot,

TLre concept of the isoquant indicates that the level- of
output is a constant. Hence since the derivative of a con-

stant is ze?o,

¿yo

o Qtru*t * 8*ro*,

Qtrutt Q.r dT^nz'

dx"
Lãr=
¿

which is the slope

Q"toz
-F-..LJv

^1

of the isoquant

. o (¡)

or the marginal rate of
substibution of T, for Xr.

Having derived the sJ_ope of the lsoquant, it is
now left to derive the slope of the isocost function. rt is
at this point that the resource market is introduced.. Let
it be assumed that the price of (xr) be given by q, and the
price of (xz) be given by (or). Irlte now want to determine the
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effect on total outlay if an additionaL unit of Xa is
purchased. The total cost of X, is given by

ttt'- : etxt

dTn-"Xt_ 
- dXl ¿eI

i.x- = q16{ + xt *i

d= e1 ..uT X,

We will- introduce here the concept of t?price f'lexibility oi'

a factor. tt

Price Fl-exibility =

Price Flexibi-' dQl ly = 
dql- - xtiiuv =,r¡Ð = ,, .-q'

*/

PriceFrexibiliry = å+ + : \,
dTc.,*--x1 

dQr-*r= = e1 * rt *i
ltle can now rnurtiply and divide both sides by (t,) and stlll-
maintain the quality ol' the expression:

dTc.,*--Xl 91 del 91-ffir= = qrË*xl *i ri
xr dql: e1*ordnt

ott"r-

TÇ
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Since ) =xt1tt'X1 e1 dXt

dTc1r

rhen -¡31f

dTc_
^1TÐ

which is the

By folJ,owing

: Q1+t\)ø,

= ql(l * àr_, =

ivlarginal- Unit Cost

a similar procedure

= Qzxz

= qz(1 * 
^rr' =

Marginal Unit Cost

: gtXt n qZXZ

factor Xf.

ct

of

tt*,

dTc_nzq
which 1s the

cz

of

Since total outlay in an

derivaüive of a constant

o : qr(l +

c1(t + {- )u*r= q2 (1r- ^I

and
dxt
AT; :

factor X,

isocost is a constant, and the

is zero

à, )ut, + qz (r * \, )dx2,

* \r)dr2 '
+ ,*, )

tttrt,

ott*rt, (dtc- )dx., + (drc., )dx^
^1rn24

qr (1
(6), which is the

slope of the isocost, which depicts the negative of Ëhe ratio of
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factor prices.

At equilibrium, the slope of the isoquant is equal

to the slope of the isocost.

dx, Qx^
(i) Slope of Isoquant was given by: d = - dttl

(ii) Slope of rsocost is given by: 
ä 

= -

9L n'., q2(1 * ì, Çzãr;=q;=TrrrrEr
8x^ c^Hence qE = t . . . . . o . o (Tì

This expression at (7) above is the optirnum cond.ition, i.e.,
the necessary and sufficient condÍtions for economi-c

effi-ciency. From the foregoing, it is clear that on the

expansion path, the ratios of the marginal physical produc-

tivities of facÈor inputs is equal to the ratios of their
respective marginal unit costs. Sdme text books state Èhat

the necessary ,and sufficient condition for economic

efficiency is where the nnarginal physical productivities of
factor inputs is equal to the inverse of their price ratios.
This is Èhe.case only under perfect competÍtion.

The analysis so far has given us sufficient tools
that enable us to attempt answers to questlons (i) and (ii)
on page (Bl. From the isoquant-isocost approach to produc-

c2 (1 + \r,
qt(I + ntr,
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tion it was noted that to produce a given leve1 of output

at minimum cost, the firm operates at the point where the

slope of'Èhe isoquant is equal to the slope of the isocost,
i-.€. rchere Ëhe marginal rates of factor substitution is
equated to the invense of the price ratios (*Urr"r=
qx-/qy_1. This concept is illustrated graphically below:^r ^2

xz'

Figure 7 : Isoquant and Isocost

Henee in producing ühe lever of the output indicated by the
isoquant, ühe firm operates ab ttre point E on the isoquant

whose slope at Èhat point. is equal to the slope of the

isocost at that saale point. The firrn will, therefore, use a
combj-nation of 0X{ of X, and O*: of XZ: By our previous

definition, the point E lies on the expansion path. Ttre first
condition of economic efficiency indicates that to produce

a given lever of output at minimum eost, the firm can com-

bine the faetors given by a point on the expansion path.

fsocost
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Henee, to find the optirnum factor combination for a gi-ven

level- of output the firm musÈ vary the factor proportion

along the isoquant until it hits a point on its expansion

path. The expansion path is the Locus of the points of

optimum factor combínations for produclng different levels

of output. Expressed mathematically, it may be defined as

the locus of points where

o1(r+ h) ea(r+ 4) qn(r+ l)^l'¿.n2n--ExI -T,.,-:""---\-

The principle to be followed in altering the factor pro-

portions for different rates of output is that to vary the

rates of output, the firm must vary the factor proportions

along the expansion path.

ft is to be pointed out that the path which an

entrepreneur follows in expanding the amount of resource

inputs may not be consistent with true scale reLationships.

This is a common characteristic of farrn production. True

scale relationships are obtained only when all resources

are increased in the same proportions. This is depicted in
Figure 8.

ff the inputs of X, and X, are both doubled, then

the relationship expressed represents a true scale relation-
ship. However, if X1 is increased by 20 per cent, whereas

X, is increased by 80 per cent, then the relationship ex-

pressed is a hybrid of a true change in scale and a change



FÍgure I I Scal-e tines in Relation
. Substitution.'Co-efficients

in the proportion of factors used. True

ere represented by the lines 0A and 08,

linear, but pass through the origin. In

Heady has pointed out that:

l+0

fo

scale relationships

wirich are not only

this conneetion

A ittruert scale line represents the path by
which a farmer should expand the use of-his
resources only under one cond.ition: the slope
of su.ccessive i,soquants must be the same at
each point where^they are interseeÈed by a
given scal-e line/.

Obviously, the relative rnarginal physical pro-

ductivities of two resolr.rces must not change along the

scal-e 1ine, if the expansion of the business unit is to be

achieved through increasing Èhe use of resou.rces in the
same proportiooso Mrere the relaÈive resource prod.uctivities

7t.9.lieady, ttRelaÈionship of Scale Analysis toProductivity Anarysisñ, Resoqrce Productivity. Returns to
Scale. and Fary__Ði¿g, ( ¡ün ) ,
p . 

",,r.

Y2

ï1

ï0
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change as they are utilized in greater quantities, it is
clear then that the firmfs expansion path cannot be along

a scale line. This is itLustrated in Figure 9 belor,¡:

r1

Fig*re-9 ¡-The Firnots Expansion path and.Scale Line

x2

fhe ]ines Clr C2, and 0, are isocost lines; T0, lI, and T,

are three isoquants; OS is the scale l_ine, and 0E is the
firmts expansion path, which depicts the path through ¡uhich

resources should be cornbined. as the firrn expands tlle volume

of its ouÈput.

The expanslon path has been defined above as the
locus of the points of equarity of marginal unit costs and

marginar physical productiviËy ratios. rt is reft to be

proven, however, that on Èhe expansion path the firre
minimizes its eost in producing a given rever of output.
This will now be proveRi teü X, and T, be two inputs and

let k be the fÍxed faetor. tet 0 represent total cost, and
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q be price of factor input.

C = gtXt *qZXZ *k"

CYO = etXt*qZXZ*k.

elït = CYO - }ZXZ - kc

xt-: cYo-qrxr-k.
91

Yo=

xr=

dxt
dx

¿̂

Substituting

dXl Qc

*;= 0 - ú o

d{r 9,2:;F = - .-:. which 1s the slope of the isocostdxz Q1

function.

f (Xoxrxe )

fr (Yoxox2 )

uü(Yoxo,tz )

Xt = fl(fOXOXr) in the cost function (y0 : etXt

CY' = 9f f(fOXOXr) + qZXZ * k".

otto:^ dffvy*r- = 91 ffirtrgxoXe) + qZ

To minimize the above expression ûe set to zero.

*oX^+k
c



n, $ä(Yoxor2 )+ az

$fot roxox, ) e,

åfotroxox, )

We have just shown Èhat

dï,
-*å : ffir, Yoxorz )

Henee

Having derived the expansion path and proven that
it depicts the locus of the points of least-cost combinations

of factor input'sr wê can now derive from the expansion path

the cost functions of the firsr. The expansion path of the

firm is given by the line 0R in Figure 10.

Figure I1 illustrates a rnajor sonrce of growth ín
the rerative produetivity of labour and capital. T0, Yy and

Y, are three isoquanüs depicting equal increnents in the

output of the firrn from its labour and capitar prod.uction

funcÈion. rf the entrepreneur were to increase onry one re-
source, there will be a decline in both its marginal and

average physical productiviby. lÀlhere, for example, capital
is increased by ühe quantities denoted along Èhe line CZ",

b3

=-Q2

=92
e1

drr=aq

drt
ãE=

åi, tYdroï2 )

Q"rnz

n*t

Q.rtLt
ñf which is the slope of the lsoquant.
Wr¡
^l
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Figune 10 : The Firmts Expansion Path

Yt

Y0

CAPTTAL

Figure I1 : Effects of Factor Substitution onResource Productivity
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its marginar productivity declines arong the isoquants

inas¡¡uch as # . ô¡f, wrrere ê y is the constant marginal

output. ïf he increases his capital input, whire hording
the labour input constant at oay then the average physicar
prod.uctivity will rise from Yo/ocz to yL/acz, and then to
yj/oÇz. The marginal physical productivity of rabour will-
also increase. This, however, depends upon the attributes of
the particular production funeÈion8.

A change of thls nature, with the input of rabour
being held constant, is a characteristíc of agrieulture
where the suppry of labour inpuÈ may be linited to the sj.ze

of the farm fanily. Many farmers do not contemplate expan-

sion of Èhe size of their operations, qrhich makes it
necessary to engage hired help. Tilis is,considered by some

farmers as an encroachment on the privaey of their hþrnes and

family.

There is, however, anobher kind of change which

may be associated with a change in the fact,or/product priee
ratio, and,/or the factor/tactor price ratio. Any change in
the factor price ratio which favours the use of more capital
such as that depicted by the slope of the isocost line c,
as eompared t'o ry would theoreticalry cause a shift Ín

Resource Demand and

-

tAmes: Loïra Sfate
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resource combinatlon for output at the Y, level, from 0c,
of labour and 0d, of capltal.

This shift wÍlI resul-t in a decl-lne in the average

physical productivity of capital from yt/Odl to yr/od, for
capital. The productivity of labour, however, will- increase
from YJocz to Yl/0c1. The implication of this is that the
substitution effeet has obviousl-y dominated the expansi_on

effect, the net result of which is an increase in the pro-
d.uctivity of l-abour and as a decrease in t,he prod.uctivity
of capital.

Along

under obtains:

q] (1 + À., )- _^l
q2 (1 + 

^rr,
gr(1 + Àv )l rtz

nr, Q.rng

qn(1qr(r + \r)

the expansion path the conditions given

Let

Q-
^l

a] (l- + x.,
!^1

Q-r
^r
in the

Let TVC

qn(l + 
^" )

QX
n

:G
+^r)

n

Each point

bi-nations.

nr, QX
n

expansion path defines least-cost com-

be total variable cost.
n

TVC = xtet * xzez {r o o.r x.Qn= 
â etxt .

rt is clear from the above that the assumption is that flrms
are operating in the expansion path.

- qr (r + ^rr' _ 
qz (1 + ^rr'Since : 
-,

o (1 + \
'n' X t

: ... - __Tx__=_
n

n"r- nr,
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then q,-(l + \ ) : Q.,Á ^k -Åk

n
TVc = ïtgt * Xzez *...*Xrrgrrl Ër- gtXt

qfp' - ? (xrqr) u*, *... , ? (TnlrJ_ or, : å.2 (xrqr) axndY tq_ dr-"'-Edr- æt-AËu¡
r. dX. - dX

= qr(l * ì,-) ffil roor{ qn(t + à ) .¡Ç

n C. dX.
_Z K==K: ¡=1 dY

where ck = qk(l + \n, : nrn

nArhen#:€, +F
drvc Qy. dxL
=Ñ- K

dY

By a previous definition we had shou¡n that
dY = QrUUtn

dTVC n, dY A,T = [- äT :(
llence,

dTVC o
ïf = P = MC whlch is equivalent to the marsinal

cost of the firm.
We have therefore arrived at what we sÈarted with i.e,

qa(r-+ àr) *...* 
qn(r + än) 

= /-4QX., QX C'/¿n



Avc = å quxt,/Y

Tfe have already proven that Al = ë

l}8

Now since Tvc : 
ã, ørït

From this expression then q, = Q1. rf we aÞsÌr.me a perfect
factor market and a hornogeneous production function then,

Avc = q*
QtXt : E'Y

n
á Q'-l'-

ä rr^ k=l -K--l( 6 YnnvvÊ.ff:T

AVC - € E Ê CE where C is marginal cost.
TVC= CEY.

Having developed these conceptsr wê ean now l_ook

at some of the relationships between the AVC, MC and

elasÈicity. Before examining these relaüionships, it is
proposed. Èo define the coneept of Itcost flexibilityu. This

term may be defined as a rerative change in cost divided
by a relative change i-n output. Tf the cost flexibirity is
denoted by )., then expressed nathematically

.dc
rcdcY:-=---cqËcdYT.
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An exa¡nination of some

above can notrtr be made

of the relationships referred

from FÍgure L2.

c0sT

OUTPUT

Figure 12 : The Firmrs Cost Curves

Froru this figure, it is noted that
whereEZ 1 thenAVCZMC

E <. I then AVO

Sa 1 thenAVC= MC.

up to this pointr wê have onry examined the condition for
cost ninirnization for a given Level of otrtput. Tt is obvious,

therefore, that on the basis of the theory deveroped. thus

far, vre eannot really say anything regarding the optimum

revel of output. our next task is to examine the criteria
for bhe profit-maximizing rate of ouÈput. The central aim
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of the foll-owing anarysis would be the determinatlon of the

maximum rate of output given a speciflc demand function.
We shall- examine a perfect competition model. fn

the previous analysis we examined the assumptions of pure

competition in the factor market. 1¡Ie shall- now carry out a

similar examinati-on for perfect eompetition 1n the product

market. The assumptions involve the following:-
(i) Homogeneous Product, i.€. there is no

difference in quality, form or appear to prospectj-ve buyers.

(ii ) Perfect knowledge to al-l buyers and sell-ers as

to the current and future terms of trade. Buyers and sellers
are randomly paired.

(iii) There is ease of entry into and exit from the

market.

(iv) The number of firms and size of the largest
firm in relation to the aggregate anount sold are such that
variations in output by individual firms have no perceptible

effect on product prices which remain fixed.
otations used in the model

q : price of input factor TC : total cost

X : âffioÌrût of input factor c : cost

p = price of product : amount of product

R : total- r evenue ttl = total prof it
We will also assume that:
(P) and (Y) are both variabl-e, and

(t1) and (Ot) are both constant.
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(e) c = f(ï'ïrxz) (f) Tc : Xtgt +Xzez +kc

(e) ç = R-rcçi: (P'Y) ., (Xte1 + Xzaz + kc)

q = p.Y - xtet xzgz - kc

af p,dt + Tdp xtdqt + ü(1 xzdqz + e,rax,ar=ffo

Ttre specifications of t,he model are as foll-ows:

(a) p=p(Y) (b) R=h(p,Y)
(c)B=ht(Y) (d) R=p.y.

By assunnption

( e1 ) a:nd ( q, ) are constants

dql_o
dq2=o

To maximize a9 /af we set it to zero

(p. + Y $çr te, þr roråT. l = o

(p.+Y ggr =toåþ + gåFr

Multiply and divide L.H.S, by p.

{$)n + t$ $gln = p + ($Ë +) p

Since by previous definition = $+ Ë
t.H.S. = p+ )p - p(1+hlwhichisequivalenttothe
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firmts Marginal Revenue.

p(l + ìrr = åFn, + åFn,
By previous definition it is obvious that

d1(.(a) (¿f e1) : *tr, and

. dx^(u) (¡t'12) : t.*,

Hence L.[tr.S. is the firurts Marginal Oost¡ i.ê.

. dx, dx^p(l +¡) = af nr. + #r,
Marginal Revenue = Marginal Cost.

Frorn this analysis it may be concrud.ed that r¡nder

perfect competition the optimum rate of output is that rate
of output where narginal revenue is equal to marginal cost.
The rate of output al-so defines the short-run opüimum factor
conbination.

q1(1 + \. I

i,íR = p = l.iC = ---T_-L ...
^l

r*(1 + \)__ n
8x

R

Ttre conclusions in this portion of our analysis
may be su¡,nmarized in Figure 11.

Ttre Average Total cost curve can now be isorated,

for partieul-ar study. rt is a second degree curve which

declines first, levels off, and ühen increases as ouüpuÈ is
expanded. This is sholm in Figure l¿1.
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$
COST

AND
REVENUE

$
c0sr

AND
REVENU

//

'./

AVC

- IIR=AR

Figure 1l !
Revenue

YO OUTPUT

Rel-ationship Between the Firmts Cost and
Curves
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OUTPUT

Figule 14 : Marginal Cost and Short-run Average
Cost Curves

Ihe short-run average cost function depiets the

size of plant, which the firrn utilizes, dr,rring a specific
time period when the entfeprenel¡.r cannot feasibly change

the size of the p1ant. Tkre reason for this rnay be that a

large proportion of the resources used may be fixed in
quantity and henee a large percentage of the total cost may

be fixed. This is particularry so Ín the case of a particular
yearrs operations whieh had been planned. in sorne previous

period. The short-run average cost function may also be

viewed as showing the average cost incurred in producing a

unit of output, given the size of the plant, ât a particr:.-

lar point of time.

fn its early phases, the SAC function is
negatively sloped i.€. iÈ declines. This is so because ühe
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size of plant being fixed in the short run and the fixed

costs, which constitute the greater portion of the total
eost is spread over a greater volume of output. Cost per

unit of output declines. The slope of the SAC curve decLines

and then levels off. However, in the next phase, the SAC

function becomes positively sloped i.ê. it increases beeause

the size of plant being fixed the universal law of

diminishing returns comes into play.

fn the next tine period, the experience gained in
the previous period and expectations regarding future events

nay dictate adjustments within the structure of the firr,n
which entail an increase in the sj-ze or seale of p1ant. TL¡e

fixed cost is afso adjusted to complement the size of plant.
The SAC function in this time period assuraes the same shape

as the SAC curve in the earlier period. The difference

between the two curves lies Ín their relative position and

the scale phenomena they depict. The SAC(2) function depicts

the scale of plant built in the subsequent period, and the

SAC(I) shows the scale or size of plant built initially.
The point is the scale of plant built in the subsequent

period, is larger than that built initialty. The SAC(2)

therefore takes up a pgsition lower than to the right of

SAC(I). Ihe optinum point on the SAC(2) indicates that with

this larger scale of plant, Èhe firm can notrr prod.uce its
Output at a low per unit average cost.

In the light of experience and expeetations the
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$
COST

firm will continue to make structural adjustments requiring
a larger size plant and adjustments in fixed costs in each

ensuing period. These enabLe the firm to produce its output

at a lower per unit average cost up to a polnt where further
expansion in the size of plant results in the average per

unit cost decreasing at a diminishing rate. With expansion

beyond this size of plant the average per unit cost becomes

a constant. The next phase in the expanslon ïn the size of

plant resulbs in an ir,¡crease in the average cost per unit
of output.

The iilong-run or planning curve is then derived as

an envelope of the series of short-run average.cost curves.

In Figure 15 tne discrete case of five short-run average

cost curves is consi-dered.

,sAcrvror3 sAc 5

, S.A,C

OUTPUT

Figure 15 : Derivation of the Planning curve (Discrete case)
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the solid line portions of the SAC curves (f),
(21 , (l) and (5') constitute the long-run planning eurve.

Although the SAC(3) does not form part of the planning cllrve,

it is not withoub signifj-cance. This curve cannot be ex-

cfud.ed from the analysis on the grounds that it is above the

planning curve, since it is not known at the outset where

the planning curve wil-I fall. Char¡berlin has pointed out

that to d,raw in the SAC(3) as has been done ttclarifies the

maRner in vuhich the planning curve üras derj.vedtl. He has

also clained that such a curve" might have been built under

i long-run optdrnumg.

Eaeh SAC function represents the short-run average

cost curve for a given size of plant. fn the long-run the

firm can eleet to build any one of the possible sizes of

plant or it can feasibly shift for one size of plant to
another. fn so doing, however, lh" decision wilL be based

on past experÍ.ences and future expeetations. The size of

plant that the firm builds nay vary with, and depend upon,

the long-run output per unit of time that it is decided to

produce. It is assumed, however, that whatever the volume

of output is decid.ed upon, the firm \¡riIl operaÈe at the

average per uni.t cost that is l-owest for that ouËput.

?t.t.'Chamberlin, TowarÈs a More QeEercI Jheoryof Value, (New York: Oxforã 66.
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The LAC or planning curve is composed of very

small segnents of the series of sAc curves. ft therefore
depicts the least possibre cost per unit of producing the
various revels of output r^¡hen the firm has had the time to
build the desirable size of plant.

fn the long-run a firm can build an infinite
number of possibre scales of prant. To each scare of plant,
ühere exists another that is either infinitesimally larger
or smalrer. This ls the continuous case. Here also the long-

run planning curve is depicted as an envelope of all
possible shorË-run average cost curves. This is iLLustrated
in Figure 16. Leftwich has stated that:

ü
cOsT

Figure 16 : Derivation
Case )

OUTPUT

the Planning Curve (Continuousof
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Since the long-run average cost curve is
made up of very small segments of the various
SAC curves, it can be considered just tangent
to all possible SAC representing the different
scales of plant which the firm conceivably
coul-d build. Mathematically it is ç411ed anItenvelope curvett to the SAö curvesfo.

the proposition of the analysis thus far is that
the long-run planning curve is U-shaped. It is now left to

examine the reasons for this. In the long-run the firrn ca¡r

augment its volume of output by utilizing a larger size

plant. ïlhere the planning curve declines with an increase

in output (increasing returns to size or economies of siøe),

this indicates that the larger size plant is more efficient
than the smaller plant. That this is the case can be seen

in the case of the SACrs (1) to (i*) of Fj-gure L5. However,

an expansion in the size of the firm beyond the size of
plant (4) indicates that a larger size plant is }ess

efficient in that the planning curve becomes positively
sloped as output increases (decreasing returns to size or

diseconomies of size).,
A classical debatell, regarding the explanations

for the behavorial pattern of the planning curve, is that
of Chamberli-n vs. Stigler, Kaldor, Lerner, and Knight. It

IoR.H.
Allocation. (New
EAîñon-958 ) ,

I,eftwich, The Price Systeq and Resource
York: Rhinehart & Compâtr¡ fnc., Fourth

pp. 150-151.

llE.H. Chamberlin, gp:-j;ig. r pp. L6g-zIZ.
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is not proposed to present the entire arguments of both

parties here. This has adequately been done in the litera-
ture. However, some of the salient points of the debate and

the implications thereof will now be presented below¡

The parties agreed in principle that both economies

of scale and diseconomies of scale oceur simultaneously

throughout the entire range of the planning frrnction. Over

the declining phase of the curve, the forces that make for
economies are greaËer than those for diseconomies of sca1e.

Along the rising portion of the curve the forces that cause

diseconomies are greater than those that enhance economies

of scale. At the minimum point of the curve the opposing

forces are in a sËate of equilibriurn.

Hou¡ever, their major disagreement is in the ex-

planations advanced^ for the rising and falllng portions of

the curve. Firstly, the propositions relating to the de-

clining portion of the curve wiLl be examined. Stigler g!ÉL
attempt to explain the falling portion of the eurve in terms

of the nimperfect divisibilitytt of factors. This proposition

holds that factors of production can be obtained only in
discrete units. fn view of this, it is felt that the optiraum

proportions of factors is obtained when the total amount

of factors used. is large. The inference to be deduced from

this proposition is that

...thê relative inefficÍ-ency of small scale
production is explained merely as a matter of
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failure to achieve the optlmum proportÍons¡
ï/ith perfect divlsibility, it 1s aigued,
they could be realized by sub-division of any
aggregate, no matter how small, and economies
of scal-e would be non existent. Large economies
are explained by imperfect divisibilityl2.

A more subtre implication that emerges from this hypothesis

is that, vuhere factors are perfectly divislble, economies

of scale wouLd be non-exisüent. To this extent, the

hypothesis assumes a$¡ay the problem that initlated the in-
quiry.

Chamberlin points out that the fundamental faul_t

with this proposition is that it neglects to consider the

effect of divisibility upon efficiency. He asserts that in-
divisibilities play no part whatever in explaining economies

of scale. He also opines that even though all facÈors are

perfectly divisible, efficiency remains a functj-on of siz"13.
Chamberlin views the long-run planning curve as

the joint result of factor proportions, and the aggregate

amount of factors used i.€. scale of prant. He hypothesises

that the curge declipes for two reasons viz:
(1) increased specialization, made possible

i.n general by Èhe fact !h+t the aggregate of re-
sources i-s larger, and (?') qualitatively dif-
ferent and technologically more efficleñt units
or factors, particularly machinery, made
possible by a wise selection from among the

f2rbid., p. r?6.

13rbid.., p. 186.
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greater range of technical_ possibillties opened
up by greater resourcesl4.

There is however an i_nconcLusive debate among

theoreticar economists regarding the reasons t'or the be-

havioral pattern o1' the planning curve beyond its minimal-

point. Does the curve rise? rf it does, then wtrat are the

forces that cause it to rise? These are some of the questlons

that comprise the subject matter of the debate.

Most economists agree that the curve rises beyond

its minimal point. Kaldorl5 explicitly argues that the long-

run planning curve rj-ses beyond its minimum point because

of the law of diminishing returns. He argues that the

entrepreneur has three distinct manageriar functions viz:
(f) uncertalnty-bearing, (ii) supervision and (iii.) co-

ordination. He holds that uncertainty-bearing and super-

vision are variable factors but maintains that the co-

ordinating function is a fixed factor. rn support of this
classification, Kardor argues that co-ordination involves a

single braÍn. To him, there is arways a top co-ordinator.
With this eriterion that co-ordination is a fixed factor, the

planning curve must rise because of the operation of the law

of diminishing returns. The criterion that the co-ordinating
function being a fixed factor is crltical üo Kaldor?s

t&tÞig.' , p'LJ6'

15N. Kaldor, tfThe Equllibrium of the Firmrt
Economi-c Journal, Vol. XLIV, March L93l+, pp. 6O-76.
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hypothesis in that his whore analysis stands or falrs on the

acceptabilit,y of the criterion.
Chamberlin disagrees with Kaldor: He holds that

ftentrepreneurship, however defined, appears to be variablett.
In support of this stand he has argued. that:

...if a partieular entrepreneur does not wish
to expand it (entrepreneuiship) in his own firm
because he does not want to share with others
certain functÍons wtrich þe performs, then bhe
size of this firm will be lirnited by his
ability to perform these fr.r.nctionsr or by his
available capital and borrowing ability, or by
both, aftgr the manner of the plant curve
analYsisro.

rn chamberlints urorld, then, all faetors in the envelope crrve

are variable in the longrun. The rise in the curve beyond the

minimar point cannot be exprained in terms of a fixed factor.
He claims ttrat the curve takes an uprarard eourse beyond the

rainimal point nbecause of the greaËer complexity of t}re
producing unit as it gror,rs in size, Ieading Èo j-ncreased.

dífficulties of co-ordination and managementrrU.

Kalecki maintains that nwith a given amount of
owr,led capíta1 an individual entrepreneur may extend his
borrowings only at progressively higher rates of interest
as ilrustrated by the higher rate on second as cornpared with

first mortgages, ç¡çn18.

I6E.H. Charnberlin, op..cit., p.188.
t7-to¡g., p.rpo.

r8rbid.r vide footnote, p.r88.
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In this connection, it is to be pointed out that
the theory of capital gives ample reasons to believe that
the firm does not borrow indefinlte]-y, in that there i_s some

scale of operations which has the least "o"tl9. The firm
borrows up tb,the point where the rate of interest is equal

to the marginal value product of capital-. This equilibrium
position is irlustrated in Figure L7. rf the firm can borrow

RATE
OF

ÏNTEREST

Qo Qi

Figure 17 : EquiJ-ibrium Position of the Firm with
Unlimited Capital Supply

capital whose supply is given by SS, the firm w:ill borrow

the quantity given by OQo. Hence, the firm will- never

borrow lndefinitely. The amount borrowed will depend on the

rate of interest and Èhe marginal varue product of capitar.

194.P. Lerner, Economics çrf Control, (New york:
The Mac¡nitlan Company, i '
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The scale of operati-on, i,ihich has the least cost in this
model is given Uy OQo. In this model, however, entre-
preneurship is limited 1n supply, and hence bhe size of the

firm is limited by the entrepreneur.

Scitovsky rejects this thesls. He does not reatly

bel-ieve that there is some scare of operation which gives

the least cost. He also rejects diminishlng returns to
scale as reason why the firm does not expand indefinitely.
Scitorrsky affirms that it is only 1n the short-run that the

phenomenon of diminishi-ng returns to scal-e becomes operative.

He believes that the firm does not expand indefinitely
because capital is a limiting factor in thab the supply of
funds is not elastic. Thls is the only explanation he

aceepts. fn Scitovskyrs world, therefore, one seeks to
maxi-mize the return on capital. He concludes that the

entrepreneurts human linÍtations cannot limit the size of
the firm because none of the entrepreneurrs task is such

that it cannot be delegated and divided among several- pro-

duction *.rr"g"""20.

The long-run lfoptimum sizetr of plant can be defined

as the most efficient of all Èhe sizes of pJ-ant (in terms of
per unit cost of output), which the firm can realistically

20J. Sci-tovsky. Wel-fare and Comnetltion.
(Ctricagor .fltinois: Rictrár j Chapter
fX, pp. 189-e28.
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build in the long-run. rt can also be descrj.bed as the size

of plant wibh a sac function tangent to the planning curve

at the minimum points of both. lhis is íllustrated by the

size of firm SAC in Figure 18.

$
cosT

Figure 18 I Long-run Equilibrium

Figure 18 indicates that the ì_ong-run equilibrium
of the lndustry is established at price po, The optimum

scare of firm is depicted by sAC. Theoretically, the firm
is said to be in equilibrium vis-à-vis the other firms in
the industry. No j-ncentive exists for firrns to either l-eave

or enter the industry. Á,11- resources are earning a return
equivalent to what they eoul-d earn in aLternative employ-

ments. This is a very static concept. However, the equili-
brium becomes very unstable, when viewed in terms of the

dynamic nature of the lndustry in the real world.
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Leftwich has observed that:
As a practical matter, long-run equilibrium

is never likely to be achieved in an industry. ft
is a will-o-the-wisp which industries forever chase
but never catch. Before an industry can reach
equilibrium, conditions defining the equilibrium
position change. Ðemand for the product changes or
cost of production change as a result of resourceprice changes or changes in teûhniques of produc-
üion. Thus the chase goes on tou¡ard a new êquiti-
brium position. The long-run (and other) equifibrium
concepts are i-mportant, however, because they show
as the motivation for and the direction of the
chase. Additionally, they show us how the chase
works towards (in rnost cases) solution of the
economic problem2l.

There is a final point to be clarified in this
treatment of the theory of the fi_rm. It is the desire to
distinguish between the internal economies of large scare

produetion from the economies resul-ting from the spreading

of the overhead costs. rnternal- economies of rarge-scale

producüion are essentially a long-run phenomenon dependent

upon appropriate adjustments of scal-e of prant to each suc-

cessive output. Economies resulting from spreading of over-

head are shorb-run phenornenon. rn the long-run there are no

technologicafly fixed or overhead cosüs.

This examination of the theory of the firrn indicates
that there are some useful theorems in economic theory, which

are suggestive of the nature of phenomena in the real world

as these rel-ate to the partlcular problem that initiated this

21R.H. Leftw'ich, The price System arrd Besource
Al-l-ocation, -Revised Editlón ¿
Winsfon]gøll , p. 185.
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study. However, these üheorems are a deductive set of pro-
positions derived by the rules of logic from basic postulates.

Since alternative theorems are possible, the mere application
of economj-c logic j-s an insufficient cond.ition for the attain-
nent of a practical solution to the problem under investiga-
t:.on?Z. There is need, therefore, for empirical verification
of the postulates of economic theory before they ean be

accepted as explanations of phenomena in the real world.

and

22I,.0.
Eesource Use,

Heady, Economiçç _of Agricul-tural Production
_ 
(nlþie

ffi'14-15.



CHAPTER TV

REV]EW OF SNJDIES RELATING TO THE PROBLEM

The trend towards consolidaÈion of farms evident
in canada since l-93r has posed nnany probrem areas for
research. One of the most important, from the point of view

of resource efficiency, is to d.etermine vÍhat relationship
exisþbetween the si.ze of the firm and its unit cost. Merely

obtaining this information, however, does not resolve the

issue. rt is just the first stage in sorving the central
problem. Thre crucial- function of research lies in the inter-
preüation of the derived relationship in terms of the
position of the family farm.

The family farm is the basic socio-economic unit in
agriculture. As such, research work on the problem of the
econornj-es of farm size should be centered around Èhe family
farm. Most investigations in this direction, however, have

not explicitly dealt with the problem in terms of the position
of the family farm, Hence, the probabre implications of their
results for the family farm are not quite clear. These

studies for exarnple have not speci.fically ind.icated whether

the farnily farm is consistent with Èhe optimum size of firrn
in agriculture.

It is the thesis of this review that the short-
cornings of previous studies noted above hhve contribr,rted in
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a large measure to the meagre progress that has been ¡nade

on the problem. Consequently, very little is known of the

real cost'economies associated with farms of different
sizes. As a consequence of this, farrn management specialists
lack empirical evidence, that would enabl-e them to suggest

to the individual farmers the specific ad.jusËnnents in farm

size ttrat eould be made.

Notwithstanding this basic shortcoming of previous

str¡.diesr âB appraisal will now be rnade of the conceptual and

methodological franeworks employed in investigating the

problern of farm size. fn stud.ies of this nature it is
neeessary to differentiate between cost economies associated

farrn size and economies of scale. The former are the decreases

in unit eost associated with a non-proportional increase in
resource inputs. This is also viewed as spreading the over-

head costs. The l-atter are the decreases in unit cost

associaÈed with a proportiona.L increase of all resource in-
puts. Hence real scale relationshi-ps are possible only

where all resource inputs are increased in the sa¡ne propor-

tion. In farming, entrepreneurs do not increase their re-
source inputs in a manner eonsistent w-ith rea-L scale rela-
tionship. To this extent, the coneept of an neöonomy of

scalerr eurve is not Ènrly pertinent to actual farm situation.
A rnore reaListic terminology would be the trplanningtf curve¡

lütich has rnore rel-evance to farrn production economies. Most

studies on problems of farm size have neglected bo make cLear
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this distinction; and have so contrlbuted to some of the

existing confusion on this score.
'tdhat has commonly been refemed to as the lleconomy

of scalerr curve is indeed the locus of the lowest average costs

that is attainable w"ith variation in the volume of outputr or

sj-ze of farm. More important than this, however, is that it
depicts the levels of cost that are obtainable from different
sizes of farms ilwhen operations are organized as efficiently
as possible under given conditions.,,l This conception and the

failure to differentiate between treconomies of scal-e11 and

rreconomies of farm sizerrr have contributed to the confusion

1n the literature.
The long-run average cost curve is referred to as

the economy of scal-e curve.2 Another writer has stated that
the long run average cost curve can be looked upon as a
trplanning curve.',3 At the theoretical level these conceptions

are both logical and consistent. However, at the empirical

lR.G. Bressler, Jr.¡ rrResearch Determinatlon of
Economies of Scale.rt Journal- of Farm Economics, Vol .27,
Lgl+5, p.526. Al-so, R. áisal of Methods
in Studying Farm Sizerl? Resource Productivj-ty. Returns_to
Scal-e and Farm Size, edi .!J.

2R.-H. teftwich, The Price-system and Resource
Allocation, ( Toronto: Hol-t ) ,pp. I55-L56.

38.0. Heady, Economics of Agricultural- Productlon
and Resource Use, (Eägl
Wl6Z.
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level, the planning curve need not alurays be the same thing
as the rong-run average cost currre. ltlhether or not they are

the same depends entirely on the empirieal method used i-n

developing them.

llre faih¡re of some studies to recognize the need

for a distinction here has added further confusion to an

understanding of the cost economies that exist in farming.

To illustrate the confilsion created thereby, an exanination

will be rnade of a pranning curve derived through budgeting

rnethod by Fellows and Engel at the university of connecticut&.

This tarill be cornpared ruÍth the long-run average cost curve

developed t'hrough the use of the regression nethod by Heady,

McKee and Haver at Iowa State College5.

Fell-ows a¡rd Engel used the budgeting method Èo

develop four short-run average cost curves. 0n accomprisiling

t'his, the long-run planning curve rdas then drawn tangenÈ to
the short-run cost curves as ill,ustrated in Figure 19.

Fleady et al- r.lsed t'he method of regression analysis
bo develop the long-nrn average cost curve, which is shown

in Figure 20.

Effects of
Uniïersl ty

Siz e Adiu.s
58. o. Hçady, Deen E. McKee and C.B.

in fowa and Cost Economies in
Haver, Farm
Croo Por f-arms o Experimenttat

L955.
oflr LolÀta fafe search Bulletin l+28, May,
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Tl¡at the planning curve developed by Fellows and

Engel is the s€urf,e as the rong-run average cost curve is con-

ceptually and ernpirically, undisputable. To this extent both
concepts are synon]rmous, clearly the same interpretation
cannot be given to the long-run average cost curve developed

by Heady et al. The AC curve developed by üherÂ is j_nconsis-

tent lrrith the characteristics of a planning curve. As such,
it is not the rerevant curve to be used as the logical basis
for intelligent farm pranning. rt does not realisticarly
indieate the whole spectrum of' cost economies associated ïrith
farms of' dif'l'erent sizes.

The average cost curve presented in the scatüer
.t'

diagrarn depicts the average reLationship between the slze of
farm and the average eost per dollar of sales. Interpre¿ation
and/or use of the .A-c curve as the pranning curve in this
partieular model arj-ses from a fairure to d.ifferentÍaËe
between (a) changes in per unit cost associated with a more

effective utiLization of' existing far-s¡ resources; and (b)

changes in cost arising out of changes in the size of the
farm firm. since each cost and. acreage point depict a farm
of a particular size and proportion of excess capacity, it
is merely by pure chance it may approximate the level of the
pranning 

"*o"6.
The pranning curve depicts the locus of the minimum

6R.C. Bressler, op. ciü.r pp. 528-529.
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per unit cost points t'hat is attained rÁrith the different
sizes of farms. Thls average cost curve as derived by Heady

eü ar, indicates unlt costs above the minimum points that
define the planning function. A more rearistic meÈhod of
approximating the planning curve would be to fit an

envelope curve üo the minimun cost points of the scatter
as shown by the line PC in Figure 20. The curve pc depicts
the locus of the mininum cost fa:rns and as such it is ar more

realistie approxlmation of the plarming curve insofar as Ít
includes only the farms of differenÈ sizes that are

efficiently rnnaged and operated at close to full capacity.
The curve PC is more consisËenÈ with the definition of the

prannir,g curve, and as such, it is the reLevant curve for
intelligent farm planning.

There are severar variables that ir¡fluence the
unit cost on farms. These include the level- of capacity at
which farms are operated, the level of rnanagement, external

economies etc. rn order to be abte to measure the effects of
differences in farm size on unit cosù, all farms in the

sample should be homogeneous, or reasonably so, in all
characteristics except for the differences in size.

Conceptual and ernpirical difficulties, relating
fo measurement of both management and farm capacity, pose

critical pitfalls to any attempt to isorate the effecËs of
the size variable on unit cost. Economies that are external
üo the farm arise out of iLs cooperation with other farrns in
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such naÈters as bul-k buying etc. Ttrey can also arise out of
the proximity of the firm to the resource markets. very few

studies have so far been able to normalise these variabres.
rn this particurar regard, the function depicting the

relationship between farms of different sizes and unit cost
may well be a hybrid.

Anot,her reasoR fsr the negligible progress made

on the problem of farm siz"e stems from the source of the
data used. in the empirical phase of investigation. severar

nstudiesr have used census data to test their hypotheses. Some

of these studies have very littIe ernpirical conÈent, and

eontain more descriptions of such aspects as average size of
farm by area, kinds of farruing etc. Hence, they have not

really concerned themselves with the real issues involved.
rn addition thereto, there are many pitfalls inherent in
using census data. ft is very doubtfr¡l- ¡utrether a homogeneous

sample can be obtained from census data. The reason for this
poÍnt of view l-ies in the fact that census d.ata contaÍn

consi-derable intra stratu¡n variations in both the system

of farming and Èhe efficieney urith lvtrich resources are

utilized. As such, concrusions derived from such stud.ies

7Ur gî-"*ples_vid.e. (a) J.D.BIaek, R.}tr. Allen, and0.4. Negaard, ttrhe scale of Agricultr¡ral pioùrction in the
United Statestr, S(b) t.J. Ducoff ã
tivitv and in F Inconee of cultur
and (c) K.L. Bachman á

| _U 
. ö. u. A. IteporÈ ( Mimeo. ) ,

United States, U. S.D.A. r Technical- euïïãlEãl

ize of
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have l-imited utility in providing the specific kind of in-
formation, that could suggest the nature of ad.justment in
size required at the individual farm leve1.

Some studies have based the empirical phase of
the investigation on data acqui-red through detailed farm

survey and/or farm account data. The procedure ad.opted was

that of categorizing farrns into many classes. Then for each

class or stratum, the average cost per unit of output is
calculated. rt is obvious that this method involves several-

conceptual and empirical difflcul-ties that may well resurt
in the development of a tmongrelr planning curve.

some studies have established empirically that the
planning curve is u-shaped as postulated in the theory of
the firm. Others have developed planning curves that slope

downwards quite rapidly as the size of farm increase, but

beyond a certain size the curves assume an almost horizonhaL
*shape." scoville used the budgeting technique to estimate the

long-run planning curve. scovill-ers analytic model assumed

that there is no l-imitation to the efflciency of manage-

ment, i.e. it is continually variabl-e in both the short

and long-run periods. This is a rather questionable

proposition in that there is the very distinct possibility,

Between
and Labor ebraska Corn-Livestoc avauaGa

ecnnr-ca êt1n No. 37, Sepùem pp. 29-31.
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that in the long-run diseconornies of size can accrue to the

farm, because of the inability of the entrepreneur to co-

ordinate the separate units of a larger farm.

ïtre implications of Scoville 1s planning curve is
that (a) the number of farms, and (b) the optirnum size of
farm indeterminate. trtlhen the results of this study are

viewed i-n terms of the propositions of economic theory, the

resul-ts of other studies on the problern, and the cornpetitive

rrature of the agricultural industry, the nature of the

planning curve obtained by Scoville depicts a unique de-

velopment.

The budgeting method employed by Scoville, Fellows

et al, and the engineerlng approach used by French, Sammet,

tsoles and Bressler at California9 are effective in showlng

the level of efficiency obtainabl-e for different sizes of
farm under the idealized conditions r¡Èrich their models

assume. However, these models seern to have limited utility
in estimating the cost economies associated with any group

R.G. Bressler, nomies of ScaLe in the Operati
of Countrv I{iIk Plants wi erence fo

oston: Ner¡rt

98.C. French, g.s!., ltEconomic Efficiency in plant
operations with special Reference to Marketing of California
Pearstr, Hilgardia, Vol .24, No. Lg, (Berkeley: Agrieultural
Experiment Station, University of California, July L956),
pp.543-579.

J.N. Boles, ItEconomies of Sca1e for Evaporated MiIk
Pl-ants in Californiått, Hllgardia, Vol . 27, No. 2L, (Berkeley:
AgricultuIal .$xperiment Station, University of California,
October, 1958), pp. 62L-7OO.

Supply, l9l+8).
esearc uncil on l{arketing

ew EnElan
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of farms, especially when the models are appraised in terms

of risk and uncertainty, adjustment opportunities and the

i.nherent indlvidual capabilities of different farmers.

Recently, some studies have used the method of

production functions to indicate the scale phenomena that
exist in agriculture. fn this approach, the Cobb-Douglas

production function is the one most frequently employed.

This model requlres, for ease of nanipulation, the aggre-

gation of rather heterogeneous inputs into supposedly homo-

geneous categories. For example tractors, trucks, êtc., are all
grouped as one iüem-capital

I¡lLren properly handled, the Cobb-Douglas production

function provides estimates of the rnarginal productiviËies

of each input category. ft does not, however, indicate the

productivity of the individual input within each category,

ruhich is of real concern to the indÍvldual farrner. This pro-

duction function al-so provides estimates of ühe true economies

of scale in terms of the categories of inputs indicated. How-

ever, it does not all-ow for the whole specÈnrm of cost

economies and diseconomies of the planni.ng curve. It shows

either inereasing, decreasing, or constant returns to scale

but not aII three. At best, it can be sald that the produc-

tion function method indicates the nature of the scale

phenomeaa, but it does not i]Iustrate the entire picture.

The Cobb-Douglas production function approaeh to
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the problem of farm si-ze indicates the nature of the returns

to scaLelO. ff the sum of the elastÍcities of production of
all the factor inputs amounts to less than one, there are

diminishing returns to scal-e. If the sum of the elasticities
is greater than one there are Íncreasing returns to scaLe.

If the sum of the elasticiÈies equals one, then there are

constant returns to scale.

There are t,wo pitfalls in the production function
approach to study the problem of economies of farm size. The

nature of the cobb-Douglas production funetion alrows for a

proportional- increase 1n all resource inputs used. fÈ,

therefore, enables the research worker to study the scaLe

phenomena that exist in the real worJd. However, the path

which a farmer generally follows 1n expanding the quantity

of resources used is inconsi-stent with true scare relation-
ships, The normal characteristics of farm produetion are

bhat farm operators increase their resource inputs i-n a dis-

10-*-For examples, see: J.C. Gilson, Productivity of
Farn Resourees in the carman Area of Manitqþffi'Manitobä Tectr-
ni.cal Bulletin No. I, SepËember, 1959; Ludwig Auer, Produc-
tivity of Resources on Farms in the New Dale-Hamlo

, ü4asterrs thesis presented to the Faculty
aoua tudies and Research, University of Manitoba, L958;

Itr. lãrðã"iõrr,- "1h" use of P;å";;i;;-rii¿ti;";*T;-;ñä's;íá;'
of Resource Productivity in Some Beef ProducinE Areas ofctivity in Some Beef Producing Areas of
AJ-bertqn The Economic Annalist, Vol. XXVIfI, No. L¡
August 19m
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proportional manner. In view of thls, the resulting cost

economies do not show the effects of scale of operations.

They depict the savings in cost that are associated with the

differences in the size of farm business, The cobb-Douglas

production function approach therefore has a limited appti-
cation as an anal-ytical technique for investigating the

problem of e.conomies of farm si_ze.

This review of some studies on the problem of fann

size does not exhaust al-l approaches, that have hitherto been

rinade to resolve the probl-em. cl-early there is a medJ-ey of
subtle conceptual methodological, and emþirical problems to
be considered in any attempt to i-nvesËigate the problem.

These difficulties do not make the determination of the prob-

lem any less urgent. The problem presenbs an intellecÈuatly
challenging area for scientific investigation.

Peston of the London School of Economies opines

that

...the current, sÈate of the theoretical
approach (or approaches) to scale is such that
the laws which are formulated are either in
principle not capable of belng related to data,
or are so vague in thiç respect that it is im-'
possible to test themra.

He arso holds that in view of the foregoing, it is impossibte

11M.H. Peston, ttReturns to Scalertf 0xford Economic
Papers, Ngv¡.Series, Volume 12, (Oxford at útre Clarend.on
Press, 1960), p. L33.
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to determine what rrscale phenomenat? will- appear in the real
world. trtlhlle the whole spectrum of intricate probrerns as

seen above is recognized (incidentally the motÍve of re-
search 1s problem-soluüion), researchers have developed

some model-s, inspite of Peston, which have been used to test
empirically the propositions of economic theory insofar as

they relate to the cost economÍes in agriculture. The task
now left to present research workers, is to clarify the

concepts, and refine the models used by earJ-ier workers who

blazed the traif.



CHAPTER V

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

1. Hvpotheses

Emanating from the problernatic situation, the
postulates of economic theory, and the studies just reviewed

are the follov,r'ing hypotheses3

l-- There exists a functionar rel-ationship between

the cosÈ per unit of output, and the size of the farm
1r]-rm .

2. The size of the farrn firm is limited by ùwo

types of forces or a combination of both viz: (a) forces
that are internaL to the firrn such as incentive, raanage-

ment etc., and (b) forces that are external to the firm
such as risk, uncertainty, capital rationing, reasing

and tenure arrangements.

3- The family farm is consistent with thre optimum

size of firm in agriculture.

fTh" 1961 Qeaadian Census of AEriculture has de-fined a farm as an a * ð" morei,rith sales of agricul-tural products during the past 12 rnonttrsof $50:o0 or mofeft. However, it has been ãtiputäted that nAlr
farms (except nrnstitutionai farms, etcn) witrr a total valueof agricultural products sold of $i rzoo or more were clas-sified as commerciaL far¡xsfr. rnstitutionar farms etc., are
experimental farms, community pastures, fndian reservés and
farms operated by institutions regardress of the. amount of
sales of agricultural products.
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These hypotheses are advanced as conjecÈures in
explanation of phenomena that exist in agriculture. rt is
the central objective of this study therefore to attempù an

empirical verification of these hypotheses in order to
determine whether or not they describe the real nature of

things.

In developing the concepts for Èhis study, the

procedure will be to survey, examine and critically evaluate

the interpretations given by authoritative sources. Then

where necessary, ¡nodifications will be made that are consis-
tent with the objectj-ves of this study.

2. Concept oi the rrFamilv Farmrr

ft has been stated thaü... tfAlmost al-l the farms

in Canada are sËiLl farnily farms, mechanically operabed u¡1th

littIe hired he1pfiZ. An exhaustive search has failed, honr-

ever, to produce from the sa¡ne source a definition or some

notion of wLrat is iÈs conception of a family farm. surely,
the diverse policy problems regarding the family farrn would.

require different defÍnitions as indicated by the specific
purposes under consideration. a prior condition, that must

be esÈabrished before the number of family farrns can meaning-

fulÌy be estimaÈed, is ühat some clear-cut and workable

definition must be attempted. similarly, before this study

2Dominion Bureau of
1960, (0ttawa3 Queents Prj-nter
Ïøõ) , p.b35.

Statistics, Canada Year Book,
Stationery,and Controller of
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can objectively deterrnine uihether the famlly farm is con-

sistent with the optimum size of firm in agriculture, it
must set out in precise terms its conception of the family

farm.

E. 0. Heady holds thatft....The ter¡n lfarnily farmt

has ns speeific rneaning in respect to size or scale re-
lationships 1n agriculture,,3. He explains that:

...Many people have supplied a definition of
the family farm, there are as many definítions
as there are special interest groups. The terul
has great economic-political appeal, and if an
individual, economic groupr or political party
wÍshes to win the majoriÈy favor of farm people,
it need only espoìtse Ëhe cause of the family
farm... In their varied definitions of the
family farm many people, including agricultural
economists, imply that it is the most efflcienÈ
producing unit; then they imrnediately suggest
that it is in danger of being liquidated by
Iarge-scale units. The logic employed here is
incõnsistent. . .lr

He then proceeded to point or¡t ühat:

Other definítions srrggest that the family
farm is one in wtrich (1) all.management is pro-
vided by the far¡n fanity, (Z) more than hall the
Iabor is provided by the family, and (3) returns
on resources are as great as might be earned in
alternative employments).

Heady concluded that:
...Tllis definition also irnplies tLlat, in terms
of general equilibrium analysis, the family fann
is the rnost efficient producing unit. Accordingly,

38.0. tleady, Econornigs -oJ Agricultural Production
and Eesource Use, (EhgIw?e.

&rbid. 5rbid., p.3Bo
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there is no basis for the further suEeestion
(and one whlch aknost always follows) that tfthe
family farm is in dire,danger of being elimina-

.;. ted by sinister forceso.

Headyts motive in the excerpts quoted above is üo

polnt out the anbiguity of the term ttfamily farmt?. fn view

of its scope and flexibility, Heady exhorts writers to state
precisely their conception of the tern when they are writing
on the subject. He feels that this chore is crucial, and

hence necessary if one is to be clear on the context in
wtrieh the term is used. Heady, therefore, has not lapsed into
error by naking any out-of-context definition of the term.

ThÍs is deliberate in view of his earlier stand that the

terrn rfhas no specific meaning in respect to size or scale

rel-ationships in agriculÈurert.

Headyts contribution on this score lies in the

fact that he recognizes that the Èerzn Ìtfamily farr,Btr has

tremendous scope and implications. These rnay be politicar,
social, economÍ-c or even philosophicar. He Leaves the chore

to the writer to explain the concept and the context in which

it is rnade. So the problem remains.

The definition of the famil-y farur given by Joseph

Aekerman and Marshall Harris is based on the forlowing three

criteria:

6ïbid.
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1. The entrepreneurial function 1s vested in
the farru faraily.

2. The human effort required to operate the farrn
provided by the farm family with ühe addition of
such supplementary labor as may be necessary, eibherfor seasonar peak loads or during the devel-óþmental
and transitorial stages in the farnily itsetf. (The
amount of sueh regular outside labor should not
provide a totaL labor force in excess of Ëhat to
be found in the farnily of tnormal r size in the
community ).

3. A farm large enough, in terms of land, capital,
rnodern technology, and other resources, to-ernploy
thçr labour resources of the farm fanily efficient-
LY7 .

fn a treatment of the social role Èhat the fa¡nily farrn

is expected to play, R. schickele has designated three basic

criteria that the family farm wor¡.ld have Èo meet in order to
play such a role:

1. Freedom of managerial- control, whieh is
necessary for the farmer to exercise entrepreneur-
ship and develop his managerlal capacities.

2. Reliance upon Èhe farmerts and his familyts
labor for a substantial part of the farrnts labor
requJ-rementsr so thaÈ workmanship is cultivated
and no cl-ear-cut separation of labor and manage-
ment becomes established.

3. Adequate amount of land. and capital resources,
so that the farm can yield suffieieñt incouie toprovide the fanily with an acceptable standard ofiivingS.

Schickelets third criterion tends to irnpose a l-ower limit on

7J. Ackenaan and M. Flarris, ttFamiJ-y Farur policyn,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Piess , LghT), p.389, äiúeO
by Rain_er__8chick"1q, Aericu1tBrel P,oligE I'arñ Þroeráms and
National ltlelfare. (Ñe .,ffi

8rbÍd.
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the size of farm firm that can be classified as a fannily

farm. His definition requires that the farm be large enough

to enjoy an ttacceptable standardtt of living. fn the

criteria as set out by Ackerman and llarris, the ernphasis is
shifted to an efficient employment of famil-y labôur resources.

The essence of the two concepts reveals no real conflict in
relation to Ëheir meaning insofar as eeonomic efficiency is
reflected, 1n part, in income. However, there is a basic

inconsistency in the two criterj-a 1n rel-ation to their
impl-icatÍons for agricultural policy. hlithin the framework

of famÍly farm policy, the emphasis 1n Schickelers criterion
is en income distribution, vhereas with Aekerman and Harris

the emphasis is on production efficiency. ltlhere for instance,

a farmerts labour resources are efficiently utilízed, but

his net incorne is inadequate to allow his family an

?tacceptable star¡dardlt of living, the farrn would not meet

Schickel-ets third eriterion, It would most certainly neet

t,he Ackerman and Harrist criteria.
Schickelets third criterion is cmcial to his

definition, which irnplies that he uses acreage and invest-
ment as criteria for farm size. A full discussion on the

limitations and pitfalls in using these as criteria for
farm size ü,"ill be made below. The term rradequate amountrl

is latently ambiguous in view of the relativity 1n the use

of the concept. fn effect, it has no specific meaning, a¡rd
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hence there could be as many interpretations of this term

as there are points of view on the topic. The term

rracceptable standard?t leaves tremendous scope for subjective

interpretation. The fault in Schickele ts crÍterion lies in
its inad.equacy of definitive precision in the terms used.

A more serious limltation in Schickelers criüerion
is that an ttadequate amountft of land and. capital whatever

bhis rneans does not in itself guarantee a higher level of

income that would accrue to a farmer with less. A combina-

tion of an Itadèquate amounttt of land and capital, with

sheer inattention to efficiency in resource use, csul-d.

result in Èhe farm family díminishing its capital assets to

sustain itself. fn the long-run this could lead to
bankruptcy. Hence, each definition by iËself is inadequate.

Together they display greater merit.

T. I¡I. Schultz has stated that:
... the concept of the farnily farm haè been
vague and ambiguous üo say the least. There has
been rnuch meandering over the years in public
effort intended to give support to it9.

In his view:

... The way to aehieve a workable definition is
to exami.ne the technical, political, social and
economic characteristics of the family farm and
tie the definition to those characteristics whieh

9T. W. Schu1tz, Prodrlction and l¡Jelfare qf Aericul--
!!Ig, (New York: MaeMillán
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appear to be most importanü to its success. 0nthe technical side, it is fairly evident that
modern techniques and practices- in fairiiing are
not restricted narrowly Èo any particular forrnof farm organization wlrether co-operative; -partnership, co-operaËiver or lndividual éntre-
preneurship vested in the family farm. ft is
also true that existing politicâI and legal in-stitutlons are sufficiently flexible to ãccomo-
date alternatj-ve forms of organization and fromthis it wouLd follow that t,hé salient featuresof the {amily farm are not to be found in thissPherelO. '

schultz holds that in as nauch as there is such freedom of
choÍce in the technicaL and politicar-legal spheres, one

must turn to the social and economic characteristics of the

family farm for a definition. He holds that:
.,. In economic analysls the farm, regardlessof the type of organization that eiists, is afj-rm. As such it is a decision-rnaklng uáit ofproduction, vested with the entrepreñeurial fnnc-tion vshich involves the organization and manage-

raent of the farm combining-land (nature), Iabõr
and capital_e.nd taking certain economic iisks inthe processrl.

He points out, however that the conception of the family farm

need not carry certain inplicati-ons as discussed below:

... ït, does not, for one, carry r,¡-ith it ühe
implication thaü the family farnn must own all
tþg property (}and and capital) and provid.e atall ÈÍmes all- the labor that is emplóyed on the
farm. Nor does 1t mean that the size óf tfre farrn
must necessarilV exnand and shrink with thefamily circle- .

totoig.¡ p.lr.
12rbid.

11rbid.
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Schultz holds that there is no family farrn unless

the entrepreneuri-al function resides in ühe farm farnily. In
addition to this stipulation, he considers that Èhe farm

should consist of enough l-and and capital to absorb

efficiently the labour of such members of the farm family
as may depend upon it for a livel-lhood. Conversely, the farm

should consist of no more land and capital than can be

operated by the farm faraily or by a family of normal size in
the communityl3!

The concept of the fanily farm as envisaged by

$chultz is formulated bn the fqllowing three criteria:
(i) The entrepreneuriaL function is vested in the

farrn family.
(ii) The human efforÈ required to operate the fanily

farm is provided by the farm fa"urily nrit,h the addition of
supplementary labor as may be necessary, either for seasonal

peak loads or durj-ng developmental and transitional stages

in the family itself,
(li.i) A farn large enough (in terms of land, capital,

modern technology, and other resources) to use ttefficientlytl

the efforts of the members of the family vutro are empJ-oyed

on the farm.

Schultzfs criteria are identical Èo those of Ackerman and

Harris. However Schultz holds that aLl farms that entail

t3&iu . ¡ p. j3 .
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share cropping, consist of certain types of tenants or

operate under contract agreement whlch, in effect, impair

the essentials of entrepreneurship, do not meet Sehultz

criteria. As such he does not consider them family farms.

Plantations and farms that depend wholÌy upon hired labour

are not classified as fa¡nily farms. To Schulbz, part-time

farners should also be exc1ud.edl4.

The impllcations inherent in Schullzt s defini-
Èion of the faraily farm are obviously very many. Recogni-

tion and examination of some of these wil-L now be rnade. Ttte

three crj.teria tend to impose an upper linit on the size
(regardless of what criterion j.s used as farm size) of farm

firm that can legitimabely be classified as a fa.urily farm.

ft was noted earlier that almost all the farms in
Canada are farnily-farms, the exception being the Indian

reserves, instÍtutional farms etc. ft was also pointed out

that the concept of the farnily farnn envisaged by the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics was not clear. However, it
is clear that if the Schultzts definition was applied to the

farm organization in Canadår â major segment of the agricul-
tural industry wotrld. be exclnded from the category of family
farms. This type of test coul-d have several implications

relative to farm policy in Canada.

l&rbid.
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A Royal Commission on Agrieulture and Rural Life
in Saskatchewan reporÈed that: on the eriterial accepted

for the family farm, only 43 percent of the farms 1n that

Province met these criteria. Hence 57 pereent were excluded.

The report stated thus:

ft is, clear that by far the greatest pro-
portion of Saskatchewan farms that do not meet
the requirements for family farm status fail
because of inadequate resourees. A much smaller
group is disqualified on account of large size
or too.ryany resources to be handled by a farm
familYr).

In dealing w'iÈh the types of firms in agriculture

and their implications, J.C. Gilson has pointed out that:
lrlhile ühere âre several different types of

production firm in agricult,ure, the single
proprietorship is the predominant firrn at the
present time. Ownership and management contrnol,
as well as the required labor for the business
are generally identified with one person or
family. This 1s what most people have ln min$,
when they refer to the fanily farm in Canadâro.

He has added that while there are probably as many

definitlons of the family farm as there are points of víew

on the ùopic, one of the nnost commonly accepted definitions
is the follouring:

. ]5noyal Comnission on Agriculture and Rural Lífe,
tÊnd Tenure, Report No. 5, Government of Saskatchevùan, L955,
p.2j.

16J.c. Gilson, Streqgtheni-ng the Farm F1rm, De-
parÈrnent of Agricultural Economj.cs a¡rd Farm Management,
Winnipeg, Bulletin No. 6, L962r p.4.
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(1) The farm operator makes all or most of
the managerial decisions,

(Zl The farmer and members of his family sup-ply most of the labor needed,
(¡) The availab]e resources are sufficient toprovide the family^with at l_east an adequate,

minimum standard of living,
(4) Tenure 1s reasonaþly secure for the

operator and his family.I'l

rn examining some of the implicati-ons of the definitÍon,
Gil-son has pointed out that the first and second criteria
tend to impose an upper limit, while the third criterion
places a lower limit, on the size of firm that will qualify
as a family farm. The fourth criterion allows the tenant
operated farm to qualify as a family farm, provided that the

condition for ?freasonable securityt? of tenure is met.

As noted earlier schultz?s criteria suggested that
Itcertain typesfl tenancy arrangements, which violate the

essential-s of entrepreneurship, do not'qualify as family farms.
There are several types of tenancy arrangements. fnasmuch as

schultz did not stipurare the specific types of tenancy re-
ferred to, it is difficult to determine whether his definition
is at variance with that cited by G1lson.

Another definltion suggests the following eight
criterla:

t7-Io¿g.
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I) On which emphasis is placed on farming
as a way of lifer âs on its economic returns.

21 0n which management is vested primarily
in the fanily that lives and operates the farm.

31 0n r¡ùrich most of the labor is contribu-
ted by the family.

l+l Which ftrill provid.e for full and efficient
use of all of the land, labor and capital invested
in the enterprise.

5) Which, fronn the total farm and family
enterprise wiLl make possible for all the people
on thè farm to have adequate (a) diet, clotfr:.äg
and housing; (b) health facilities; (ð) educa-
tional opportunity for ehildren and adults,(d) recrèàtional- ând social faeilities, (e)
religious opportunities and activities, and (f)
security for old age.

6l lfhich, in exchange for things purchased,
will provide food, fibres, iltd other prodrrcts
needed for domestic consumption and export.

7) ifhich $,:ill fully congerve and restore
the physical resources of the farm, including soil,forest, and water, as well as farrn equipment.

8) Irlhich will develop the hurnan resources,particularly the operatorrs family, but also tþq
ôther families thal work directly- ón the farm.fS

The conception of the fanily farm envisaged in
this study requires that the entrepreneurial function renains

vested in the farm family. Ttlhenever vertical- integration, con-

tract producti-on, or any other consi-deration irnpels the farm

family to comproroise its control of Ëhe management function,

184 P"otestant Prograrn for the Faraily Farm,
assembled at Biblical fnstitute, Evanston, fllinois, March,
19&8. Cited in Tj-mmons and Murray, rtland Problems an¿
policiesr?, fowa State College Press, 1950, p. 206. ff. Cited
in J.C. Gilson, Strengthening the Farnr Fi:rn. Department of
Agri cultural Economic s, lniinnipég, ButTèt-lñ-ño. 6, 1962,
p r 5l+.
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the farm violates the conception of the family farm.

Ackerman, Harris and Schickelets third criterion,
that the farm be large enough, in terms of tand, capital,
modern technology and other resources is ambiguotls. ft.
assumes that acreage and amount of j-nvestment are aecepbable

criteria for farm si-ze. These criteria are couched in
limitations and weaknesses as ïrill be seen rater on in this
ghapter. The wrlters leave it to the readerts imagination to
decide how rarge is tlarge enought. They have al-so neglected

to reconcile the need for f large enought size, r¡rith the

existence of possibllities for intensification of reso¿rce

use. ït need hardly be pointed out that where excess

capacity exist, the farm firno can more efficiently increase

productivity and income througþ greater inüensifieation
rather than the acquisition of more resources. rn a sinilar
light', more intensive resource use can be as effective in
furly using farm labour as aequiring more resources. This

conception of the famiLy farm would amend Ackernan, Harris

and Schikelels third criterÍon Èo read. r?Net farm family
income is such that it can provide the farm famiry concerned

tüith the minimum standard of' living that it coul-d accepttr.

Schultz I cri-teria hold that the farm should not

consist of more l-and. and capital than can be operated by

the farm farnily, or a famity of normal size in the coü-

munity. The implication here i.s that, having accepted one

of the several- criteria for farm sÍze, it should not grow
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faster than the size of'the f'arm farnily. This tends to

impose a lower and an upper limit on the size o1' the f'amily

farm. In an era where machinery is substituted for labour,
this criterion is obsolete and hence invalid.

There is an implication inherent in this criterion
that is more criticat than the one just examined. This is
that where the size of the family ceases to grow for one

reason or another the size of the farm firm should also

cease to gror¡r even though distinct possibilities exist for
gains in cost economies through an expansion of its size. In
this respect, the criterion is unrealistic. ,'

This conception refuses to concede that any

limÍtations be lmposed on the size of the family farm. fn
fact, this study aims to determj-ne uùrether the family farm

is consistent with the optimum size of firm in agriculture.
Ït is a basic tenet of this investigation, therefore, that
the farm firra should seek to expand its size towards the

point where the cost per unit of output tends to a minimum.

I¡lhere the type of expansion discussed above is

indicated and tenancy of one form.or another is the one

means of achieving this goal, the conception of the farnily

farm requires that tenancy should be reasonably secure.

Thls is imperative if long term planning is to be forrnulated

and executed.

This study conceptualises that with a glven level
of technology and at a specific time period, there exists
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an optimum size of fj-rm. Time, however, is never static.
Technology in this era is a dynamic concept. Planning is a

continuous process through üime. ltlith the progress of time

and technology, therefore, the tropti-mum sizett farm firm
becomes elusive and unattainable. The farm firm aspires con-

tinually towards an ideal that is very elusive because of

the dynamic nature of time and technology. fn the process of

Íts aspirations the farm firm has the need to make adjustment

with each change in the state of the arts. fn j-ts conception

of the family farn, therefore, this study envisages a

philosophical, social and institutional- framework which hrill
allow the farm firm to make the adjustments demanded by the

progress of technology.

Finally, the conception of the faurily farm en-

qisages an economic framework 1n which a large degree of com-

petltion prevåils in agrlcultural industry. The farm firm
should. not be so }arge as to exercise monopoly power in the

commodities and/or resource markets..

Ittlith this conceptual- framework, an attempt can now be

made to set out in precise terms the definition of the farnily

farm envisaged in this study. The family farm is a firm in
vrrhich:

(i) the entrepreneurial funcüÍon remains vested in
the farm family,

(ii) the net family farm income is such that it provides

the family concerned with at least the minimum standard of
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living that it would accept. The term Itadequate standard

of livingtr is viewed as being ambiguous. It is a subjective

concepÈ úrich would vary from family t,o fanily;
(iii) no artificial lirnit is imposed on the amount

of resources l-and and capital - that the firm should utilize
and no arbitrary ceiling is placed on its growth. The

markeb forces are the sole arbiter of ultimate size;
(iv) the philosophical, social and institutional

framework is such that it pernnits the firm, during the urge

for growbh to effeeb the necessary adjustments to

technological change;

(v) the econornic frarnework ensures a high degree

of competition in the farm sectorr so that the firm does not

exercise rnonopoly power in the commodities and/or ühe re-

source narkets; and

(vi) tenancy, v,rhere necess&ryr is secure,

(vii) the farm family provides most of the labour

inputs.

3. Criterla of Farm Size

The problem of farra size is a controversial issue

of long standing in agricultural economics. The literature
abounds w'ith lengthy debates on the advantages and/or the

disadvantages of large and smalL farms. The farrn entre-

preneu.r and the person responsible for farm policy are

fundamentally interested in the size of unit that would

al-low for efficiency of operation in terms of resource use,
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and an acceptabLe standard of living to the farm fa.níIy.
However, quite a large number of people eontinue

to debate such issues as whether factory farrns wilL eventual-

1y force the family farm out of existence. Others are in-
vorved in such controversies as whether or not the family
farna is necessaril-y less efficient ühan rarge size farms

Answers to ühese questions necessarity depend on

the nature of eost economies that are associated with farms

of different sizes. rnvestigation of such cost economies

rend.ers lt neeessary that the meaning of farm size be ex-

pllcitly stated. It is also worthwhile to examine the

implications of some of the crlteria of farm si-ze.

Several measures of farm size have been used in
farn management studies. These are farm acreage, gross farm

output or total income, total or net capital investment,

number of man-equi-valents, and total productive man-work

units. An appraisal wirl now be made of these criterla with
a vi-ew to an eval-uatlon of their lirnitations in terns of
the objectives of this study.

More often than not farm size in crop production

is measured on the basis of acreage, which may further be

broken doïsn into for.¡r sub-eriteria. These are farm area,

crop area, crop acreage area, and area devoted to one or two

of the dominant types of crops.

fn using the sub-criterion based on farm area,

the enÈire land area operated by the far¡rer is included. rt
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is composed of the sum of owned. and rented l-and subtracted

from the land area rented to others. Farm area consists of

the farmstead area, woodlands, pasture and crop 1ands19. fn

this measure of farm sÍze problems necessarily arise in
those cases where diff erences in the quality of land exi-st

on the same farm. ft is worthwhile in such situations to
normalize the farm lands on the basis of sone standard

ratios such as: (x) acres of woodla¡rd or (V) acres of pasture

land may be equated to an acre of cropland.

Ttre portion of farrn area which is used. specifi-
cally for growing crops is calLed the crop area. The total
area actuefly sown in crops in a partieular year is called

the crop acreage area. fü is therefore distinct from the

crop area al-l of which may not be grovrn in crops during a

partieular year.

The acreage criterion, however, is not an indica-

Ëor of the real volume of business, whlch is also affected

by the level of intensification, pattern of land use, crop

yields, rates of fertilizer application and the particular

rotation system. As such it may conceal the effects of these

other variables.

This Íßeasure of farm size may also tend to over-

enphasize the effects of rnechanization on cost economies

19W.Y. Yang, Methods of Farm Management InvestÍga-
tions for fmprovine Fár
cultural Organization of the United Nation, Agricultural
Ðevelopment-Paper No. 6l+, L958l , p.59.
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that are assoei-ated with farms of different sizes. rn this
case, iË may cloud the effects of other relevant variables.
The investigation may therefore assume the f orm of a stud.y

in the cost economies associated with rnachinery use on

different sizes of farns. Hence the criterion may associate

cost economies essentially with machinery use, which may

not be the cruciaL variabre in the real-ization of cost

economies.

The acreage criterion j_s, Èherefore, inad.equate

since it considers only the rand input. By itself, it fairs
to consider the differences in the amor¡nts of the other re-
sources, labour and capital and the differences in the Levels

of management used. by other farms with similar acreage. rn
effect then, although the acreages between farms may be

fixed there are differences in the levels of intensiflcation
thab must be recognized. This is particularry important in
problems relating to cost econornies associated with farms of
different sizes. In measuring the effects of differences in
size on cost economies the sanpling units must be

reasonably honogeneous.

Another facet of the limitations to the acreage

criterion is that one farm may be big in terms of acreage,

whereas another may be bigger in terms of capital, labour

and the quantity of output produced.

Often a crop farm will be big in terms of acreage

while another neighbouring wt1] actually use more labour ard
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capital-. Farms r¡'¡trich use large arnounts of capitar and a

srnall acreage of land are said to be intensive units; size

or volume of output may be increased by intensification on

a given area. Farms which use large acreages relative to
labour and capital are said to be extensive units; size and

vorume of business may be increased by acreage expansion.

Many types of farming are of an intensive nature and use

much labour and capital even though their acreage is rera-
tively small. Hence since expansion in vorume of output can

come either through intenslfication or extension - land input
i.e. acreage is not a sufficient measure of farm size.

ldhile the foregoing facets of' the problem ímpair
the effectiveness of acreage as a measure of farm size, this
does not mean that its use is altogether meaningless. Re-

search work on problems of farm sizes and its associated. cost

econornies can improve the utility of Ëhe acreage criterion
through a process of normalization. The soir in a particular
district is normally classified into severar types. rn the

carman area of Manitoba, for example, the soils are classi-
fied into Types r, rÌ and rrr. The investigation can there-
fore be concentrated on a particular soil- type in order to
increase the homogeneity of the group of farms under study.
Homogeneity of the farms can arso be improved by standard-

izing the crop rotations durj-ng the particular year.

I¡úhere soil type and rotaÈion systens have been

homogeneized there remaj-n the problems of the differenees
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in the revel of management and differences in the level of
intensification on the fixed factors of the group of farms.

Through the use of the synthetic budgeting method the

problem of differences 1n management can be dealt with. rn

this method the budgeting coefficients can be derived from

the operati-ons of a single farm, and as such does not entail
a different management. This process wil-l be developed

further in Chapter Vff.
The problem of differences in intensification

nevertheless stil-l remains. No conceptual or enpirical fra¡re-

work has so far been formulated to deal with this problem.

This may be partially because no real measure of' excess

capacity at the farrn level have been developed.

Beeause of Èhe inadequacies of'measures of' excess

capacity at the farm level, Ðd beeause of the eomple*, con-

ceptual empirical problems involved no attempt has been made

in this study to soLve this problem. Hence cost economies

may be attributed to either differences in farm size or

differences in the level-s of intensification.
However, this particular variabLe becomes a poÌÂ¡er-

ful tool- in explaining the differenees in cost economies

where t'hèse,ejcist, on farms of the same si-ze, ïùrere all- other

variables are reasonably homogeneous. Farms urith greater

cost eeonomies u¡ùrere aÌl variables, except for intensifica-
tion, are homogeneous witl indicate to those wlth less the

nature of the internar adjustments that are necessary so as
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to obtain greater cost economies through intensification on

Èhe fixed factors. In other words, more scope may exist for
greater cost economies through intensification rather than

through expansion of size.

Apart from the fluctuations occasioned by the

vagaries of the weather, gross farm output is a good criterion
of farm size. There is a close association between the

vol-ume of f,arm output, and the total amount of resources used

irrespeetive of whether the proportions are high in terms

of capital, l-and or labour.

The criterion adeqr.ately reflects the real volume

of farm business. It is therefore a realistic measure of

farm size. Quite unlike the acreage criterion, thls measure

indicates the effects on cost economies of all the relevant

variables that are assoeiated with the volume of businêssr

fn those cases where the farm firms produce

several crop products, output can be measured in dollar sales

in order that they can be aggregated. They can also be

normalized in terms of the dominant crop.

As this criterion emphasizes the production side

of the farm busi.ness, it may coneeal the effects of some of

the associated variabl-es such as l-abourcosts etc. The

measure is largely affected by acreage, yields, and prices

which may need to be adjusted for comparisons with other

farmsr

Nevertheless, it is a superi-or criterion of farm
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tize to the acreage criterion in that it does not possess

all the pitfalls of the latter. There is some deflnite func-

tional- relationship between acreage and output assuraing that
yields per acre and Íntensity of land use are relatively
uniform. Hence, uhere the relevant variabl-es are reasonably

standardized this criterion has great usefulness in studying

Èhe cost economies that are associated ürith different size

farms.

The plausibility of the totaL or net capital in-
vestment criterion depends to a large extent on the real
valuation of all farm capital assets. This emphasizes the

need for comparable and consistent standards of capital
valuation. However, the efficiency of this criterion is
seriously innpaired by the conceptual, theoretical and empiri-

cal difficulties j.nvolved in valuating capital assets.

Capital may be classified as monoperiodic or poly-
periodic resourcês. The former are those that are essentially
transformed. into a produeÈ during a single production

period. Polyperiodie capital resources are those that are

transformed into a product over a number of production

periods. Hence, the input of such resources consisÈ of annual

depreciation of nachinery, equipment and buildings; and

interest on investment on capital.
D.urable assets such as machinery and equipment

constitute a stock resource which gives rise to a flow of
input services over the life of an asset. Therefore, the
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inputs of eapital items for a particurar production period

must be considered as rates or flows where the real input is
the use or service of the capital good. This creates a rear

difficurty in settlng prices for the services of the capital
inputs, wtrich are not consumed during a single production

peri od.

The other d.imension of this problem is the fact
that depreelation consists of a time component i.ê. exposure

to the elernents; and a use eomponent i.e, wear and tear that
are associated with actual üsê. fn addition thereto, an

interaction exj-sts between repai-r costs and the magnÍtude of
the Èime and use depreciation. By continuarly incurring re-
pair and maintenance costs, probably at an increasing rate
through time, the life span of a durable asset may be ex-

tended al-most indefinibely. The neÈ result of this is that
ühere exists no objective way of rinking particular units of
inputs wlth particular units of output. All that can realisti-
calry be said is that arr the inputs of the durabre factor
are jointly responsibre for the whore stream of output over

time. Costs of durable assets do not therefore have rnuch

significance in the short-run.

Measurement of the flow sf services as a deprecia-

tion rate is necessariry based on an arbitrary criterion. As

such it may be quite unsatisfactory. Equipment is composed

of several iterns, all of which depreciate at rates of
characteristically their oürno Most of Ëhese rates are deter-
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mined in an arbltrary manner; and therefore fail to d.epict

true situations. The raÈes so used are not the result of a

desire to be arbitrary, but rather of the difficurÈies in-
volved in establishing more realistic rates.

The depreciation rates selecÈed are based on the

expected useful life of the piece of equipment. rf it is
anticipated that the asset wilt last for twenby five years,

a depreciation rate of 4 percent 1s considered appropriate.
BuÈ obviousry, it is difficurt to foretell what will be the

length of the usefur rife of the particuLar asset. rt has

alread.y been pointed. out that the lengÈh of the useful 1ife
of an asset depends upon the care in its upkeep and main-

tenance. Even in cases where a reasonable estimate of
physical deterioration and useful life can be made, techno-

logical progress wil} introduce elements of obsol-esenee that
wilr render predictions very difficult, if not impossible

to make.

Some of bhe farms that are investigated in this
study ürere over-capitalized. rn order to make efficient use

of labour and capital a considerabre amount of custom work

was undertaken dr:ring the production period und.er review.
These ü¡ere features of a rarge proportion of the farms in
the group, which utilized large units of machinery and

equipment in order to enhance the tinely sowing and harvest-
ing operations. The use of larger machinery enabled farmers

to rninimize losses in crop product through belated sowing
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and/or tardy harvesting. Thre farmers were able to cornplete

these chores in a minirnum time and so were abl-e to und ertake

custom work. Other farms in the group, especially those with

a large custom work bill may be considered under-capitallzed

on the basis of this criterion.
Farms, Lhat are over-capitalized, have a con-

siderable amount of excess or unused capacity. As such, this
feature distorts the real size of business where the

criterion of net or total capital invesÈment is used as a

measure of farm size. Farms, that are under-capitalized

especially those that employ a great deal- of eustom work, do

not really reflect their potential si.ze in terms of quantity

of machinery used. ft is evident, therefore, that where some

farms in a group are over-capitalized whereas others are

under-capibalized, this renders comparisons very untenable.

fn a study rùrere it is desired to isolate the effect of

farm size in cost economies, it is necessary to have all
the other variables, that affeet cost economies, reasonably

homogeneou.s. itlhere the amor¡nt of excess capacity affects
cost economies, it becomes very difficult to isolate the

effect of size.

fn view of the conceptual and empiricaÌ problems

relating to depneciabion and the probrems of excess capacity;

this study rejects the adoption of the net or total invest-
ment criterion as a measure of farm size.

The usefulness of the ltnu¡Rber of' man-equivalentstl
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criterj-on is rimited to cornparing farm sizes of the sarne

degree of labour efficiency and mechanization. rt is con-

sidered that this criterion wil-I be ineffective in bhis
study since quite a disparity exists in the groups of farms

in labour efficiency, and the extent of mechanization. The

latter problem has aLready been examined.

The total productive man-work units criterion is
based on the normal labour requirements of' bhe farm. rt
represents a standard day, normally about eight to ten hours,

of productive work by an adult male, or the equivalent,
that is required for growing crops and other farm chores.

This criterlon may be useful in making inter-farm comparisons

where the difference in the level- of mechanization among a

group of farms is not too great. rn the farms used. in this
analysis the disparities were too great for this criterion
to be effective.

This survey of the dlfferent measures o1 farm size
indicates that each criterlon has its ovrn merits, and place

where it can effectively be used. Therefore; the choice of
a partieular criterion depends upon the objectives of the

investigation.

In this study the ttgross vol_ume of product?t and

Itimproved acreagert criteria are used as measures of farm

size. As had been explained earlier - the vorurne of farm

output criterion is a rearistic measure of farm size in-
asmuch as it adequately reflects the real volume of farn
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business. Also, the tacreager criterion possesses some

unio,ue features that welÌ adapts it to the particular object-

ives of this study.



CHAPTER VI

SOURCE AND NATURE OF DATA USED IN F¡{PTRICAL ANALYS]S

Another conÈroversial issue in agricultural- econom-

ics research is the source, nature and method of collecting
data for the empirical- verification of hypothesis j-n farm

production studies. Historicalì-y, research workers used data

that were òompiled from censuses, surveys, judgement and

purposive samples. More recently, researchers have been

using data obtained from the records of farm accounting

associ-ations, such as the Carman District Farm Business As-

sociation, and the Tüestern Manj-toba Farm Business Associa-
IE10n .

Ttre crux of the issue lies in the limited scope

for inductive generalization in cases where conclusions are

based on non-random sample survey data. Research workers

are fully aware that random sampling increases the scope of

the inferences of their investigations. There are, however,

some cornmendabl-e features in the data 'compiled from associa-

l-lhe Carman District Farm Business Association is
a voluntary association of farmers in the Carman area of
Manitoba. ft was organized in the spring of L957 hrith 70
members. The l¡/estern Manitoba Farm Business Association is
also a voluntary association of farmers in the Neepawa-
Minnedosa-Hamiota-Miniota area of Manitoba. The purpose of
the two Associations is to co-operate in farrn management
research wtth the Department of Agricultural Economlcs,
University of Manitoba.
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tion records. Perhaps, the most important is that it allows

the research worker to obtain a continuous picture througþ

time of the processes of growbh in the size of the farms.

This is indeed a significant consideration that
can hardry be overlooked in the search for a solution to
the particurar probrem whlch initiated this study. Research,

once it has started, proceeds along a continuum. There is no

end since knowledge is never complete. Time and experience

may render old ideas invalid. rt may also become necessary

to re-assess traditionar approaches and explanatíons of
economic and soclal phenornena.

There can be no one-for-alI ansürers to the problem

of farm size. The dynamic nature of techniçal innovations

in agriculÈure may render invarid tomorrow a sj-ze of farm

that is considered the optimum today. This reakes it
necessary that this investigation be forl-oired up by subse-

quent ones, in order that there could be a continuing re-
appraisal of the solutions in the light of subsequent

changes that may occur.

The records of the farm associations possess

decided advantagesn which strongry recommend their use in
this study, over random sample survey data. The data from

the records of the Carman Ðistrict Farm Busi-ness Association

will specifically be used in testing the hypotheses of this
investigation. The implications in the use of this klnd of
data urill- now be examined, in order to evaruate its limita-
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tions on the conclusions that arise from this study.

Statisticians idealize the use of data procured

from random sample surveys since this type of sampling pro-

vi-des an objective basis for generalization, and a mathe-

matical framework wlthin which the probabillty of error
and variation can logically be determined. However, it is
the thesis of this study that each method has its ourn prace

and merit. As such, each may be considered appropriate for
a specific purpo$e. rt is further held that where one method

has limited applicabÍIity, another method comes into its
ohrn. One method may also indicate where another may effect-
ively be appried. For these reasons it is consÍdered futlle
to debate the superiority of one method over the other in
farm production studies.

The report on the Canadian Census of Agriculture
indicates that in 1961 there u¡ere b3 1306 farms in the

Province of Manitoba2. fn that year there hrere 70 farms in
the Carman District Farm Business Association3, which con-

stitutes .16 per cent of the Provincial total.
The interpret,ation of the results of the analysis,

and the implications arising therefrom are of partictrlar

2Dorninion Bureau of Statistics, 196I- Census of
Canada Agriculture. i{anitoba, (0ttawa: Queffi

3 ) ' P'1-I'

Economics and Farn
District Farm Business

aculty culGure a
Manitoba, ltlinnipeg, L96?'l , p.J-.
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interest to farmers in the specific areas studied, to

persons engaged in extension work, to credit agenciesr'and

to institutions that furnish farm machinery and other farm

equipment. Sustained studies of this type develop measures

and standards, which serve as criteria on which analyses and

improvenents in the performances of farm business can

realistically be made. Tt¡is is undoubtedly essential to a

progressive and healthy agricultural industry.
Having regard to the objectives just outlined,

the group of farms in the association lays no apriori claim

to be representative of the population. The berm ItpopuJ-ationrt

is used here in the statistical sense, denoting the total
number of the estimated l+3 13O6 farms in the Province of
Manitoba. The farms thaÈ joined the Associations have done

so by choice rather than by selection. This being the case,

the question now arises as to whether bhe group of associa-

ting farrn constitutes, in its own right, a sample in the

statistical sense. The answer to this question lies in the

conception of a sample. lilebsterts dictionary defines a
sanple as being a ltpart or piece taken or shown as repre-

sentative of the vuhole group.rt 0n this criterion, the

associating group of farms is not a sample, since 1t has no

pretensions of being representative of the populatlon.

'Ihe basic assumpti-ons upon which the theory of

sanpling rests apply both to the way the sample is obtained

and to the material- sampled. With respect to the material
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sampled, the assunption is that there exists a large universe

of items subject to more or less uniform conditlons. It is
also assumed that throughout the universe the individual
items vary among themselves in response to the sane causes,

and with the same amount of variabllity. With respect to the

selection of the sample, the values must be so sel-ected that
the selection or occurrence of one ltem in the sample is
independent of the selection of any other item. The implica-
tion of this specific assumption is that the popul-ation is
normally distributed. The second assumption 1s that the

successive items in the sample are not selected from

different portions of the universe in regular order. They

are simply chosen at random so that the chance of the oc-

currence of any partieular value is the same with each suc-

cessive observation in the sample. The third assumption is
that the salnple is not picked from one portion of the uni-
verse, but that the observations are scattered throughout

the universe by purely chance selection.

The definition of a sample, and the assumptions

just outlined render it untenabl-e to assert that the group

of associating farms constitute a sample in the statistical
sense. The group lays no claim to randomness or independence.

Therefore, it can best be viewed as constituting a special

case that is designed. in no way to be representative of the

population. Hence, for all practical purposes the analysis,

classification and interpretation of data from accounti-ng
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associations can realistically be interpreted as the case

study method.

Alfred Marshall-, who utilized the case study

method in his monumental contributions in the field of
economic theory, has defined the case study method as ttthe

intensive study of al-l the details of the domestic life of

a few carefully chosen familier&.,, H" claims that at its
best, it is the best of aÌl methods, but he inrarns however,

that in ordinary hands it is l-ikely to suggest rnore un-

trustworthy generar conclusions than those obtained by the

more extensive stabistical method.. To work u¡e]L, Marshall

suggests that the case study method requlres a rare combi-

nation of jud.gement in selecting cases, and of insight and

sympathy in interpreting them.

The intensive character of the case study method

rendêrs it practica] to examine and investigate only a smaLl

numbeç of cases with the depth, thoroughness and perception

necessary. Quite a great deal- of time must be spent in ade-

quately anaryzing a slngle case. The justiflcation for thls
l-ies in the fact that Ít is only through an exhaustive study

that new relationships can be discovered and accurately

analyzed. It is obvious that each individual case has

characteristics which can logically be regarded as typical

&Atfred Marshall. Principles of Economics-
Eighth Edition, (Lond.on: l¡tac .LL6.
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of a larger number of câsês¡

The case study nethod is distinct in itself as

a method. However, it bears a direct relationship to the

other technical methods. Elmer holds that the case n-rethod

and bhe statistical method are independent and complementary.

He states that:
The statistical- method points out the exj-s-

tence of repetitious units, which may show the
presence of a desirable or undesirable sj.tuation.
The case method on the other hand calls attention
to problems to which the statlstical method. may
be applied, and on the other hand may follow a
statistical conclusion by a comprehensive analysis
of 'Lhe particular phenomenon which has_been shou¡n
stabistically to bè a repetltious unit5.

The continuing nature of the case history developed

since the Associations were formed is a veritable pioneering

effort thaü constitutes a research l-aboratory for farm pro-

duction studies. The case description based on such data

is always a true record of what occurs in the particular

instances. This attribute is in direct contrast to the

central characteristics of the random sample survey rnethod

when generalization, except i-n those instances when all the

cases are included, is only an abstract approximatj-on. l¡Jhere

the latter method is used, definiteness and precision of

detail must to some extent be sacrificed to the more in-

clusive view of' statistical generalization.

5I,. Elmer, Social Research, (New York: Prentice
HalI Inc., L93g), W.ry'
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fntensj-ve examination, analysis and interpreta-
tion of the Associations I records may be compared roughly

to the use of the microscope and,/or the laboratory experi-
ment of the experimental method. rn this manner, the farm

firm is studied in its entirety. fts behaviour can then be

investigated when placed alongside other units possessing

simil-ar attributes. The behaviour ol the farm firm can also

be studied under changing environmental- cond.itions. These

aspects oT scientific research imposes a serious limitation
on the use and effectiveness of the random sample survey

method.

Use of the Associationst daùa for farm production

studies provldes a continuous picture through time of the

growth of the business within a glven social, economic and

political environment. The records provide the life history
of the individual farms, and furnishes all possible

desirable data regarding the farms studied. They enable

bhe investigator to derive therefrom a unified coherent con-

cept concerning the part played by complex influences in
determining the character and experiences of the farm firm
its existence as a unified entity.

tf,|rereas data corlected through random surveys have

limited use where sociological, psychological and institu-
tional- problems are involved, the use of the Association

data comes into its ovrn. The records are comprehenslve, in-
trospective, and reflective. They reveal the inner private
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life of the farm firm in terms of the fundamental motives

or attitudes of the entrepreneur, and social- structures

that calf such attltudes into existence. One of the hy-

potheses of this study suggests that managerial incentive

is one of the vari-abl-es that affect the size of farm. fn
testing this hypothesis, the persona] nature of the informa-

tion required suggests that a sociologlcal and psychologi-

cal study of each farmerts personality i-s necessary. The

case study meÈhod lends itself better than the alternative
methods to obtaining this type of daüa.

The Associationst records therefore enhance the

penetration, thoroughness, d.epth, comprehensiveness and.

intensification in the analytical approach deslgned to

isolate and study problems, and to indicate the areas where

ft¡rther empirical research is necessary. By their use,

repetitions of situations, meanings and responses may be

noted, and adapted for comparative purposes in formÍng

general-ization r,shere posslble o

It is to be emphasized that generalization based

on analyses of the Associations I records is dangerous. As

was indicated earlier this was really not the intention in
the formation of the Association. Research based on these

records has no real clain to be a basis for inductive
generalizations. Hot¡ever, where and whenever this is
attempted such i-nferences are based upon an intinate
knowledge of the situation, and of the habits and attitudes
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of the persons and units inter-acting.
It is now necessary to examine the reasons that

render 1t illogical, if noË impossible, to generalize on

the basis of the conclusions derived from an analysis of
the Associationst records. The subjectÍve data gathered by

this method of analysis does not Ìend itsel-f to quantita-

tive check. Much of the data represent atypical cases.

Random sampling is negJ-ected and generallzations rnay be

false. The records are open üo errors of perception, judge-

ment and unconscious bias with a speclal_ tendency to over

emphasize ùhe unusual. 0n completion of an exhaustive study

of the various phases of Nhe few cases, there may be the

tendency to generalize. However, ì_nspite of the mass of
data analyzed in the few cases, generalizations may be ex-

ceedingly dangerous. These can be viewed as mere conjectr.rres

or trial hypotheses to be subjected to more extensive

empirical verification. The great pitfalls in the use of
the Associationsr records for farm production studies, from

the statistical point of view, are the lack of statistical
objectivity in the observations and recording of the

material, and the informality and subjectivity of any

generalizations att empted.

The moüive in using data from random sample sur-
veys in farm production studies is to have an objective
basis on which inductive generalization can be made for the

entire population. This method attempts to abstract cerüain
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attributes common to all farms in the random sampre¡ and

then it analyses variations in these and associations
between them. The rationale here is that if a sufficlently
large number of random samples is taken, this wourd increase

the probabitity that the estimated population parameter wirl
more closely approximate the true value.

The randorn sample survey method, through the use

of statistics, attempts to project the formatioir of signi-
ficant judgements into rfno manrs landtt i.e beyond the rimits
where a complete count is impracticable. fn so doing, this
method relles heavily on what is refered to in mathenratics

and statistics as the tfl-aw of regularity.tr This law holds

that fta moderately large number of items chosen at random

from among a very 14rge group are al-most surer oil the

average, to have the characteristic of the larger g"orrp6.,,

There 1s no implication 1n this law however, that the re-
semblance between the sample and the population will- be

perfect.

The assumptions upon which the theory of random.

sampling is based impose the most crucial rimitations on

the useful-ness and effectiveness of the method. These

assumptions have already been exarnined above. The other

sources of error which can impair the reliability of the

6H. Jerome,
Harper and Brothers,

Statistical Methods, (New York:Lw'
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random sarnpl-e survey method are the j-ncidence of inadequate

or j-naccurate data, mechanicaf mistakes and unsound inter-
pretations. ft is aLso a one-shot approach to which no

fol-low-up work may ensue.

This method is not equipped to deal with the non-

quantitative aspects of farm family living. ft is a poor

predictive tool in that it allows for the rise of neür

variables. ft is afso in-effective in dealing with unique

phenomenon in social life, and has limited applicability in
discovering or isolating new things in farming.

ft is in these specific areas that the case study

method, through use of the Assoeiationst records, is very

effecti-ve, ft offers tremendous scope for the study of
qualitative problems in farm production studies. Another

positive use of the method lies in its dexterity in formu-

Iating or suggesting trial hypotheses 1n the exploratory

stages of research. ft is fal-lacious, therefore, üo argue

that the random sample survey method is superj-or to the

case study approach. Each has its speeific function, merit

and place in the continuum envisaged in the scientific
method. The two approaches are not competitive. They are

conplementary to each other.

It is to be reiterated that the case study method

is not intended for use as a basis for generalization 1n

farm production studies. Its role is essentially problem

identification and problem solution through further re-
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seareh. Most of the problems encountered in its use do not

lie in the limitations of the method ÆIÞg. They ernanate

frorn a fundamental misconception of the nature, the attri-
butes and the scope of bhe method. Little wonder that Alfred
Marshal-l warned that in unskilled hands the case sbudy method

is rtlikely to suggest more untrustworthy general concl-usions

than those obtained by the more extensive statistical method.rt
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ANALYTICAL METHODS

The analyticaì- techniques that have been used

most widely in estimating the cosü eeonomies curve are syn-

thetic budgeting, regression analysis and rnathematical

programming.

fn order to determine the effects of farm size
on cost economies or dis-economies, it is necessary to
standardize all ühe variables, excepü sj_ze, that affect cost
economies. These variables are soil- type; crop combination;
the external forces which lnfLuence the operation of the
farms; nanagement and the lever of capacity utili-zed.

$everal- conceptuar and empirical problems arise
in an attempt to standardiàe these variabres. However, the

extent of these difficulties depends upon the partlcurar
analytical technique employed in approximating the cost
economies curve. Jn this study synthetic budgeting and re-
gression analyses have been used. in estirnating the curve.

The Method of Budgetine Analvsis

This method involves the estimatlon of the short-
run average cost curves for the various strata of farm

sizes, and then fitting the planning eurve as an enveÌope

of the series of cost curves.

This study is based on those farms 1n the Carman
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District Farm Business Association that farr within the

so1l type r classification. From this group of farms, those

on which seventy five to one hundred per cent of gross

current receipts were derived from crop productlon were

classified as crop farms. on this criterion forty one such

farms were seLected. for this study,

These farms were then stratified according to
their acreage. This is presented in Table If below.

TABLE ]I
STRAT]FICAT]ON OF FARMS

Stratum Acreaee Interval il:;m5
r

IT
IrI
rV

V

VT

3oo - 399 9
/+oo _ 5gg 15

600 - 799 10
800 - 9gg 1

> 1000 2

Total- No. of Farms 41

The acreage intervals were so selected in order

that there woul-d be a quarter-section, a hal-f-section, a

three-quarter-seetion and a whole-section farm within each

interval. This is the most realistic method of setting the
intervars, since operators normally tend to increase the size
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of their farrns by quarLer-sections if this is avail-able.

The farms serected for study in the budgetary analysis
derived from 95 per cent I00 per cent of their gross

current receipts from crop production. An adjustment had to
be made in their expenditures for services that are not

assocj-ated with crop production. Such services include out-
ray on custom work off the farm and/or rivestock production.

This involved the segregation of joint costs. The ad.justrnent

in total expenditure were made on the basis of the percent-

age of curuent receipts that were derived. from sources

other than crop production. This criterion may be considered.

arbitrary, but no better method is availab]e for segregating

joint costs. ,

This method of sel-ection minimized the problems

bhat were encountered i-n aLlocating joint costs between crop

and l-ivestock enterprises on the same farm. However, it rr¡as

improbabl-e that the farrns selected will be exactly one

quarter-section, a half-section and so on in size. The sizes

of the farms that u¡ere selected are presented 1n Table frr.
The problem was then to estimate average cost

curves for the farms in the various strata. One farm was

selected from each stratum on which crop production con-

stituted nearest to or one hundred per cent of gross

curuent receipts. The input-ouËput coefficients of this
farrn were used to synÈhesi ze tne cost curves for the farms

1n the particular stratum.
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TABLE ITI
CHARACTERISTICS OF CROP FARMS TO BE USED IN THE BUDGETING

ANALYSIS

ted Current Receipts

_ a ôFê.â crâ Ac-r-e-ãg-e-õf,
$fratum ï"iãiiãr cular I"{* Sefec- a percenlage. of

r
IT

ïrr
TV

V

VI

300 - 399

t+00 - 5gg

600 - 799

800 - 999

>1, 000

160

320

560

708

893

I, tgo

e5%

96

99

100

100

96

ïhis method guaranteed the homogeneity of the

variables within the stratum. It represents a departure from

the conventional technique of derivlng the cost curves from

coefficienÈs that are averages over all stratum farms. The

conventional method is beset by too m¿ìny conceptual and

statistical limitations that seriously impair its utiJ.ity in
öhis study. Some of these difficulties are the measurement

and aggregation of management, and capacity variabl-es.

These two variables have considerabre effecËs on

the cost-economies or dis-economies which accrue to the farm

fj-rm. No objective method. has been developed for quantifying
these variables. It is, therefore, difficult to either
standardize or measure them. Many studies ignore the effects
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of these variabl-esf. others assume that they are constants

over al-r the farms in the stratum. such approaches to the
problem are difficult to justify in terms of the real world.
They necessarily cause the resurting cost function to be a
mongrel. More important than this is the fact that it wirl
be illogical to assert that estimated cost-economies are

due to the differences in the sj-ze of farms. savings in cost

may well be attributable to farm size, management or the

level- of capacity at which farms are operated; or some com-

bination of these three variables. rn any attempt to study

the effects of farm size, it is necessary therefore to
isolate the effects of the other variables.

This is exactl-y what the particular model developed

in this study attempts to accomplish. The model is also more

consistent with the fundamental requiremenis of homogeneity

than can be claimed for the conventional technique.

The heterogeneity of the variables between strata
makes it untenable to assert that the pranning curve depicts
the cost-economles and dis-economies that are associated with
different farm sizes alone. The impllcations of the assumption

of continuity, which Ís irnplicit in the pranning curve, are

that there are changes in the variables as farm size changes.

lFo" un example, see Í1. Darcovich, rrThe Use of pro-
duction Funetions in the Study of Resource Þroductivity in
some Beef Producing Areas of Arbertatt, The Econo:nic Agel:LEt.,VoI. XXVIff, No. 4, Á,ugust L9|8, p.93: 

-
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In estimating the planning curve, the problem is
to ensure as far as possible, that the variables are

reasonably homogeneous. The model, which has been developed

for dealing with this pariicul-ar problem, groups the rele-
vant variables into six categories. These are soil type;
external forces that infl-uence the operations of the

busi.ness; resource inputs; crop combination; Lever of farm

capacity and management

Homogeneity of soil type presents no problem since

only crop farms of soil type r classificaÈion in the carman

Ðistrict are incl-uded in this study. There are no differences
in the external forces that infl-uence the operations of the
farm firms in this particular group.

on the serected group of .farms there r¡rere grourn

various combinations of wheat, oats, flax, sunflowers, bar-
ley, peas, buckwheat, sugar beets and hayseed. The distri-
bution of crop combinati-on on the six farms is shov,nr in
Table JV.

rn terms of the acreage devoted to it and of gross

farm receipts, wheat is by far the most predominant crop.
This is followed by oats, and then flax. Except for the
isolated cases, where a l-ittle peas, buckwtreat, meadow

fescue seed, sugar beets or barley are cultivated, the

rotational systems in terms of the major crops are reason-

ably homogeneous.

SeveraL conceptual problems are encountered. in
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D]STRTBUTION OF CROP
USED IN THE

TABLE TV

COMB]NATION ON THE SIX FARMS
BUDGETARY ANALTSIS

Crops No. of Farms
Prod.ucing

1. I'lheat

2. Oats

3. FIax

4. Hay

5. Sunflowers

6. Peas

7. Buckwheat

8. Meadow fescue seed

9. Sugar beets

10. Barley

6 farms

6r
5n
l+ lt

3n
trl

lrt

rrt
1n

Ir?
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any attempt to normaLize the level of capacity of farm

operation. It has proven very difficult to find a uni-
versally acceptable conception of farm capacity. It was also

dÍfficult to find an objective measure of it. This may well
be the reason l*ry studies on problems of farm size have

neglected it. However, it definitely affects the cost

economies that are associated with different sizes of farms.

Farm capacity may be defined as the maximum pro-

duction potential of a producing uniÈ of a given size or with

a given quantity of resources. 0n this definition, the prob-

lem then arises as to how best this variable may meaningfully

be quantified. fn effect, how may the capacity of the farm

firm be objectively measured? In asserting that a quarter-

.section farm has a certain level of capacity is an arbitrary
judgement, whlch may be devoid of empirical content. Surely,

the capacity of a farm depends upon the particular resource

combinati.on, vstrich varies between farnns. It is clear then

to obtain a measure of the capacity of the farm firm, it is
necessary to know the quantity of each resource used land,

labour, capital and management. Hence, the total capacity

of the producing unit is the sum of the capacities of the

individual resources utiLized,
The probl-em resolves itself into the determination

of the capacity of a unlt of land, a unit of labour, a unit
of capital and a unit of management. Crop yields per acre

åre not really known. Ihe productive eapacity of a hired
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hand per workday depends on several variables among urhich

are health, education, i-ncentive, initiative, age and sêx.

It seems dubious whether a precise mesurement of this re-
source can be made.

Capital rnay either be as polyperiodic and mono-

periodic in farms. Durable capital assets give rise to a

flow of s ervices over many production periods. This makes it
difficult to measure the capacity of a unit of capiLal in a

specific production period such as is the case in this study.

No method exísts that makes it possible to obtain an objective

measurernent of the raanagement variable. ft is not possible

bherefore to quantify the capacity of an operator in his
role as manager.

Even 1f it were possible to devise realist,ic
measurements of the capacities of the resource inputs, prob-

lems of aggregation may seriously impair the reliability of

the final estimate of farm capacity. The existence of these

intricate problems makes it necessary that some alternative
indicators of capacity be used in this sbudy.

Theoretically, it is postulated that farm firnns

on the pJ-annlng curve are operated at optimum capacity. fn
the empirical estimation of this curve the difficulties,
that have just been examined, make it untenable to assert

that the theoretical postulate holds true. C1early, the

exact position of the planning curve in the real worl-d could

hardly be empirically derived. Hor,'rever, it can be asserted
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with some measure of certainty that the estimate of the plan-

ning curve that is enpirically desired represents at least

the lowest upper bound of the position of the real planning

curve.

It is not a critical- llmitation to this study if
the farms along the estimaÈed planning curve are not operated

at optimrrrn capacity. ïiihat is more desirable from the point

of view of the homogeneiby requirement is that the level of

capacity over all farms should be reasonably uniform.

fn this study, the intensity of land use and

nachinery lnvestmenÈ per improved acre were adopted as indi-
cators of the level- of capacity at which the farms are

operated. The choice of these variables assumes that they

give some indication of the intensity with r¡t¡ich the farms

are operated. Intensity of land use is defined as the ratio
of the number of crop work units to the number of improved

acres¡ i. ê.

fnÈensity of l-and use =

These characteristics of the farms are presented in Table V.
.On the basis of the criterj-on of intensity of land

use it can be asserted that the group of farms are reason-

ably homogeneous. Except for some small differences on the

second and sixth farms they are also reasonably homogeneous

with respect Èo the criterion based on machinery investment

per improved acre.

l[rrmber of crop work units
Number of improved acres
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TABLE V

SOME ¡/IEASURES O}- THE LEVEL OF CAPACITY OF THE GROUP OF FARMS

Farm Farm Size
No (acres )

Number of
Improved
Acres

Percentage
Crop Farm

fntensity
of

Land Use

Machinery
Investment

Per Improved
Acre

1 1óO

2 320

3 560

t+ 7o8

5 893

6 lrtgo

L55

308

502

658

883

Ir160

95

96

99

100

100

96

.377

.bLz

.l+O5

.426

.l+ZL

.l+65

#tz
20

35

35

32

26

1/fith regard üo the management variable it is
necessary to distinguish between homogeneity in terms of the

quality, and homogeneity in terms of' the quantity of the in-
put of this factor. In theory the quality of management is
assumed to be homogeneous over the different sizes of farms,

However, it 1s implausible, both theoretically and empiri-

cally, to require that the quantity of the rnanagement input

be kept constant over all sizes of' farms. Quantity of

management refers to the a.mount of co-ordinating duties which

the single operator performs.

An assumption that the quantity of management

should.be constant over all sizes of farms, implies irration-
ality on the part of entrepreneurs. Surely, this is in-
consistent with the conception of the planning curve. The
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implications of this assumption may be pursued f'urther. rf
an operator has a quarter-section farm on which he spends

an eight-hour work day to accomplish his chores. By impli-
cation, if he were to increase the size of' his farm to a

harf-section, then he u¡ilI need a sixteen-hour work day to
accomplish his chores. Slmil-arlyr he will_ need a twenty-

four hour work day and a thirty-two hour work day to
complete his daily chores on a three-quarter and a full-
section farm respectively. rf the implications of this
assumption are pursued further, the farmer will'either work

himself' to death or the chores w1lr remain undone. Alter-
natively, he may have to hire a man for each ner^i quarter-

section of l-and that is added to the initial size oí the

farm unit.
Clearly, entrepreneurs do not operate their I'arms

in this fashion. As the size of the unit increases the

operator necessarily assumes more duties both in terms of
his functions as a source of farm labour, and in his rore
as the co-ordinator. lühile it may be possible for him to
hire extra labour or substitute machlnery for labour as the

size of the unit expands, it may be undesirable for many

reasons to delegate some of the addibional co-ordinating
duties to one of the hired hands.

As the size of the farm increases the operator

makes better use of his own l-abour resources and managerial

skiIl. This resulÈs in decreasing cost per unit of output.
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However, further expansion

responsibil-ities to become

this may be associated the

sults.

of slze causes the managerial

more complex and exacting. Ii{ith

constant per unit cost that re-

There is a very definite limit to the human

potential in terms of its skill and dexterity in the use of

resources. Some operators recognize this fact and others do

not. Expansion of the farrn to a size that is beyond the

capabilities of the operator results in increasing cost per

unit of output. Greater net savings in unit cost may be a

very distinct possibility on a larger size farm. Hohrever,

some farmers prefer to operate efficiently the size of unit
which is consistent with their managerial potential.

The operator of the five hundred and sixty acre

farm r¡ùrich was selecbed from the third. stratum illustrates
the case Ín point. fn terms of resource used, this operator

is imaginative and efficient. By comparison with other

farmers around him, his achievements are so outstanding that,
without prior knowledge of his philosophy, an enthusiastic

extension specialist may recommend an expansion in the size

of the farm. lhis farmer maintains that his unit is of the

comect size, which his capabilities would al-low him to

operate efficiently. He feels then any further expansion

wil-l most certai-nly result ln higher unit costs.

The operator does not want to have any hired hands

on the farrn. Expansion in farm size will necessitate the
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hiring of extra help r¡ùro must be provided with board. This

operator regards the farm as his home. He maintains that
having hired hands on the farm will be compromising the

privacy of his home and farnì-ly.

fn the budgetary rnodel used in estimating the

farmts short-run average cost function, inputs were divided

into fixed and variable categories. 'Ihe former includes

general- overhead such as insurance, taxes, interest on debt

ebc., depreclation on buiLdings, machi-nery and equiprnent;

interest on investment, and the operatorts labour. The

variable inputs include hired labour; the cost of operatlng

farm machinery and equipment; erop costs such as fertil_izer
inputs, seed and other crop costs; repair and maintenance

of machinery and equipment; and miscel-l-aneous inputs.

The criterion of farm size in the budgetary

analysis is the volume of production in dollar value. Farm

acreage in the short-run prod.uction period will be fixed.
Increasing the size of business therefore, involves stepping

up production on a fixed number of acres. This can be ac-

complished by cultivating crops on acreage normally devoted

to summer fallow; increased use of fertilizer; second crops,

and taking crops off sbubbleo

This is exactly what farmers in the Carman area

are doing in ordér that they may achieve some of the short-
run gains from the increases in wheat price caused by huge

sal-es to Communist countries. Their actions can best be
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studied in the model- outl-ined below:

PRICE
AND

c0sT
SRFMC

q2 OUTPUT

StimulatedFigure_-Zl : Short-run Increases in Output
by Higher Price Per Unit of Output

Prior to the rarge sale of canadian wheat to the communist

countries, let it be assumed that the farm price per bushel

of wheat was p1 and the amounÈ produced by the operator was

Q1. The j-ncome from the safe of wheat was the area given by

plR810. The huge sal-es of wheat abroad has caused an j-ncrease

in the demand for canadian wheat, thus reiburting in a short-
run rise in price to pz. Farmers are now stepping up their
production from Qa to qZ through intensification in their
fixed resources so as Ëo capture the short-run gains from

the increase in price. They are now using more fertilizer on
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thelr fields. Land that was normally in sìrrnmer fallow is
currently being used in wheat production. lüit,h these measures

thelr incomes are now given by the area p2MQ20. The increase

in income is given by the area p1p2Q1Q2.

The response of crop yields to increases in the

application of fertiLizer adheres to the law of dirninishing
,returns*. The relationships can be depicted in Figure 22.

Associated with the phenomenon of diminishing marginal

productivity of resource lnputs is a short-run average eost

function that rises üo the right of its minimum point. This

is depicted in Figure 23.

Unfortunately, there are no specific data for the

farms used in this süudy showing the response of crop yJ-etrds

to increases in the application of fertilizer. There are

however, experirnents dsne by The University of Manitoba in

ZTh" following studies are cited as evidence of
this phenomena.- (l) H.E. Tolton, Response of Cereals to Anhvdrous
Ammonia as Correlated with Tests from Available SoÍl Nitro-
Hêfi¡ Unpublished Masterrs Thesis, Iraculfy of Graduafe
Studies and Research, University of Manitoba, 1957.

(ii ) H.E. Tólton, J.C. Gilson, R.A. Hedlin, ItPhysical
and Economic Relationships Involved 1n Fertilizer Useff
ca"aaian ¿ou"nJ--oã 

- ¿Ãriã"ri,rrãi Èðonã*iòs;-i;t. v. 
-Ño'. 

?,tg57 .
, ttEffects of Fãr-

tilizer Use on Bar1ey in Northern Manitobaft. Journal of FarrnLr]-zer use on Þarrey
conomicsr. Vgl. )CL¡ No . l+, J-958.Economic sr. V

(i"rt) Soil- Science Departrnent, University of Manitoba,
nferences. L959. 1960 and 196I.

son and M.H. Yeh, Productivi-
tv of Farrn Resources in the Carnan Area of Manitoba, Faculty

itoba,
Technical Bull-etin No. I, September, L959. These research
workers showed dirninishing returns to labour, land investment,
operating expenses, machinery and equipment; and negative
returns to building investment.
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SRFAC
UNIT
COST

CROP
Y]ELD
RES-
PONS

Figure Z3 : Rising Portíon of Farmts
Cost Function Associated wiLh theDiminishing Marginal productivit¡

Short-run Average
Phenomenon of

Tot,aI Response Curve

l¡erage Response Curve

Marginal- Response Curve

of Crop Yields to Fertilizer Application,

\- ___

Figure 22 : Response
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this areã that shows diminishing marginal productivity to
lncreased fertilizer application. There is no reason to
suggest that phenomenon other than diminishing marginal_

crop response to increased levels of fertilizer application
will be obtained on these farms.

The fal-l-ing portion of the farmrs short-run average

cost function is estimated by spread.lng the fixed costs over

greater volumes of output. Expansion of production beyond the
level in the actual farm record in L96z is obtained by as-

suming that wheat is grown on the acreage normally devoted

to surunenrfal-low. This inerease in prod.uction cÞ.uses the

average unit cost to decrease still further.
Beyond this, production is stepped up through

increases in the level-s of fertilizer application. The

different levels of fertilizer application and their associ-a-

ted yield responses were obtalned from fertil-izer experi-
menLs conducted by the soils Department, university of
Manitoba3. The experimental data show diminishing marginar

3rh" experirnental data used in this study were ob-tained from the following sources:(i) Depaitryent oÌ Soit Science, University of,Mani-
tobar_]!,eports of Fertilizer Experimenús in lÇJÇr-19ó0, 196l
and l-9621?. . (Mimeographed ) .(ii) R.A. Heotin and.J.M. parker, r?co-operative Ferti-rizer Trials in Manitobartt (winnipeg: Départmeirt or soil
$ciencer.Universlty of Manitoba, L952, L953, L95L).(iii) Department of Soil_ Sciencè, University of
Manitoba and soils and crops Branch, Mánitoba Depärtment ofAgricultürg, nco-operative Ferti]izðr Trial-s in berears and.
Flaxr lt 1956. (Mimeographed ) .
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crop yields to increased application of ferti1i-zer beyond

the optimum point. The farmts short-run average cost

function begins to rise beyond this point.

The linitation in the experimental- data is that
the experiments are not carried out at sufficientJ-y high

Ievels of fertilizer applicati-on to permit the estimation

of the entire rising portion of the cost curve. In view of

this, the remalnder of the rising portion of the curve is
represented by a broken line, which suggests the shape and

position of the curve if sufficient data hrere available to
estimate it. Itlhile the experimentaf data used in this study

did not go far enough in terrns of the levels of fertilizer
application, studies done in the Province invariably show

(iv) Departrnent of Soil Science, University of
Manitoba and Soils and Crops Branch, Mani.toba Department of
Agriculturer tt0o-operative Fertil-izer Experì-ments in l¡lani-
tobarr , L957. (llimeographed ) .(v) Soils DepartmenÇ Ufiiverslty of Manitoba,
nReport on Field Strip Tesbs on Cereal Grainsf?, 1958
(Mimeographed ) .(vi) Soils Department, University of l{anitoba,
Effect of Anhydrous Anmonia and Phosphoric Acid upon the
Yields of Oats and Barì-eytt, I95l+. (Mimeographed).

(vii) R.A. Hedlil and J.M. Parkei, ItReport of Ferti-
lizer Trial-s Carried out by the Manitoba Fertil-izer Board
during 195L", (Winnipeg: Depa.rtment of . SoiI Science,
University of Manitoba) . (Mimeographed).

(viii) Manitoba Fertilizer Board, ??FertiU-zer Experi-
ments with Itüheat, Oats and Barleyr?, L95O. (Mimeographed).

(ix) Soils Department, University of l¡lanitoba,
lrProgress Report of Fertilizer Trials with tlay Crops at La
Broquerie, Manitoba L9l+9-501t. (Mimeographed).

(x) R.A. Hedlin and K. Schreiber, trsugarbeets
Yields on Fallowed and Non-fall-owed Land on Two Soil
Typeslt, Agronomy Journal. Vol . 55, 1963r pp. l-0-12.
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diminlshing marginaÌ productivity throughout the entire
range of fertiLizer applicatiorr&. The planning curve is
then derÍved as the envelope of the short-run cost curves.

Method of RegresFion Analvsis

This method invol-ves the use of forty-one crop

farms, all of which received upwards of seventy-five of their
gross current receipts from crop production. Adjustments to
total farm expenditures were made for outl-ay on livestock
production and custom work.

The adjustments were based on the percentage of

current receipts that r,rras obtained from sources other than

crop production. !'or exampJ-e, if two per cent of receipts
came from custom work, then only ninety-eight per cent of
the particular item of machinery cost and the operator Î,s

hrages hrere debited to crop produetion.

In standardizing the crop combinations, actual
production costs and value of crop output were converted to

wheat producbion. The model for normalizing actual produc-

tion costs involves an estimatlon, for the Carman area, of

the cost of producing an acre of each crop. These areal

estiru.tes ïrere then used to determine the opportunity cost,

4Fo" examples see:
(1) J.C. Gilson and V.trr/. Bjarnarson, rlEffects of

Fertilizer Use on Barley in Northern Manitoball, Journal o{
Farm Economice, Vol. XL; No. l+, November, 1958i MEt.ffi.E.To1tón,'1ReéponseofÓerãárát"omrryaious
Ammonla as Correlated hrith Tests for Avaitabte Soil
Ni-trogenlr, Unpublished Masterts Thesis, University of Mani-
toba, ltlinnipeg, 1957.
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for each farm, of devoting their entire crop acreage to

wheat production. The opportunity cosLs were then used as

the basis of adjusting the actual production costs.

An illustration of a specimen farm wiÌl now be

made so as to present the model mathematically. This farm

has ninety-nine crop acres of which twenty-four were in
wheat; fifteen vrere in oats; and sixty r^rere in hay. The

actual cost of production is #lrrgg4.29i
With the present acreage allotment, the costs of

producing oats and hay are as follows:
15 acres of oats at $17.L5/acre : #25?.25

60 acres of hay at $l|.JL/acre = 88e.60

Totar cost for oats and hay =$ffi,.85
ff the seventy-five crop acres are devoted to r¡¡treat produc-

tion the total cost of production woul-d be

75 acres of wheat: at $21.36/acre = {il 1602.00

The opportunity cost of growing all wheat is the residual
i. o. $f r6Oe $f rt39.85 = #t+6Z.Lt,. Had the operator of this
farm grown all wheat his total cost of prnduction would

have been #ln6Z.t5 higher than the actual cost of production

with the present combination of wheat, oats and hay. Hence

the actual cost of production must be adjusted by the

amount of the opportunity cost. The normalized cost of pro-

duction is therefore 4r4rgg4.Zg + fit+62.L5 which amounis to

fi51456.1*ln. If the cost of production under the wheat-oats-

hay combination was higher than the alternative of al_l
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wheat, Ëhen the opportunity cost would have to be taken

from the actual total production cost.

The model for normalizing value of prod.uction in-
vol"ves an adjustment to the value of each crop product by

an ind.ex of price per pound w'ith the price of wheat. The

price per pound of each crop was calculated; and an index

series was constructed with wheat as the base commodity.

ïhe actual value of production in respect of each crop vüas

ühen adjusted by an index.

The process of constructlng the index series and

of normalizing the value of crop production are presented

in Table Vf. The actuaL value of crop production was

#Zr39O in the specimen farm wheueas the adjusted value is
$l, 298.

The regression anal_ysis rnodel involves the presen-

tation of the average cost per irnproved acre, ffid per unit
of output in the form of a scatter diagram w1th the conven-

tional- least squares curve fitted to i-t. l¡{here improved

acreage is the criterion of size, the mathematical specifi-
cations of the model are as follows:

where Y, the dependent variable, is average cost per

improved acre; Xrthe independent variabÌe, is i-mproved

acresi oc is the regression constant; and @t and C, are the

regression coefficient s.
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TABLE VI

INDEX SERIES AND NORMATTZATION OF CROP PRODUCTION

Crop
Norrnal Price
Units Per

Unlt

Actual a r.
value rroJusEeo

0f 'Cnop values
Price¿k
Per
Ib

Index

ldheat

Oats
Hay

Flax
Sun-flower
Peas

Buckwheat
Sugar
beets
Hay seed

$; t.5o
.50

l_2.00

3.00
.Ol+

1.4.O

f .40

12.00
.20

2.5ç
L.5
0.6
5.4
i+.0
2.3
2.9

0.6
20.0

$ 7t+o.oo
l+50.00

1, 200.00
l,290.00

523.OO

2O3.OO

57à.55

2,l+8&. 00

1r 808. oo

$ Z¿*o.oo
270.OO

288.00
2 1786.OO

836.00
L96.76
67r.12

596.L6
14r46h.oo

bu.
bu.
ton
bu.
lbs
bu.
bu.

fon
lb.

100

6o
2l+

?.L6

l_60

92
116

24

800

:lr conversion from original units was made on the basis of
?;Ooo lbs per ton.

The specifications of bhe model, where volume of
crop product is the criterion of size, are presented berow:

Y = Á' êrx"+ ttre . . . . (z)

where Y is average cost per $¿+0.00 crop product; X"is the

volume of crop production; -A is the regression constant and

(" and Crare the regression coefficients.
By definition the regression curve depicts the

average cost size relati-onships for the whole group of farms.

Each point on the scatter diagram represents a farm with its
particular cost-size rel-ationship and with its specific
level of capacity and management. Farms of the same size,
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but with disparities in their unit costs, operate at
different levels of capacity and managerial sklll. The high

unÍt cost farms operate with greater excess capacity and

lower management than those r¡r1th l-ow unit costs. Farms at
the bottom of the scatter operate at near to furl- capacity

and efficient management.

The regression curve therefore represents a eombi-

nation of the variations in.unit cost, that are associated

with more efficient resource use on a given size of farm,

with cost changes that arise frorn changes in the size of the

fann firm. Moreover, it depicts unit costs that are greater

than Lhe minimum levels which define the cost economies

associable with units Ëhat operated with optimum l-evels of
efficiency. fn addition thereto, the slope of curve has a

tendency to over-state the cost economies that are associated

with an expansion in the size of the farm which had been

operated at full capacity. This seems to justify the conser-

vatism of the operator of the five hundred and sixty acre

farm that has been discussed earlj.er. The slope of curve

also tends to understate the cost economies that are avaiL-

able to farms that contemplate fuller utilization of

capacity and further expansion eventually.

In effect, the regression curve represents a com-

bination of the effects of the level of management, excess

capacity and variations j-n farm size. ft is obviously

necessary to hold management and excess capacity constant,
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if it is desired to determine the net effects of farm size

on unit €ost. As the operatorrs co-ordinating responsibiri-
ties increase with expansion in farm size, it is not

practical to keep the management variable constant. The con-

ceptual and empirical problems rerating to capacity make it
difficult to measure this vari-able.

However, it is stil-I possibLe to approximate the

real cost-economi.es curve. This involves estimating it by

fitting an envelope curve to the points at the bottom of
the scatter diagram. The cr:rve depicts the locus of the

points of least unit cosü that are obtainabl-e from the dif-
ferent sizes of farms. As such, it is a more realtstic
approximation to the planning cr.lrve in so far as the actual
group of farms includes soTne farms ttrat were efficiently
managed and operated to full capaclty.

The greateSt limitation to this method of estima-

ting the planning curve is that there are not enough of

such farms especially in the large size range wlrere there

are very few observations. However, this curve is more

defensible as an approximation to the plannlng curve rather

than the average regression function, in that at least it
may approach the real curve in so far as every farm in the

sample is efficiently organized and operated at.capacity.
At least, it represents the lowest upper bound. of the

actual position of the real planning curv.e.

The method of regression analysis made Ít possible
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to esti-mate the proportion of the variation in unit cost

that is associated with the combined relationship between

the relevant independent variables and the dependent variable.
The specifications of the models used in making these esti-
mates will now be examined.

Y =û ê\+cNI? +DXr+€xrz+q (r)

where Y, the dependent variable, represents unlt cost; X, an

independent variable, is volume of output i XZ, the other

independent variable, is lmproved acreage; & is the regres-

sion constant; and @ t C, D, and á are regression co-

efficients. This model was used to determine the proportion

of the variations in unit costs that are associated with the

combined relationship of volume of output, improved acreage

and unit cost.

The fol-lowing model was used to estimate the

proportion of the variation in unit cost that is associated

with the relationship between the crop yield index and the

unit cost:

r : Â - 6 rr + cxaz + DX, * e x22 + Fx, + GXrz+e-" (/+ )

where ï3r an independent variable, is the crop yierd index,

and the other s¡ønbols have the same meaning as those in
equation (3 ). The varue of the co-efficient of determination

1n ühis model was subtracted from ttrat in nodel (3), so as

to determine the proportion of the variation in unit cost,

that is associated with the relationship between unit cost
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and the crop yield index.

fn estimating the effects of machlnery use on cost

economies the following model was used:

y = & êXt+CXrZ +DXr+eXrZ +FX3

+ *rj' + HXU + txrz + Q (5)

where X4r an independent variable, is machinery investment

per improved acre. In deþermining the proportion of the

variations in unit cost that is associaLed with the relation-
ship between machinery investment per lmproved acre and unit;
the co-efficient of determinaüion in this model was sub-

tracted from thab obtained in model (4).

The nodel specified here-under was used to esti-
mate the proportion of the variation in unit cost that j-s

associated with the relationship between the number of crop

work uni-ts and unit cost.

y :é- €ff +CXr2+DT, +êXZz +FX,

+ Gx.2+HX, +rx,2+JX. +KN..Z|4 . . . (6)J4+))
where X. is the number of crop work units. The difference

between the co-efficients of determination in models (6) and

(5) is an estimation of the proportion of the variation 1n

unit cost that is associated with the relationship between

the number of crop work units and unit cost.



CHAPTER VIII
EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

Details of the _empirical analyses are presented

in the appendices of this study, In this chapter the re-

sul-ts of the analyses are summarized and presented in the

form of tables and graphs for the budgetary analyses. The

results of the regression analyses are presented graphi-

cally in Charts 3 to 5 of this chapter.

Budgetary Anal-vsis

Tkre results of the budgetary analysis are summarized

in Tables Vfï to XfI In Table VI, the results of the analysis

for the farming situations in the first sùratum are presented.

Situation (4), which is the base point situation, is an

actual farm whose input-output coefficients of variable in-
puts per $tOO.0O crop product were used. to synthesize the

other seven situations in the first stratum.

The results of aO" Or'.O*etary analyses for ühe

situations in the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth
strata respectively are presented in Tables VIII, fX, T, XI

and Xff. Situation (¡) in the second stratum, and situation
(i+) in the third, fourth, fifÈh and six strata, whlch are

the base point situations, are actual farrns vuhose input-
output eoefficients of variable inputs per $100.00 crop



Characteris- Situation Situation Situation Point Situation Situation Situation Situationtics Situation

TABI,E V]I
SUP]IVIARY OF BUDGETARY ANALYSTS OF STTUAT]ONS TN THE FTRST STRATUM

fmproved
ACreage
Total Acreage
Gross 0utput
Cost Analysis
Fixed Cost
Variable6r
ffiy
Cost
Crop Cost
Fertilizer
0ther

Total Crop
Cost
MiseeLlaneous
Total- Variable
Cost
Total Produc-

L55
160

$ 5oo.oo

4,161. 88

L55
r60

$l-, ooo. oo

t+,l_61 . 88

113 .85

56.ro

56.LO

3 .l+5

L73.1+O

l+r335.28

)46.82

L55

160

$t, 5oo. oo

/+, 16I .88

tion Cost
Cost per

227.70

1l-2.20

l-I2.20
6.90

346.80

l+, 508.68

180,3l+Crop Product

L55
160

$e,39t. oo

4, 16r.88

$¿*0.

3bL.55

168.30

168.30
10.3 5

52O.20

l+r682.o8

LZI+.85

L55
r60

$4, tet.¿*o

i+, 161. 88

54t+.53

26g.gb

268.3t*
L6.5b

829 .4L

4 r99L.29

83.50

L55
1ó0

$h,8tt.50

À.r 161.88

L 106+.50 "

sãi. s+

521+.51+

32.26

L 1621.3O

5, 783 .18

56.t3

L55
160

$5,ut9.5o

4,161.88

I' rO95.58

262.9O
539.85

8oz.lr5
)3.20

L,93L.53

6 rO93 '4L

50.61+

L55
160

ff5 ,7z9.oo

/+,16r.88

L,23/.+.Oz

b7L.30
608.07

r1079.77
37.39

?,350.78

6 r5r2.66

l+8. O0

I rSOl+.49

845.7o
642.79

1r 488. /+9

39 .53

2 1832.5r

6 ,ggtn.ig

il8.8l¡
ts
\¡t
t\)



TABLE VTIT

$UMIVIARY OF BUDGETART ANALYSIS OF ST'ITJATIONS IN THE SECOND STRATUM

Characteri sti cs

ïmproved Acreage
Total Acreage
Gross Output
Cost Analysis
Fixed Cost

Variable Cost
Hired tabour
Machinery Cost
Maintenance & Repain
Crop Cost
0ther
Fertiliz er

Total Crop Cost
Miscell-aneous
Total Variable Cost
Total Broduction
Cost

Situation
(1)

308
320

$5 , ooo. oo

5 1787 .06

t+6t+.50

589.50
53.OO

zOL.50
365.OO

566.50
1l+.50

I,688. Oo

7 rb75.06

60.00

Situation Base Point Situation
Situation(2) (3 ) (¿)

308

320

$6 r ooo. oo

5 1787 .06

557.hO
707.1+O

63.60

2l+1.80
l+38.00

679.go
L7 .l+O

2rO25.60

7 r8L2.66

52.OO
Cost per
Product

308

320

$?,620. oo

5 1787.06

7L2.46
9ol+.1+2

81.33

$40. crop

308

320

$g,518.00

5,787 .06

881*.zz

L rL22.r7
t00. gg

383 .58
69L.8t

f r 078.39
?7.60

3 r?r3.27

9' 000.33

37.à2

Situation Situation
(5) (6)

308

320

#9 rgt*l*.55

5 1787 .06

923.85
L ,L72.46

105. &f

t+oo.76
826.96

L 1227 .72
28.84

3 ,l+58.28

9,245.34

37.LO

309.45
559.68
869. t3
22.4L

? ,589 .7 5

308

)20
$t0, t}j.65

5 1787 .06

gt+6.06

l_,200.00
ro7.g5

l+10.1+0
L rL23.8t+
r r534,2t+

29.53

3,8L7 -78

g,60l+. 84

37.73

8, 376 ' 81

l+3.69 F
\¡r
\,¡)



Gharacteristics Situation
(1)

TABLE IX

SUMI\TJARY OF BUDGETARY ANALYS]S OF STTUATIONS IN

ïmproved Acreage
Total" .A,creage

Gross Output
Cost Anal-vsis
Fixed Cost

Variable Cost

Machi-nery Cost
Maintenance &
Repairs
Crop Cost
Fertili zer
Others

Total Crop Cost
Miscellaneous
Total Variabl-e
Cost
Total Cost of
Producti on

Cost per $40,
Crop Product

502
560

$9, ooo.oo $to,ooo.oo $rr,ooo.oo

Situa ti on
(,2)

8 1778.29

l_06. 20

8oZ.3o

90.00

3L2.AO
lr1,l+. 00

756.OO
107.00

I ,866. 50

502

560

Situation
(¡)

8,778.29 8,7?8.29

118.00 12g.gO
8g7.oo 986.?o

100.00 110,00

380.00 4l-9.00
460.oo 506.00
84o.oo gzh.oo
ILg.00 130,o0

2 rO?4.OA 2,28O.50

502
560

Situatlon
(4)

se Point

THE TH]RD STRATUM

502

560

$t3rt3o.oo #tT,z5z.T5

8 1778.29 8,779.29

LO,6bt+.79 Lo 1852.2g rL r}5g.7g rr ,503 .r2 L? ,326.7 5

Situation
(s)

502

560

L55.57
LrL77.85

r30.gg

499.\,O
6o4- 52

I rl-O3 .92
L56.50

2 1721+.83

l+7.3L

Situat,ion
(6)

2O4.22
l-r552.l+L

r73.CI7

6L6.7O
796.LL

1r4I2.81
205.95

3 ,51+8.1+6

502

560

lþ3 .l+I I+O.ZL

$18,2o7.3j $r8,399.05

8 rTZ8.zg 8 rT78.zg

Situation
0)

2l.1+.È5

L 1633.2O

L82.O7

L ,IO7 .2h
837.5tr

r 1944.78
216.67

l+ rLgI.57

12 1969.B6

28.1+9

502

560

2L6.gg
I 16l+9.50

183 .89

L r57 t..65
845.90

2 r42O.55
2l_8.83

4 1689.76

L3 1468.O5

29.3035.O4 ?8.58 ts
\rtÈ



Characteristics

TABLE X

SUIVMARY OF BUDGETARY ANALYSTS OF SITUATIONS IN THE FOURTH STRATUM

Improved Acreage
Tota1 Acreage
Gross Output
Cost Analysis
Fixed Cost

Variable Cost

Situation
(1)

Machinery Cost
Crop Cost
Fertilizer
Other

Total Crop Cost
Malntenance &
Repair
Miscellaneous
Total Variable
Cost
Total Cost of
Production
Cost per $40.
Crop Product

658

708

$rLr ooo. oo

LOrO53.56

3 1227.OO

Base Point
Situation $ituation Situation(zl (¡ ) (/+ )

658

708

$16r ooo. oo

LO rO53.56

3 ,688. oo

658

708

$tSr ooo. oo

IO rO53.56

443.80 5O7.2O
379.40 433.60
823.2O g/+O. B0

128.80 L47.2O
21.00 ?4.oo

658

708

$20, Lzz.eo

ro,o53.56

t+1638.62

63 8.30
51+5.OO

I,183.30

194.30
29.go

6 ,036.Lz

16, o8g. 68

31.98

4r20O.00 l+,800.00

4, r49. oo

57O.60
4.87.80

t- , 058. l}o

L65.6o
27.OO

5,4oo. oo

Ll+,253.56 L[+1858.56 LSrt+53.56

Siituation Situation Situation(5) (6) (?l
658 658 658

708 708 708

#zt+,t+gt+.35 þ25 ,zo3 .85 fi25 ,196. o0

loro53.56 IO,A53.56 LO,O53.56

+o.72 37.13

5,645.95

7l+3.36
663.80

Lrl+o7.L6

225.35

36.71+

7 ,3L5.2O

L7 1368.76

28.363l+.31+

5 r8o9.l+9

I 1297.22
68).02

L r98O.2t+

231. 88

37.8r

I ,059.42

t8, tl_Z.98

29.7 5

5, Bo7.68

I,851. O8
682.81

2 r 53).89

231. B0

37.79

B r 6ll_, 16

L8,664.72

29.63
F
\rr
\.|"I



TABLE XI

SUMMARY OF BUDGETARY ANALYS]S OF STruAT]ONS ]N THE FIFTH STRATUM

se Point
Situation Situation Situation Situation

.:: .l \--'

i,'-e{'tuation Situation

883

893

$r5 r ooo. oo

LL rg32,53

960. oo

2 1226.oO
Repairs 67.50

883

893

$12, ooo. oo

LLrg32.53

r, 088. oo

2,52?.80
76.50

2g4.LO
112.20
406.3O

59r50
l+r153.10

l'6,o85.63

883

893

$rç, ooocoo

LLrg32.53

I rL52.oO
2 r67L.20

81. oo

311./+0
1r8.80
l+3o,2o

63.00
l+ 1397 .l+o

L6 r3?9.93

36.29

883

893

$]9, gt+6.oo

ri,93?.53

r,276.OO
í,tg6}.6l+

89.O7

, )l+t+..76
130.87
t+7 5 .63

70.00
l+ r87L.3/.+

16,803.87

883

893

#zg ,6LZ . Lo

Ll-,932.53

L r8g5.5L
b,395.22

r33.28

' 5L2.38
130.87
6b3.?5
ro3.66

7,17O.92
L9 rLO3.l+5

6

883

893

ff3t+r39t+.85

LL rg32.53

2 rzOL.27
5,LOI+.2O

L5l+.78

595.OO
r )o55.r9
L,650.L9

, 120.38
9 ,23A.82

2LrL67.35

2lr.6L

883

893

$36, ¿198. 3o

LL 1932.5)

2 r335'86
5 rl+L6.27

L61+.21+

6jt,4L
Lrg79.5L
2 r6LO.9?

L27.7/,+

LA 1655.07
22 ,58? .56

$36, 364.oa

LL ,932.53

2r)27.)o
5 J96 ' 1+2

l6).61+

629.LO
2, 821.01

3 rl+5}'LL
L27 .27

L]-rl+64.74
23 1397 .27

Sítuati on Situation
I) 2

I
883

89)

lost
r Cost

259,50
99.00

358.50
5?.50

3 ,66t+.50
L5 1597.O3

t+r.49
F
\Fr
O.

37.85 33.70 25.80 2l+.7 5 25.7Lt,



Characteri stics

TABLE X]T

SUMIVIA,RY OF BUDGE'IARY ANALYSIS OF SITUATIONS IN THE S]XTH STRATUM

Improved Acreage
Tot,al Acreage
Gross Output
Cost Analys-is
Fixed Cost

Variable Cost
Hired Labour
Machinery Cost
Maintenance
and Repair
Crop Cost
Fertili zer
Other

Total Crop Costs
Total Variable
Cost
Total Production
Cost
Cost per $40.
Crop Product

Situation $ituation
(1) (?)

tr160
1r190

$l2, ooo. oo

L4 rl+41+.29

3, 012. oo

3,852.OO

2.00

ól+8. o0
I 

' 
94/+. 00

2 r592.OO

9 r l+58. 00

23 r9O2.29

79.67

1r160
1, t-90

$14, ooo. oo

1l+ r l+l+l+.29

3 , 514. oo
l+ r l+g4.OO

2. 00

756.OO
2 1268.OO

3 tO21+.OO

ll, 034.00

25 rl+78.29

72.79

Situation
(3)

1r160
Irl90

$t6r ooo. oo

L\,rbl+4.29

t+,016.0o

5,L36.OO

2.00

8ó4. oo
2 r5g2.OO
3 rl+56.Oo

12,610. 0o

27 rO54.29

68.6tr

ase ro].n:
Situation

(4)

1,l_60
1,190

$18,870.00

L4 r1+41+.29

l+ r7 45.oL
6,058.&8

2.00

1, 0rg.64
3,066.66
4-r 086.30

Ll+r8gl..7g

29 ,336.O8

62.L9

Situation
(i)

1r160
lrlg0

$20,1¡n2.00

J-l+rl+l+l+.29

5 rO55.6b
6 rt+65.58

2.00

I,059. 80
3,263.OO
l+ 1322.8O

15 rà45.22

30,289.5L

60J5

Situation
(6)

l, 160

1, 190

þz? 15oo. oo

LbrUl+l+.29

5 16l+7 .50
7 ,222.50

2.00

? 1399.LO
3 16l+5.QO
6,044.10

l-8, 916. to

33,360.39

59.3r

Situation
(7)

t_,1,60

rrlg0
fi23 ,L96. b6

Ll+r|l+b.29

5 1799.L2
7 ,l+46.06

2.00

3 
'737 

.l+O
3,757.83
7 ,l+95.23

20r7l+2.4I

35 ,L86.60

6o'78
H
\¡r\ì
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product were used in syntheslzi-ng the other situations in
the respective strata. The budgetary coefficients are pre-

sented in Appendix fI of this study.

The results of the budgetary analysis are presented

graphically in Charts I and 2. Thre criterion of size in
these charts is the volume of output in doll-ars, and unit

cost is given as cost per $40.00 crop product. The farm

short-run average cost curves are represented by FAC,

FAC6. The planning curve is the envelope of the average

cost curves.

Regressj-on Analysis

The results of the regression analysis are

sented in Charts 3, 4 and 5.

fn Charb 3 the criterion for farm size 1s

acres, and unit cost is productj-on cost per improved

The specifications of the regression equation are:

pre-

improved

acre o

1 : 35.08 - .oz5 Xt * .oOO0I2Z X12

where Y is unit cost, and Xl is improved acreage. The

variance is 28.8, and the coefficient of determinatlon is
.Llrl+g, which indicates that l-4.49 per cent of the variation

in unit cost is associated with the relationship existing

between the improved acreage and the unit cost of produc-

tion. The long-run average cost curve is the broken IJ-ne,

and the planning or cost economies curve is tkre heavy line.
The criterion for farm size in Chart /r is volume
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of output in dollars, and unit cost is given as cost per

$4O.OO crop product. In this chart the specifications of the

model are as follows:

v 8i.57 - .oo4r- xr * .ooooooo6 xLz

where Y is unit cost, and Xt is the volume of output. The

variance is 35.3O, and the coefficient of determination is
./+801- whlch indicates that /¡8.01 per cent of the variations

1n the unit cost are associated with the relationship

between the unit cost, and the volume of output. The long-

run average cost curve is given by LRAC and the planning

curve is depicted as PC.

fn Chart 5 the criterion for farm size is improved

acres, and unit cost is cost per $l+0.00 crop product. The

average fixed cost is given by AFC, and the average variabl-e

cost is given by AVC.

' The equation specifÍed below was derived for es-

timating the proportion of the variation in unit cost that
was associated hrith the relationship between irnproved

acreage, volume of output and unit cost:
.A
Î : 83.61 .0042 T1 + .0000000¡+8 Xr2 + .0055 X2

+ .oooo128g xr?*

The coefficient of determination is .b96, rnihich indicates

that l+9.61 per cent of the variation in unit cost is as-

sociated with the relationship between these variables.
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The equation for estimating the proportion of the

variation in unit cost that is associated with the rel-ation-
ship between unit cost and. crop yield index is

1 7L.OOI5 .0Ot+46 X' + '0O0OO05t t.t +.01842 Xz

+ .00000622 xr? + .2Lg78 X3 .OO10g X32

where X. is Ëhe crop yield index. The coefficient of deter-t
mination is .5001, which indieates that J0.01 per cent of
the variation in unit cost is associated with the relation-
ship between the varj-ables.

The model used for estimating the proportion of
the variation in unit cost that is associated with the re-
lationship between unit cost and machinery investment per

lmproved acre is as follows:

î = +2.3g - .OOl+g] NI + .0000o0o5tgg xrz + .00g26 x2

' ,r' * .68g?t+ x.b - .ooLz6 *rr'+ .0000195 x2' - .oo35l5 ]

where ï, is machinery investment per improved acre. The co-+

efficient of determination is .5589, which states that

55.89 per cent of the variation in unit cost is associated

wlth the relationship between the variables.
The model specified here-under was used. to deter-

mine the proportion of the variation in unit cost that was

associated with the relationship between unit cost and

number of crop work unit.

Î : 63.2¿+ - . o091zt- xl + .000000169 xlz - .022935 Xz
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+ .000085 *r' .08203 ,3 + .aot3zl xrz + l-.61+lZ xO

.oL7t+g N,2 + .L8g26 N, - .oogt+Iz X,24))
wh.ere X, j-s the number of crop work units. The coefficient
of determination is .65Ob, which explains that 65.04 per

cent of the variation in unit cost is associated with re-

lationship between these variables.

fn the regression analysis the distribution of

sizes of farms on the bases of volume of outputs, and im-

proved acreage is presented in Table XIIf

TABLE XIIT

DISTRTBUTION OF SIZES OF FARIUS ON THE BASES OF
VOLUME OF OUTPUT AND TMPROVED ACEEAGE

Volwne of
Production

No. of
Farms

fmproved
AcreaEe

No. of
Farms

(toIlars )

I 5,999
6,000 - 9,999

10,000 - L5,g9g
16,000 - L9,999
20,000 - 25,999
26,o0o - 57,533

< 299

300 - h99

5oo - 699

700 - 799
8oo -1,000

7I,000

2

TI
L7

6

2

3

6

19

L2

I
t
2

TotaI ht TotaI l+1



CHAPTER IX

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The results of this study indicate that there is

a functional relationship between the size of the farm

firm and its unit cost. The relationship, that has been

established on the basis of the budgetary analysis, shows

that cost economies extend over a wide acreage of crop

farms in the Carman District of Manitoba.

Itlhere volume of output is the criterion of farm

size, Chart 1 indicates that cost economi.es accrue to

farms with a wide range in the volume of production. The

cost economies is greatest over a relatively narror¡r range

of sma.].l farms.

Cost economies are very substantial- on farms

that produce a volume of output up to $1Or000 per annum.

ïhe reason for this is the very high fixed costs on crop

farms. The reduction in unit cost are less substantial

on farms that market between $f0r00o and #251000 worth of

crop product. This can be explained, in part, by the

fact that variable costs make up the larger proportion

of average total cost as average fixed costs assume a

less important role in the farmts cost structure.

Savings 1n unit costs are almost constant on

farnrs that produce between $25r0O0 to about $301000 worth
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of output. Unit cost increases beyond a volume of output

of $341000. The optimum size of farm in terms of volume

of output is therefore the farm firm that can produce

about $34.r000 worth of crop product. This optimum size

farm consists of 883 improved acres.

The results of the regression analysis which are

presented in Chart 3 indicate that considerable cost

econor¡ies accrue to farms that are between 160 and 640

acres in size. However, the savings in cost decline ap-

preciably on farms that are between 640 and 883 acres in
size. Unit cost increases on farms in excess of 883 im-

proved. acres. The results in the regression analysis

support the concl-usions aruived at 1n the budgetary

analysis, which indicated that the optimum size of farm

firm is the unit of 883 improved acres.

The analysis, which i.s presented in Chart L also

indicates that consi-derable cost-economi-es exist over a

wide range in the volume of output on crop farms in Carrnan.

Cost economies are greatest in crop farms with a volume

of buslness beüween $10r000 and $251000. They are l-ess

significant in the range #251000 and $Z9rOOO. Unit cost

ri-ses on farms wiùh a volume of business in excess of

approxlrnately s30, oOO.

The results of this analysis are also supported

by the conclusions in the budgetary analysis vuhich indica-

ted that the optimum size of farm firm was the unit which
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produces about $34,1000 worth of crop product. fn this
analysis the 883 acres farm was also the optimun size in
terms of both acreage and volume of crop product marketed.
' A very substantial proportion of farms are in-
curring unlt costs well in excess of those indicated by

t,he planning curve for a similar size of unit both in terms

of volume of output and improved acreage. In effect, there

is a subst,antial gap between the existing use of resources

and the empirical optimum. This indicates that a large

proportion of farms have been left behind in the process

of adjustment. ft is an objective of this study to determj-ne

the reasons for this. A great deal of excess capacity

exists in farms, which can improve the productivity of re-

sources as they exist at the present time on the farms.

The implication here is that greater scope exist for ob-

tainlng cost-economies on the existing sj-ze of farm

business through rnore intensive use of resourees rather

than by expansion in the slze of unit.
Those farms that are on the rapidly declining

unit cost section of the planning curve would find great

ad.vantages in expanding t,he size of their farm so as to

capture all existing cost-economies. Many farmers are

conscious of the econornies that are associated with larger
size farms. However some of them do not contemplate any

expansion of the farms because of subjective discounting
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for risk and uncertainty. These operators hold that in many

cases the advantages in cost d.o not compensate for the risk

associated with a larger size farm.

Some other farmers maintain that the size of their
units provides them with an adequate standard of living.
Hence they are unwilling to risk the possibility of fore-
going this in the attempt to obtain the cost-economies that

are associated. with a larger size unit.
The case that has just been discussed is that of

the operator of the 560 acre farm vuhÍch is the base point

situatÍon in the third stratum of bhe budgetary analysis.

This operator is very progressive and imaginative in the use

of his resources. However, he wants to be his ohrn managêrr

to provide his own capital, and to provide all l-abour re-

quirement from the farm family. He is quite satisfied with

their standard of living, and claims that the size of busi-ness

is consistent wlth his management potential.

Although scope exists for greater savings in cosÈ

through expansion, the operator has no incentive to expand..

In addition to this he does not want to have hired help on

the farm vuhÍch he feels is necessary with expansion. He

regards the farm as the home, and feels that having hired

hands on the farm will be compromising the privacy of'the
home and fanily.

Some operators, particularly bhose on the 32O -

480 acre farms, do not intend to expand the size of the
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units because of their aversion to debt. They regard debt

as debt, and not credit. They feel very strongly that by

mortgaging their farms, they are also mortgaging their
homes. Hence, they try to secure equity in the business by

ploughing back their earnings into the farm firm. Some in
this group do not have the confidenc e that they can handle

a larger size unj-t.

Several farmers are very happy with the tra-
dltional ways of dolng things, and so are very reluctant to
make changes. lvlany in this group employ practices that are

not best for the farm. fn some instances the operator of

his son l-acks the initiative and imagination to use avail-
able credit. The necessary adjustments do not seem to be

apparent to them. In effect, this group of operators do not

seem to have the incentive and /or Lack the managerial

capacity to handle a large size unit. 0n this group of

farms, there is urgent need for ad.justmerit, but the operators

lack the knowledge to envisage the direction it should take.

These farmers need to be educated in the forms that adjust-
ments shoul-d take.

In some cases operators do not have profit maxi-

mization as their goal. They engage themselves in other

off-farm activities to the detrirnent of the efficient
management of the operaüûong. This represents their val-ue

judgments, which may be disturbing to the extension

specialist, who is very conscious of, and would prefer to
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see a better use of societyrs scarce resources.

Unimaginative planning results in a small_ volume

of ouùput in some farm units, The problem involved on such

farms is not expansion but gettÍng the chores done on the

existing size of business. rn some instances the enterprise

combination is far too diversified to yield a substantial
volume of production. rn other instances the operators do

not use the enterprise combination that is most profitable.
Many farmers would like to expand but capital

rationing prevents them from doing so. Some do not have the

coll-ateral for obtaining expansion. Others do not have a

good credit rating, and thelr famil-ies either will not
provide the collateral, or do not have the funds to enable

expansion.

Dis-economies accrue to the farms to the right
of the planning curve because of the particular crop combl-

nation that is adopted. These farms have substantial

acreages of sugar beets and sunfl-owers. These crops are

labour intensive, and so the operators have large r,rrage

bills, whi-ch in most cases include board, Iodging plus the

normal r/ìIages r

One of the objectives of this study was to deter-
mine what,is the optimum size of farm firm 1n agriculture;
and to examine the resource combination on this farm. 0n

the basis of both the budgetary and the regression
ì analysis, the optimum size of farm firm was the unit of BB3
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improved acres, which can produce an optimun volume of crop

product of approximately $30rOOO.O0. This is an actual farm

which is the base point siÈuatj-on of the fifth stratum of

the budgetary analysis.

The total- number of acres, both improved and un-

improved of this optirnum size was 8g3. The average farm

capital in L962 was #tZZr597. The operatorrs equíty was

$99r 297, and the average net worth was $fo¡ ,?L5. The in-
vestment in machinery and equipment was #27 1976. The wage

bill which incl-udes board amounted to #L1689.26. The

figr-lres indicate lhe large capitar requirements on a crop

farm that would enable an operator to capture arl existing
cost economies,(Appendlx V).

fn view of the cost economies that are indicated
on larger farms, the co-existence of small and large farms

might not ordinari-ly be expected in a competitive i-ndustry.

However, the persistenèe of the small farm may be attri-
buted to the sacrifice that these operators are prepared to
make'in order to stay in the industry. It is also due, in
part, to the governmentts desire to preserve the family
farms through price support programmes, and other simirar
legislatj-on.
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IMPLICAT]ONS FOR THE FAMILY FARM AND PROBLEMS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

ïndications in bhis study are that the farnily farm

is consistent with the optimum size of' firm in agricurture.
However, substantial- adjustments need to be made in' these

farms are to achieve the cost economies that are possible on

the optimum size farm.

The most obvious implication of this study is that
the farms should first effect the required internal adjustment

on the existing size of unit, so as to utilize their unused

capacity. Expansion of size without ful1 uÈilizatj-on of excess

capacity is imational in Èerms of the productivity potential
of existing resources.

Progressive operators, who possess the imagination

and manageriar capacity to handle efficiently a larger size

uniÈ, face problems of' capital accumulation, and obtaining the

required quantity of credit. The resource combination on the

opÙimum size farm indicates that the capital requirements are

substantial. GovernmenËs and other credit-granting agencies

must take the initiative of ensuring that operators w1Èh ade-

quate managerial dexterity are provided with the amount of

capital requÍred for making the necessary adjusÈments in
agricultürêr
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This study shows that of' the i'orty-one f'arms inves-
tigated, one f'arm is of optimum size, two are larger than

optimum size, and thirty-eight are smaller tha¡r the optimum

i.ê. )2 per cent of' the group ol' farms. There is however, a

¡vide spectrum of sizes among the third group of thirty-eight
farms (Table lrrr). Tre imprication here is that two kind.s ot'

adjustments are now needed in this group ot'farms viz: (i) in-
tensification in the use of' existing resources, and (ii) ex-

pansion in the number o1' acres operated.

0n the larger proportion oT. the t'arrns that are

smalrer than the optimurn, greater possibirities exist Tor

achieving more cost econornies through Íntensive use oi' existing
resources rather than through expansion in size. There are dÍs-
tinct possibilities f'or the smaller proportion of these farras

to achieve greater cost economíes through expansi.on in the

existing size of farm unit.
fndications are that a greater measure of adjustments

will- be required in the future as changes in technology are

made. The implication of thls is that there will contj-nue to

be the exodus of redundant farm labour into ühe other sectors

of the economy. Since L957 there has been an un-employment

problem in Canada. $ome economists have interpreted this as

seasonal un-einployment, and therefore feel thaù it wil-l- be

correeted through the adjusting mechanism of the economy. other

economj.sts have pointed out that since 1957 the problem has

becone progressively ldorse. In this connection Professor Barber
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has shown that in Canada

Before L95lþ un-employment aver4ged about 2.5
per cent of the l-abor force and was never a signifi-
cant problem. During the next four years a moderate
íncrease occurued and in this period un-employrnent
averaged about l+.2 per cent. Then, in Late L957,
un-employment passed the 5 per cent point; the next
three years L958 to 1960 it averaged 6.J per cent
of the l-abour force and in early L96L it has been
remaining close to I per cent oñ a seasonal-J-y ad-justed basisr.

While there was this increase in the level of un-

çmployment in Canada, there has also been a decline in the farm
tpopulatioo', and therefore an increase has occurred in the non-

farm populati-on. There has al-so been a great decline 1n the

growth of the whole economy. The economic and social problems

created by these phenomena are widespread. But a treatment

thereof does not fall within the scope of this thesis. Hower/er,

it may be noted that they have some serÍous implications for
the family farms3.

lC.I. Barber, rrThe Canadian Economy in Troubl-etl
C.J.E; & P S. Volume XXVIII, No. 1, February 1962.

_ 2lhg Cang.d.ian Census of Agricul-ture. 1961. BuLletln
No. 5. 1-1 Volume V. pÈ:I, pp. 2I-2-2 has shor,rn that whereas the
farm populaÈ1on in 1951 was 20.q per cent of the poputation it
declined to 11.7 per cent in 1961. That is, that iairn popula-
tion decl-ined in thls period by 9.1 percentage points.

3T.bI" 56 on page 6l+ of the National Accounts Income
and Expenditure 1062 pubtlsfred by the is-
tics has indicated that w1th l-949 = lOO the G.N.P. for the
Canadian economy in constant doll-ars for the years 1955-1961 in-
clusive was as f ol-Lows 3 L34.2, L45.7, L47.6, Il+9.3, L5l+.41157.9
and 162.O. The G.N.P. had grov,rn dr:ring the þeriod L955-56'bv
Il.5 percenbage points whereas the growth in the period 1960-61
was l*.1 percentage points. The inference to be drawn from this
analysis is that there was a relative decl-ine in the growth of
Èhe Canadian economy during the period L955-6L of some 7.4
percentage points.
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The phenoneena just discussed indicate that grave

social- and. economic problems await the surplus farm population

that seeks refuge in the non-farm sector. In the first case,

these people will' seriously aggravate the un-empJ-oyment problern

which has existed since L957. Many of these people do not have

the training and sk1Ils required for non-farm employment. They

are, therefore, placed at a serious disadvantage in competing

for jobs. In the short-run at least, the maintenance and wel-

fare of Ëhese people will pl-ace an additional burden on aiir

already sluggish eeonomy.

Clearly, it appears that society has only recently

recognized that investment in developing the hr"man potential

is as import,ant as the development of the physical resources

in agriculture. This study indicates that many farmers have

very little knowledge of either the type and/or the magnitude

of the adjustments that are necessary for their economic sur-

vÍvaI. It seems ineviüable therefore that some farms Ìrill be

left behind in the process of adjustment. Hence, as a conse-

quence of continuous change in agriculture there will be a

smal-l farrn problem. Society shoutd therefore develop policies
for dealing with thls problem.

A valuable contribution, thaË a research worker makes

by way of advice to people who utilize the resul-ts of hi-s

work, is bo criticize and evaluate the work that he has com-

pleted. This will enhance an objective appraisal of his work.

It is due to the difficultips eneounüered in measur-
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ing management and excess capacity that the isolation of the

cost-economies, that accrue to farms of different sizes, is
a very difficult task. This study indicates that future
research is necessary so as to set out precisely the pro-

cesses of management in order that it becomes quantifiable.
Research shoutd al-so be directed to devise some method.s for
measuring capacity and excess capacity on farms.

ft is only when research workers can resolve the

problems that are encountered j-n measuring these variables

that it may be possible to refine the estimates relating
to cost-economies. Howeverr. these estirnates can provide an

objective basis for effective planning of the agricultural
i-ndustry.
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CAAMA¡ü DTSTRTCT FAru,T BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 1962 FAAM RECONÐS VALUE OF CROP PRODUCÎTON

Dollar
Stra- Va1ue of
tr:m Crop

Production

Total In-
Fann proved
.Acreage Áereage

Percent-
age crop

Farur

Crop
Value

per crop
Itiork unit

Machinery
ï¡vest-
ment

Average

ïntensity
of

Land Use

Crop
Yield
ïndex

$ 2r3gr.oo
3 r25O.OO

ór191.00
6 rl*z5.oo
7 tzl+O.OO
7r486.00
7,670.QO
7 r87h.ao
8r130.0o
8,58g.oo
9 |37L.OO
9 r5OO.55
9 r974.9O

10r024.00
ro 1176.5a
LO,563.OO
IIrl+36.5O
11r642.00
11r715.00
12r061.oo
121963.27
t2rg77.7O
13r13o.oo
t3 r3t2.6o
t3 1357 .æ
13r681.00
L3 1785.oo
13,791+.æ
14ró4O.OO
14r983.00

16 rha6.oo
1ó,5oO.Oo
17 1587.60
18rt70.O0
19 |3O2.AO
19 rgh6.oo
201122.45
23,268.00
26,r95.OO
30r?8o.oo
57 r533.O0

107.1
91.7
gg.3

ljlo.5
60,1
96.0

101.7
]-26.8

86.3
L20.O
ro5.5

6L.6
6h.3

98.8 32O
107.8 310
107.8 39].
l:oz.t+ 4oo
9?.7 l+73

ro5.? 480
l1I9.5 l+76
86.7 55o

126.3 333
95.6 560
96.6 550
93.3 l+77

LO2.2 560
129.8 MO
112.0 t+63

75.6 628
t2r.5 4æ
8g.o

100.0
85.1
5lþ.2

].:o2.5
È9.1+

109.3
r?3.2
l'17.2 6lnO
140.2 6l+0
LL5.2 l-520

303
29L
376
386
l+38
387
h57
521+.5
3r9
502
l+95

460
536
hLg
448
610
h65

505
6]-9
696

1160
63o
883

658
609
628
6t2

14óO

40.87
50.O0

5L.O9
óo:6r-
40.oo
5r.h5
6a.49
8l+.9L
57.ú
7ó.ol
72.64
39.21+
53.92

53.98
53.39
69.58
56.93
68.21+
63.67
72.Or
t+6s46
53.8?
6l+.1+g
6r.og
6L.37
61.88
69.45
5l+.h6
5r.o5
81.ó1

hh.tt
69.1+7

55.75
35.o1
69.gg
53.63

71.71+
63.92

7L.96
67.7t
55.70

$ 31.80
20.o5

38.13
7.50

t7.86
l.6.57
19.49
19.03
38.42
l+3.æ
25.30
26.20
26.73

38.30
3L+.23
20.90
l+3.69
39.25
30.4O
26.O0
32.50
9.00

35.OO
28.08
3A.5O
18.00
64.o0
¿ù.08
L9.20
36.50

]-5.70
]t9.15
33.75
26.O7
18.00
3]-.70

35.U+
36.36

55.50
25.1+O
29.t7

v5
2ho

zLO
275
6:.6
3t3
308
183
33L
310
37o
h60
l+6o

L65
2l+O

2l+O

320
6too

320
320
190
3ho
320
l+35

480
h7o

e5%
77

80
84
75
9o
95
85
96
th
9z
g7

86

86
96
95
84
97
95
90
90
9L
99
92
96
90
84
th
81
88

o.55
o.79

r.37
o.55
o.h2

.73

.8lr

.60

.82

.59

.60

.76

.88

.8r
1.01

.51+
r.52

.51+

.'18

.'l 5

.93
1.20
.4f
.57
.6L
.74

1.70
.69
.94
.72

1.07
.68
.83
.62
.ó8
.l+2

.l+3
I.22
I.2h

.96
1.00

ÏIÏ

91
96
93
96
9o

100

100
75

92
9l+

92

6ho
6+o
780

rt90
725
893

708
6]t9
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Total Cost
Normalized

Fixed Cost
Noruralized

Variable Cost
Nomalized Cost per Dollar

Crop Froduct

Nornalized VaLue

of Crop Product

Normalized Average Costs Per

Total Variable

Norrnalized Average Cost Per
$/O- CPofr P?orqi'ãt

Total Fixed Varíable

LabIe
I per-
bage of
r1 Cost

i.28 %

\.67
).69
1.38
5. OI
1.61
5.1+8
¿.30
).75
).50
¿.92
'+.O3

l.4o
i.59
).50
5.68
,.92
i.l+5
L.13
).19
l.Ol+
).fl
'¡.21y
1.39
i.53
i.o8
'>.L2

¿.80
).7L
i.o8
L.O2
i.00
+.99
ì.87
1.30
).'lO
,.92
1.54
;.58
).gh
).r3

I5,L56.htr
41277.O7
5 167r'oo
9,332.50

' 9 1546.16
7 16l+0.[ln
7 r791+.75
7r880.30
7 ,337.r7grl+O7.29

7,r73.59
9 rl+38.O2

, 11r 574.il+
14r011.87
ro,21+8.69

t L6 rlfil+.39
.r2,rr7.97
rr1967.4g
,g 1843.lL
LO r9L7.tt9
r?,675.76

. \2)093.99
10;8Ì4.02
I te83.g7

13rr888.52
L3 136l+.38
1l'r056.10
ú ro63.43
LSrl+3}.22
l21065.o5

9 r57h.6r
16,890.03
10r806.?g
19 ro34.l9
23,533.63
15 ro20.78
13r854.41
L6,.r529.68
Ltr27L.8L
?&,222.9t+

" A8J57.t+4

fi u,i68.tj
3,22L.92
4rl+97 '67
5r2L7.8r
5 1860.39
l+1690.l+7
5,o29.17
6rr22.gg
41860.88
3 r9o9.39
Iþ'o94.68
6 1226.26
6ro88.oo
7 ,623.86' 8r25O.2O

LO,596.33
7 1765.13
7,6o5.33
7 ,763.26
8 r63h.63

10,515.81
8 1573.1+3
7rllL.:|O
7 rl76.rogrg53.g3
9 1878.95
I,L68.25
81778.62
9 108l+.26
7 1832'63
7 1562.03
9 1289.52
5r9h4.82

l.L,635.60
13 rg],h.zLgrgo7.32

9 r8ln7.7l
LO r32l+.M
7,782.78

11rO23.88
2L1046.73

$ 889.31
LrO55.l5
Lrr73-33
3,LLh.69
3 1685-77
2r9l+9.97
2r765.58
r,757.3r
2r1t76.29
4'1197.9O
3 rO78.gr
3 r2L1.76
5 1486.U
6r388.0I
Lr9g8.t9
5r8f18.06
4,352.74
l+1362.L5
2rO79 '85
21282.85
2,L59.95
3 r52O.56
3 r7O2.72
21706.97
41931+.59
3 rl+85.18
21887.85
l+r28h.8L
9 r3h5.96
'l+1232.42
2rOLz.58
7 1600.5l
l+rg6]-.g7
7 1398.59
9 r7L9.39
6rLL3.46
hroo6.7o
6 r2O5.21+
hr489.O3

a7 ,rgg.06
L7,37O.7L

$ 35.2o
23.37
23.63
39.68
32.æ
27.78
25.3\
25.1+2
23.4t,
27.75
22.49
zg.5!
30.78
36.3o
27.70
39.32
27.O5
26.02
22.1+7
23.99
27.56
3r.25
23.26
2L.L8
26.48 .

27.OO
22.O2
2L.37
30.?6
rg.?g
l-5.5h
27.60
2L"l+O
30.75
37.47
22.83
2t.gg
23.75
13.9o
2l+.33
26.27

6 zg.tr7
L7.60
19.74
2l+.85
20.r4
r7.o5
t6.33
l.9.75
l-5.53
12.go
12.81+
18.81
l..6.Lg
L9.75
22.30
25.29
L7.33
16.5Ir
17.72
18.89
22.86
22.15
]-5.30
L5.60
r7.o7
rg.96
l'6.27
l-.6.38
14-92
12.84
l.2.27
15.18
l-r.77
18.80
2]-.gg
L3.5h
L5.63
u,83
g.g2
9.50

14.41

$ i.73
5.77
L.8g

t4.83
L2.66
ro.73
8.98
5.67
7.9r

14.85
9.65
9.70

Lh.59
16.55

5'l+O
ll+.O3
9.72
9.48
l+.7 5
5.00
l+.7O

j=0_.10

7.96
5.88
9.hL
7.O4
5.75
7.gg

l-5.34
6.91+
3.27

].2.I+2
9.63

IL.95
15.48
9.29
6.36
g.g2
5.08

Ll+.83
11.86

$ trz98.oo
9,795.76
2r55O.OO
l+r334.æ
I,l+25.1O
l+råho.2o
8,0ó6.90

121863.60
T rol+7.L6
8,632-56
7,2O8.60
7 ,O8).29

11r828.88
LL1729.Oh
ro,666.32
t2,986.4o
9 r558.76

L|r533.OO
l-3,,r3l-.84
15 1518.36
281292.78
12rg78.88
I2'391+.70
IZrl+LO.72
13 r46L.25
16 r'4o3.89
L7 r978.OO
20 ,91+3.36
18ró86,02
:-7,826.38

6 1939.6o
23,722.6o
l-LrL22.2O
L7 1376.OO
35,29O.OO
26 r391+.88
23 ,O83.68
22r2O9.22
29 1368.56
2A,750.60
6o re86.94

$ 168.00
19.60
88.80
76.8O
40.40
63.2o
3g.go
2L.l+O
¿ù.óo
39.90
40.00
53.2o
39.2o
l+7.6O
38,t+O
50.80
5r.20

-..3.2¿Ð
30.0o
28.00
18.00
37.20
22.h,O
32.OO
41.20
32.1+o
2h.40
24.80' 39.60
27.20
55.20
28.4O
38.80
44.00
26.æ
22.80
24.OO
29.60
16.80
54.1+O
25.60

$ 140.65
l.4.76
70'41+3

48.09
2h.æ
38.80
25.O3
18.96
27.56
18.04
22.83
35.rO
20.62
25.90
30.9r
32.67
32.87-
20.84
23.66
22.l.1+
u.93
26.37
Il+.73
23.23
26.56
23.95
19.03
L6.67
19.52
r7.66
l+3.60
l-5.62
2r.34
26.9o
l-5.73
l-3.52
l-7.06
18.49
ro.65
2l..25
u.o5

6 27.3i
4.84

L8.37
28.?L
L5.60
2l+.1+O

13.77
5.41+

14.04
20.76
l-7.u
18.10
18.58
2).."1o
7.47

19.13
18.39
l.L.96
6.3h
5.86
3;o7

10.83
7.67
9.77

Ll+.64
8.1r5
6.37
8.13

20.08
9.5/.+

1r.ó0
l.2.79
t7.46
u.10
11.07
9.28
6.91+

11.11
6.L5

33.r5
aL.55

l+.2O
.49

2.22
r.92
1.01
1.59

.97

.61
1.O4

.97
1.00
r.33

.98
1.19

.96
r.27
1.28

.82

.75

.70

.h5

.93

.56

.80
1.03

.81

.61

.62

.gg

.ó8
1.39
.'ll'
.97

1.10
.67
.57
.60
.7h
.42

r.36
.61*

i,ì::::h:.-!;tî:l
::iliìàtr]:å\:
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Improved

L55
183
2lro
210
2gr
275
308
310
3r3
303
3r9
33r
376
386
37o
l+Lg
448
t+6o

438
457
460
387
1165

h60
52h.5
l+95'
5oz
536
609
6ro
6:.6
6tz
505
619
629
658
630
696
883

1r160
I,ItáO

Total Adjusted
cost of

Production
Total

Variable
Cost

VarÍable Total Cost
Normalized

Fi:ced CosÈ
Normalized

Vari-able Cost
Iilormali-zed

. Fixed as a
Total Fjxed Percentage

Cost of total
as a per-
centage of
Total

Normalized Average Gosts Per

Total Eixed Variable
Cc

(

$ l+1991+.29
3 1965.L7
5,32h.7O
7r808.49

10r88o.ó1
7 

'OO4.OI+7,275.67
7 

'302.1+76 r651n.79
9 r8r]-.67
81723.r3
81932.87

IO 196l+.96
12166r.37

9 r8t7.73
15,5l-3.90
rl+r3o2.19
rrr335.63

g r4Q3.3r
ro,o77 .73
11,814..79
rrrghz.lg
ro,ugh.55
I,993.23

L3,2Ol+.r5
12,527.23
ro 1637.6t+
12r118.98
16 1826.t+L
ro,556.75
grg50.5,

221355.O3
16 r2t+9.52
l.8,l+37 .3t+
22r54g.Og
14r120.38
t21796.5r
l:6r}r5.33
].4r25l+.23
25,699.39
44rluJr.hl+

$ 812.8?
g7g.I2

1r1O1.61
2rgrg.g7
4r2OO.5l+
2r7O4.r2
2r58L.59
l-162g.5O
2r2l+5.7O
5 r2ù,9.63
3 r7lv3.6l+
3 ro39.lß
5rr97 'rL
51772.60
L928.32
5 r53h,.56
5rt37.hr
4rr32.28
rrg87.06
2rLO7.I3
2rOLz.86
3 rhl+?.L8
3 1593.26
2rh62.96
4169r.23
3 1267.61
21778.88
3,975.y+
gr532.gg
3,702.70
1rgg1.3g

]-:o,o59.42
7 ,3O9.75
7,166.96
9 r3rr.73
5r747.U
3 r7OO.8l+
6rorz.oz
5r2l..l+.63

15 r662.t+9
20 roli+.50

$ hrt8r.42
2,987.O5
hr223.O9
1+1889.1+3
6 16g0.o7
4r2gg.g2
l+1691+.Og

5 1673 -97
l+r4o9.o9
l+r562.Olr
l+'979.1Ð
5,893.1r4
5,76? ,85
6,888.77
7 1959.Ð
9 

'979.31+9 rL6l+.78
7,2o3.35
7 rl+]..6.25
7 r97O.60
gr 8o1.g3
81395.Or
6 rgor.zg
6 r53o.zT
8,512.92
9.259.62
7 1858.76
8,143.84
8 1293.1+2
6 r85tn.oj
7 ,O6J.77

L2,295.6L
g rg3g.77

rrr27o.38
L3 1237 .36

81373.2h
9,O95.67

10r003.31
9 rO39.63

10r036.go
2t+1366.94

83.72 %

75.33
79.3r
62.62
6t.39
6r.39
6lo.5Z
7?.70
66.25
l+6.5O
57.o8
65.97
52.60
5l+.1+I
80.50
64.32
64.08
63.55
78.87
79.O9
82.96
70.89
65.76
72.61
6h.h7
?3.92
73.88
67.2o
49.29
6lo.9z
78.98
55.OO
55.Or
6r.L3
58.70
59.30
?1.08
6z.t*6
63.1+z

39.06
5t+.97

16.28 i6

2h.67
20.69
37.38
39.6L
39.6L
35.48
22.30
33.75
53.50' 42.92
34.o3
h7.l+O
l+5.59
l-9.50
35.69
35.92
36.L5

.2r.13
20.r9
u.04
29.IL
3l+.2h
27.39
35.53
26.O8
26.I2
32.æ
50.7L
35.o8
2r.o2
45.OO
44.99
38.87
4L.3O
40.?o
28'92
37.54
36.58
60.94
l+5.L3

I

fi 5,hi6.LL
41277.O7
51671'oQ
9,332.50

' 9 r51+6.16
7 1640.tnlr
7 r79L.75
?r880.30
7 ,337.t7
I,hoZ .29
7,r73.59
9 rL+38.O2

, 11r 571+.14'14r011.87
ro,248.69

'' L6 r474.39
12 rr]-7 .{l
lL1967.lr8
'-9 t8l+3.I1
lorgu.l¡8
L?ç675'76
\2]og3.gg
10;814.02
I ,e83.97

13,888.52
L3 136l+.38
t-lro56.1o
t9ro63.43
r8'43o-22
l-21065.o5

9 r574.6r
L6r 8g0.o3
10,g06.?g
L9 r}34.r9
23 1533.63
J,5,O2O.78
B 1854.l',r
16.e529.68
l.2'r27L.81
?&,222.94
38;,357.h4

I tu156g.t3
3 r22L.92
l+1497.67
5 r2r7 .81,
5 1860.39
l+169O.47
5,o29.17
6 rr22.gg
41860.88
3 rgog.3g
4rO9h.68
6 1226.26
6r089.00
7 ,623.86
8r25Q'2o

lto,596.33
7,765.13
7 16o5.33
7 ,763.26g,63t+.63

10,515.81
8 r573.1+3
7r111.30
7 rLT6.rO
8 1953.93
9 1878.95
8 rl]69.25
8r?78.62
9 ro84.25
7 1832'63
7 1562.o3
9,289.52
5r9M.82

rL1635.60
l-3ràLl+.zh
8r9O?.32
9 1847.71

lO r324.l+l+
7 1782.78

11rO23.88
2J.10l+6.73

$ 888.3r
l-ro55'I5
r,r73.33
3,rrh.69
3 1685.77
2,91+9.97
2r765.58
rr757.3r
2rl+76.29
l+'l+97.90
3 rO78.gr
3 r2LL.76
51486.rh
órg8B.01
Lrgg8.49
5 1978.06
I+'352.7h
41362.r5
2rO79 '85
21282.85
2,L59.95
3 r52O.56
3,702.72
217A6.97
4,934.59
3,l+85.1û
21887.85
41284.81
g r3h5.g6
l+1232.42
2rOLz.58
7 .6OO.5L
4186]-.97
7 1398.59
9,7L9.39
6 rl.L3.ln6
l+1006.7O
6,zoj.ztç

..1+rl+89.O3
L7 ,Lgg.06
17,3ro.7L

$ 35.2o
23.37
23.63
39.68
32.æ
27.78
25.31
25.1+2
23.hh
27.75
22.49
zg.5!
30.78
36.3o
27.70
39.32
27.O5
26.O2
22.1+7
23.99
27.56
3L.25
23.26
2I.lþ8
26.48 .

27.OO
22.O2
2l+.37
30.26
rg.7g
l-5.5h
27.60
2L.l+O
30.75
37.1+7
22.83

, 2r.99
23.75
13-9o
2l+.33
26.27

6 zg.tn7
a7.60
r9.74
2l+.85
20.r4
L7.O5
l.6.33
l.9.75
15.53
L2.gO
l-2.8h
18.81
]-.6.rg
ltg.75
22.30
25.29
L7.33
L6.5tt
u.72
18.89
22.86
22.I5
l-5.30
L5.60
r7.o7
rg.96
].:6.27
t6.38
f,4.92
12.8h
12.27
15.18
IT.77
18.80
2l.gg
l-3.51+
L5.63
L4.83
g.g2
9.50

14.À1

$ 5.73
5.77
l+.89

14.83
l-2.66
ro.73
8.98
5.67
7.9r

u.85
9.65
9.70

f,l+.59
16.55
5.ho

r4.o3
9.72
g,4g
L+.75

5.00
4.70

1,0..10
7.96
5.88
9.1+L
7.o4
5.75
7.99

]-5.34
6.gh
3.27

12.42
9.63

at.g5
15.48
9.29
6'36
8.92
5.oB

u.83
11.86
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APPEND]]T II

BÜDGETARY CO-EFFICIENTS FOR
HUNDRED DOLLARS

VARTABLE INPUTS BASED ON ONE
CROP PRODUCTION

Budgetary Co-efficients
Variable Inputs Stratum Stratum Stratr.lm Stratum Stratum Stratum

123t+56

Cost of Operating
Farm lqachinery fi zz.?7 $ rr.7g # 8.9? # zi.o5 $ r¿.8& $ i.zr

Hired Labour 9.29 l-. r8 6.4A 2.5r

Maintenance
and Repair 1.06 l. 00 .92 .l+5

Crop Costs
(a) Fertilizer
(b) other LT.22

7.30

l+.o3

3 .80

l+.60

3.L7

2.7r

.66

r.73

.51+

L.62

Miscellaneous
Items .69 .29 r.f9 .I5 .35
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APPENDU ÏI]

NORMALIZATION OF PRTCES ANÐ GROSS RECETPTS FROM CROP
PRODUCTION FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Crops
Standard-

Units pounds
per

Bushel

Price per
Original
units

fndex of prices
Normalized in

terms of
ïdheat price

Price
per

pound

'Ìflheat

Oats

Barley

Mixed
Grain

Rye

Corn

Peas

Buckwheat

MiIlet
Hayseed

FIax

Sun-
flowers

Rapeseed

Hay

Silage

Sugar
Beets

60

3b

48

bu

It

$L.jo
.50

.80

.7O

1.00

I.25

1./+0

1.1+0

2.00

.20

3 .00

.04

.04

12.00

5.00

12. 00

2.5ç

L.5

L.7

L.7

1.8

2.2

2.3

2.9

&.0

20.o

5.4

l+.0

l+.0

0.6

o.25

o.6

100

60

68

68

72

88

92

r16

160

800

216

160

r60

2l+

10

2l+

rt

lbs

bu

lbs
il

ton
?t

11

41

56

56

60

48

5O

60

56

2l+

5O

60

60

50



Land Pre

Cost ltems

if ) Crrltivate
i-ií ) Harrow

B. Crop vear#(i) Cultivate
(Íi) Harrow

Seed

Seed treatmeht and
Seeding
Weed Spravine

(i) Machine
(ii) Spray

ESTIIU.ATED ï]HEAT PRODUCTTON COST PER ACBE

Per acre cost
L956

fnterest on Investment on land
5% of $too/acre
Labour Cost
TïTTïlffire (Machinerv)

(2.o3 hrs @ $1,00/h¡)(ii ) .Time/acre (Pre-hârvesting)
(l.z¿r hrs @ $t,oolrrr)(iii) Time/acre (Harvestins)
(.6 hrs @ $1 .oo/hr) -

i) Swather
(ii) Combine

cleaning

L.53
$ L.67

.37

1.1r
.36

2.00
.09
.51+

.19

.22

.42
2.b6

5.00

2.O3

r,2b

.60

Index No.
I956=100

Total Cost

I roti
10lr
101+

10¿r
10þ

110
1r8
1Olt.

10,l+
118

104
10¿r

Per acre cost
L9oz

L.59
$ r.7b

.38

1.15
.37

2.20
.lL
.56

.20

.26

.lþ4
2.56

5.00

2.5L

I.5l+

.7h
19.83

l.2L+

L2l+

L2l+

?T.36

P\o
P



Land PreparationF
Cultivate
Harrow

Seed

Seed üreatment and cleaning
Seeding
trrleed Srirayine
1. Machine
2. $pray

Harvesting
Swather
Combine

Interest on InvestmenÈ on land
tabour-Tll-ffime for pre-harvest = 2.07 hrs

@ fll .oO/hr.

2. Time for harvesting = .óO hrs
@ $r.oo/hr.

Cost Items

ESTIMATED BARLEY PRODUCT]ON COST PER ACRE

er acre 0osf
].956

$ L.53
l. Ll

.36
r'76
0.09
O.514.

.19

.22

9.1+?
2.1+6

5. 00

2.O7

.60

Total Cost

1956:l-00
ex l\o.

104
t0¿l
r04
110
118

104

er acre
L962

$ r.59
1.15

.37
L.9l+

.11

.56

.20

.26

.1+l+
2.56
5. O0

2.57

.7h

ost

104
IT8

$ 16.35

104
104

l-2l+

LZI'

$ L?.t+g

P\o
N



Cost ltems

Land Preparatign
Plow
Cultivate
Harrow

Seed

Seed treatment and cleaning
Seeding

ESTTI4ATED OATS PRODUCTION COST PER ACRE

Machine
Spray

Harvesting
Bwather
0ombine

Interest on Investmenb (land)
Labour

f.-Time for pre-harvest - 2.O7 hrs
@ $1 .oo/hi.

Per acre
L956

2. TÍme for harvesting : .60 hrs

Cost ïndex No.
fpJó:100

L.53
1. 11

.36
L.45

.09

.51+

.1"9

.22

. lþ2
2.Ì+6

5.00

2.o7

.60

Total Cost

10l}
104
10/+

110
118
r04

Per acre Cost
r962

r.59
r.15

.37
1.60

.11

.56

.20

.26
101+
118

104
10l}

Ló.0i+

LZI+

12lþ

.l+lþ
2.56
5.00

2.57

.7h

$ l7.L5

H\o
\,J



Land Preoaration
Pl-ow
Cultivate
Harrow

Seed

$eed Èreatment and cleaning
Seeding

Inleed SpravinE#
Machine
Spray

Harvesting
Swather
CombÍne

Ïnterest on fnvestment
tabour

Cost ftems

ESTIMA,TED FLAX PRODUCTTON COST PER ACRE

Per acre
L956

Total Cost

$ r.i3
L.,67

.37
2.r4

.09

.5b

0ost Index No.
1956=10O

10i+
1Otr
104
1r0
118
104

Per acre Cost
L962

,19
.22

.l+?
2.46
5. 00

2.gL

1.59
L.72

.38
2.35

.11

.56

.20

.lO

.l+l+
2.56
5. 00

3.6r

104
r18

L7 .54

l0lr
I0/+

L?4

r8.78

H\o



tafrd Preparation
Plow
CultÍvate
Harrow

Seed

Seeding

Seed treatment and cleaning

HarvestinE
Su¡ather
Combine

fnterest on fnvestment

Labour

Cost ïtems

ESTIMATED RYE PRODUCTION COST PER ACRE

Per acre
L956

Total Cost

$ L.53
L.67

.37

L.?3

.51+

.09

.l+2
2.46

5. 00

2.67

Cost fndex No.
fpJ6=100

10¿+.

10i+
10l}

110

101+

118

101+
10l}

Per acre Cost
L96z

$ t6.oo

L.59
r,72

.38

L.35

.56

.11

.l+l+
2.56

5. oo

3.3rL24

L7.O2

ts\o
vr



Cost ltem

Land Prep.aration
Plow
Cultivate
Harrow

Seed

Seed treatment
SeedÍrg

Buckwheat Millet Mixed Grain Oorn Grain
Per acre

cost

L962

Machine
Spray

Harvesting
Swather
Combine

fnterest on fn-
vestmenf
Labour Cost

Per
Acre
Cost
j.962

L.59
1.15

.37
L.25

.11

.56

Per acre
cost

L962

$r.59
1.15

.37
3,35

. l_l

.56

.20

.26

Total Cost

.20

.26

$r.59
1.15

.37
L.77

.11

.56

.20

.26

.hrb
2.56

5.00
3.3L

Per acre
cost

Lg62

.l+4
2.56

5.00
3.3L

Peas

$ t.59
r.15

.37
2.40

.11

'56

.20

.26

.l+b
2.56

5.00
3.3r

.l+l+
2.56

16.80

Per
Acre
Cost
L962

5.00
).3L

Rapeseed Hayseed

$t8.90

Per acre Per acre
cost eost

$ r.59
r.15

.37
9.25

.11

.56

.20

.26

L962

$ t,5g
I.L5

.37
1.00
.1r
.56

.20

.61+

.l+l+
2.56

5.00
3.31

ût7 ôe

l-962

$ t.59
r.15

.37

.97

.11

.56

.20

.76

.l+l+
2.56

5.00
3.3L

$17.95

.l+4
2.56

5.00
3.3L

$e4.80 $16.93 # t6.jz

H\o
o.



Land Freparation
Plow ..... $t.59Cultivatê... 1.15
Harrow ..... .37

ESTTMATED PRODUCTION COST PER ACRE FOR HAY AND SILAGE

Seed

ålååå" :.: A ii: $e.eo

Machinery Cost
fnterest on fnvestment on Land
Labour

$3.tt spread over 3 years

Total Cost

Per acre

$ 1.04

Per åcre

.97

5.10
5.00
2.60

ge

$ t.o4

$ t¿n. zt

2.54

5.10
5,00
6.96

$ zo.5o

H\o{



Item

Summer fallow
FalI work
Preseeding
Seeding
PoSt-seeding
Cultivation
ThinnÍng (manual)- (mechanical)
Other post-seeding

Harvesting
Transportation
Trucking
Rail
0ther

Miscellaneous

APPENDTX TV

PRODUCTION COSTS PER SUGAR BEET ACRE

Cost in L956

Fertilizer
Seed
Spray material
Association dues
ïnteresb on debt
Land Rent

$ 2.?6
1.16
2.63
T. L2

u.33
22.63
l.5c

.l+6

l-l+.57

l_0.15

15. 00

2.L4

3.L9
2.5L

.ü16

,57
.11

20.85

Index Nr¡mber
L956 * t00

Total cost per acre

114

114
lti*
r1l}

11¿l

L?,l+
fil+
r1l}
114

1I¿þ

111+

114

10r
110
t::

LT7

Cost in 1962

\

$ z.i7
L.32
3.00
L.62

l+.9b

28.06
I.7I

.52
16.6r

1r.57
17.l_0

2.41+

3.22
2.76

.51+

.57

.11
2l+.?9

$ to5.9L $ te3.o5

H\o
@



Cost ltem

Land Charges
Owned
Rented

Building Costs
Or,,rn Machinery
Tractor
Truck
Car
Combine

Pre-eeeding
Seeding and Post-seeding
Custom work
Machinery rental
Own Labour
Hired Labour
$eed, fertilizer and
insecticídes etc.
Supplies
General overhead
Miscellaneous

SUNFLOIII]ER PRODUCTION OOSTS PER ACRE

Small Enterpri-se
(Heavy soils)
$ per acre

L959

.3. 8ir
2.82

.83

l+.50
,86
.7L
.78
.l+3

.79

2.82
2.76

.28

1, 51

.23

.80

.L7

Large Enterprise Average
(Heavy soils ) EnËerprise
S per acre lþ per acre

L959 L959

Total

3.96
2.68
1.13

3.61+
.59
.57

r.16
.4r
.60

2.97
2.83

.ll+

1.30
.22
.72
.L5

fndex No. Average
I959=100 Enterprise

$ p"" acre
L962

3.90
2.7 5

.98

l+.07
.73
.6lr
.97
.42
.7O

2.go
3.30

.2L

1./+l
.2)
,76
.16

û 25.t3

107
L07

10r

LA2
IO2
L02
I02
102

102

r05
107

LO7

110

106

98
106

4.L7
2.91+

.99

b.L5
.71+
.65
.99
.43
.7L

3.O5

3.53
.22

r.55
.21+

.71+

.17

# 23.o7 8 zt+.tj fi 25.27
H\o\o



APPENDIX V

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIÏ ACTIIAL FARIVIS USED IN THE BUDGETARY ANALYSTS

Characteristics

Capital Structure
Total acreage
fmproved acreage.

*Real Estate (av. )

Livestoclc (av. )

Machinery and
Equipment
Farm Capital
Operatorrs Equity
TotaL Farm Assets
Total Assets
Net liüorth

Farm Receipts
Crop Sales
Livestock
Cust'om VrIork
MiscelLaneous
Total Product'
Sales
ToÈal Receipts

Farm Expenses
Total Farm
Expenses
Total Capital
Expenses
Total Expenses
Total Cash Spent

Recéipts pèr'$
Expenditure
Accounts Paid

Farm
(1)

1ó0
L55

$16, ooo. oo

5 r252rOO
22 rl+89.OO
14 r?3l+. b3
22,l+89.OO
20 1337.93
20 rO37 .53

r,443.35
1,909.83

ããt . +r

3,616.59
10r 58¿P.88

2,lL5.3L

L.)66.51+
3;48r.85

LO rg22.LL

L.7L
3 r255.L7

Farm
(2)

320
308

$3e , ooo. oo
2 ,99O , OO

5 1999.96
45,O7O.31..
l+2 r82O.31+
t+r ro7o.3t+
b6,97L.56
t+6'r97I.56

4,383.89
1, 814.83

89t+.50
967.23

8, 060./+5
8 r58o.23

3 ,7 55 .9O

5 ,538.1+l
9 1291+-3Llr, 517.10

2.L5
5O0.00

Farrn
6t

560
502

$ fA,ooo.oo
110. o0

17 ,5à7 .50
t6 ,7 52.43
82,252.1+3
86 ,7 52.1+3

10l},921+.97
f04r 92t+.97

L2 ,567 .6L
201.87
it0. O0

L r 57O.l+7

Il+r?79.95
23 rL5l+.9I

41684.27

9,586.44
Il+r27O.7L
23 ,l+3O.O8

3.O7
I, 0o0. 00

* Land is valued at a uniform price of $100.00 per âcf,ê.

Farm
(L)

708
658

$ Zo,8oo.oo

23 ,LzO.50
104r L45.50

79 ,763 .5t+
1O/+, L25.50

83,688.5¿+
83 , 688. 5l*

L2 ,LLL.53

2 ,401. 00
Lr]l+9,95

L5,592.1+8
23 r3L5.1+8

8 r57r.zr
8, 712. 88

17,281+.09
?2 r1L2.59

1. 82
3 1663.o7

Farm
(5 )

893
883

$ 8g,3oo,oo

,z,g7o.o,
L22 r 597 .OO
99,297 .OO

L221597.OO
103 r 7I5.OL
103 ¡ 7I5.OL

L5 r545.7L

L,525 .55
2,336.85

19, i+O8.11
?5,664.2L

9 rL97 ,06

7 ,L59.40
16-,356. t+6
2r ,L96. 56

2.IL
41767.O3

Farm
(ó)

1,190
1, 160

$r1g,000.00
6, 994. 00

30,246.OO
L66,605 " 50
L64,O37 .50
168,596.50
L65,L57.66
L65,L57 .66

15,t+LL.59
6 ,L3?.24
r 1992.95
5,675.75

29 ,2L?.53
l+I rl+L3.L5

32 r898.30

629.60
33 ,527 .90
39,620.98

.89 È
&s0:õó o


